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Abstract
HADES (High Acceptance DiElectron Spectrometer), located at GSI, is a versatile
detector for precise spectroscopy of e+ e− pairs and charged hadrons produced on a fixed
target in a 1 AGeV to 3.5 AGeV kinetic beam energy region. The main experimental goal
is to investigate properties of dense nuclear matter created in heavy ion collisions and
learn about in-medium hadron properties.

In the HADES set-up 24 Mini Drift Chambers (MDC) allow for track reconstruction
and determining the particle momentum by exploiting charged particle deflection in a
magnetic field. In addition, the drift chambers contribute to particle identification by
measuring the energy loss. The read-out concept foresees each sensing wire to be equipped
with a preamplifier, analog pulse shaper and discriminator. In the current front-end
electronics, the ASD-8 [New93] ASIC comprises the above modules. Due to limitations of
the current on-board time to digital converters (TDC), especially regarding higher reaction
rates expected at the future FAIR facility (HADES at SIS-100), the electronics need to
be replaced by new boards featuring multi-hit TDCs. Whereas ASD-8 chips cannot be
procured anymore, a promising replacement candidate is the PASTTREC [Str17][Prz15]
ASIC, developed by JU Krakow, which was tested w.r.t. suitability for MDC read-out in
a variety of set-ups and, where possible, in direct comparison to ASD-8.

The timing precision, being the most crucial performance parameter of the joint
system of detector and read-out electronics, was assessed in two different set-ups, i.e. a
cosmic muon tracking set-up and a beam test at the COSY accelerator at Juelich using a
minimum ionizing proton beam.

The beam test results were reproduced and can thus be quantitatively explained in a
three dimensional GARFIELD simulation of a HADES MDC drift cell. In particular, the
simulation is able to describe the characteristic dependence of the time precision on the
track position within the cell.

A circuit simulation (SPICE) was used to closely model the time development of a raw
drift chamber pulse, measured as a response to X-rays from a 55Fe source. The insights
gained from this model were used for attributing realistic charge values to the time
over threshold values measured with the read-out ASICs in a charge calibration set-up.
Furthermore, a high-level circuit simulation of the PASTTREC shaper is implemented
to serve as a demonstration of the effect of the individual shaping and tail cancellation
stages which are present in both ASICs.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aspects of heavy ion collisions - HADES physics

An important topic in modern particle physics is the study of hadronic matter. Under
normal conditions, stable hadrons, i.e. protons and neutrons, form atomic nuclei. By
colliding heavy nuclei, particle accelerators grant an experimental access to hot and
compressed hadronic matter. Systematic studies of such exotic matter states in the
laboratory provide insights into the matter states present in the early universe and
into astrophysical processes and phenomena, such as supernovas and colliding neutron
stars [Ste18].

In a heavy ion collision one distinguishes three distinct phases. In the first phase, the
compression phase, the overlapping parts of the two colliding nuclei are being compressed
to several times the normal nuclear density. In a number of individual elastic and inelastic
scattering events, initial linear momentum of the colliding nucleons is randomized and
thus converted to heat. This phase lasts for circa 10−22 s only.

After the initial compression phase the system expands and the local energy density
decreases. Inelastic interactions between the reaction products cease beneath a character-
istic energy density threshold. This is called the chemical freeze-out, since thereafter the
amounts of the different sorts of created particles stays constant (apart from resonance
decays). At a further state of expansion, elastic interactions cease, and one speaks of the
kinematic freeze-out, since the individual particle momenta remain constant.

Hadrons are made of quarks which are confined into color neutral groups of two or
three by the strong force, which is transmitted via gluons. The coupling constant of the
strong force is dependent on the momentum transfer. For high momentum transfer, the
coupling constant is small and thus the interaction can be described via perturbation
theory. For low momentum transfer, this approach is invalid. An alternative attempt
for describing low energy hadronic matter is pursued by so-called effective approaches,
which consider the mesonic and baryonic degrees of freedom. An important prediction of
these models is a change in hadron properties when embedded in nuclear matter relative
to the hadron’s properties in the vacuum.

Of special interest is the in-medium modification of the spectral functions of the light
vector mesons ρ, ω and φ. These have very short lifetimes and decay already during
the course of a heavy ion collision. Vector mesons mainly decay via hadronic channels.
However, with a probability of circa 10−4, a vector meson decays into an e+e− pair which
does not participate in strong interaction and consequently escapes the expanding nuclear
fireball undisturbed. By reconstructing the invariant mass of the dilepton pair one has
access to the mass and decay width of the vector meson at the time of its decay.

Because the ρ meson is particularly short lived (1.3 fm/c) it decays predominantly
in the compression phase of the collision, making it a preeminent probe of compressed
hadronic matter. Effective models predict a significant in-medium broadening of the
ρ decay width and a decrease of the invariant mass already at normal nuclear matter
density [RW99]. Further, measuring the medium modifications of the vector mesons is
expected to yield information about the restoration of chiral symmetry in hot and dense
nuclear matter.

1.2 The HADES experiment

The High-Acceptance DiElectron Spectrometer (HADES), located at GSI Helmholtzzen-
trum für Schwerionenforschung is a fixed target experiment designed for the study of
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: A CGI explosion view of the HADES detector

in-medium modifications of light vector mesons. HADES is supplied heavy ion and
elementary particle beams in an energy regime of 1 AGeV to 2 AGeV by the SIS18 accel-
erator. This kinetic beam energy range covers the ρ meson production threshold. In the
compression phase of the accessible heavy ion collisions, nuclear matter temperatures
of T =40 MeV to 80 MeV and baryon densities of up to three times normal nuclear
matter density are reached [Had09]. Complementary to the collisions of heavy nuclei,
experiments with proton and pion beams on heavy nuclei, as well as proton and pion
beams on hydrogen were conducted. In contrast to heavy ion collisions, elementary
reactions, i.e. pion or proton induced reactions, embed vector mesons in normal nuclear
matter [Aga09].

The processes in the collisions cannot be observed directly. The detectors can only
measure the end states of the reaction products after the kinetic freeze out. While
hadronic reaction products are abundant in a heavy ion collision, dileptons, which are the
observables of interest, are rare. In order to trigger on di-electron candidates, a hadron
blind ring imaging cherenkov counter is used, selecting interesting events in real time.
Nevertheless, the data acquisition system has to be able to handle measuring up to 200
individual charged particle trajectories in a central heavy ion collision (Au + Au).

Figure 1.1 shows an explosion view of the HADES detector assembly. Closest to
the target is located the above-mentioned ring imaging cherenkov detector (RICH) for
identifying electrons. Going further downbeam, there are two layers of drift chambers
(MDC I,II), a superconducting toroidal magnet and two additional layers of drift chambers
(MDC III,IV), followed by the META (Multiplicity Electron Trigger Array) detector
(TOF, RPC). Not included in the figure is the diamond detector, located directly in front
of the target, and the forward wall which is placed behind all other systems.

The diamond detector, or start detector, serves to measure the start time of a potential
collision event, i.e. the advent of a beam particle. The drift chambers represent the
main tracking detector system of HADES. Together with the magnet, the four tracking
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1.2 The HADES experiment

Figure 1.2: A photograph of the HADES detector from the rear, with the electromagnetic
calorimeter prominently visible on the left

stations form a magnet spectrometer for determining the momentum of the particle via
its deflection in the magnetic field. The META detector is a fast segmented detector for
measuring the time of flight of particles (versus the diamond start detector) as well as
providing a means to trigger on events above a certain track multiplicity. The forward
wall is a scintillator array covering small polar angles. It serves to determine the reaction
plane of the collision, by measuring the spectators, i.e. projectile nucleons not taking
part in the collision.

Particle identification is achieved by comparing the momentum and the time of flight
(velocity) of a particle, and thus obtaining information about its mass. Alternatively the
momentum is compared with the energy loss in the drift chamber gas, which is also a
function of velocity. In practice, both methods are combined.

In the most recent configuration of HADES, an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)
is added in between the META detector and the forward wall, prominently visible in
the photograph in figure 1.2. The ECAL contributes to particle identification, especially
electron/pion separation.

For the systematic study of vector meson decays, HADES features a high geometric
acceptance for the leptonic decay products and a high precision in the determination of
the invariant mass of the dilepton pairs. Neglecting the rest mass of the electron and the
positron, the invariant mass of a dilepton pair is given by [Mar05]

Minv ≈ 2√pe+pe− sin α2 . (1)

It depends on the measurement of the momenta and the opening angle α between
the electron and the positron trajectory. Both, the momentum and the opening angle
measurement precision depend critically on the spatial precision of the drift chambers.
The design goal of HADES is to achieve a relative precision of 1 % in the invariant mass
range of the ρ meson, which requires a spatial precision of the drift chambers of 100 µm
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1 Introduction

in the direction of magnetic deflection in the spectrometer. For a single drift cell, this
requirement translates to a precision of 150 µm [Mar05].

1.3 HADES at SIS100

To achieve a full understanding of the properties of hadrons in nuclear matter, it is
necessary to combine complementary results from different regions of the nuclear matter
phase diagram. FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research), which is currently under
construction in Darmstadt, will physically and functionally extend GSI. Its synchrotron,
SIS100 will provide beams with higher energy and intensity than the currently operating
SIS18. It is foreseen to relocate the entire HADES detector to be operated at the same
beam line as CBM (Compressed Baryonic Matter) [CBM09], the future dedicated FAIR
heavy ion experiment. SIS100 will grant access to heavy ion collisions at beam energies
ranging from 2 AGeV to 10 AGeV, an energy regime for which no experimental dilepton
data exists so far. At the SIS100 energies, much higher matter densities can be achieved
than with SIS18, while the temperature is expected to stay below the transition threshold
to quark-gluon-plasma. A significant enhancement in the production of vector mesons is
expected [Had09], as well as an overall increase in the number of hadronic reaction end
products.

While HADES and CBM are both fixed target experiments with overlapping physics
questions, in particular dielectron spectroscopy of vector mesons, the experiments differ
in geometric acceptance and detector technology. HADES was designed for beam energies
of 1 AGeV to 2 AGeV and thus its high geometric acceptance ranging from 18◦ to 85◦
polar angle accommodates collision products with a certain Lorentz boost. Since CBM
was directly designed for the higher SIS100 energies, its geometric acceptance, 3◦ to 25◦
is tailored to a respectively higher Lorentz boost. For a beam energy around 4 AGeV,
the mid-rapidity (for the light hadrons) of the collision system is boosted to polar
angles within the overlap of the HADES and the CBM acceptance. Consequently, to
attain a complete picture of the energy regime, the complementary results from HADES
(≤4 AGeV) and CBM (above ≥4 AGeV) need to be combined, while the common overlap
region allows for testing the consistency of both experiments.

Benefiting of the high acceptance of HADES, it is possible to carry out multi-
differential analyses, which in turn demand high statistics to ensure high data quality.
Neither the storage bandwidth nor the reaction rates at SIS100 will be the limiting factor
on experiment statistics, whereas the current drift chamber read-out electronics introduce
limitations due to slow data read-out. Furthermore, the missing multi-hit capability
of the signal digitization circuits (Time to Digital Converters) will lead to challenges
regarding the higher track densities expected at SIS100. In order to cope with the stricter
requirements on the drift chamber performance, the HADES MDC system needs to be
upgraded with new front-end electronics, employing an improved digital read-out concept.
Because also the current analog part of the MDC read-out is identified as a source of
instability and inefficiency, due to its sensitivity to electromagnetic interference and its
inclination to self-oscillation, an analog replacement technology is investigated.

1.4 Objective of this thesis

In this thesis an alternative integrated analog read-out circuit, the PASTTREC ASIC
is investigated as a potential replacement for its counterpart in the existing HADES
MDC front-end electronics, the ASD-8 ASIC. PASTTREC is tested, wherever possi-
ble, in direct comparison to ASD-8. The ultimate goal is to achieve optimal detector
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1.4 Objective of this thesis

performance in terms of spatial measurement precision, energy measurement precision
and efficiency/reliability. This endeavor requires a detailed understanding the HADES
drift chambers, which can be seen as an array comprising a large number of individual
proportional counters.

In chapter 2, the fundamental working principles of proportional counters are discussed
with an emphasis on a quantitative understanding of the resulting electrical output signal.
The theoretical insights are integrated into an electrical circuit simulation to model and
recreate the concrete MDC cell raw signal response to a delta-like stimulus. Further, the
different analog signal shaping stages, present in both read-out ASICs are discussed on
the basis of an idealized high level circuit simulation of the PASTTREC ASIC.

In chapter 3, an MDC cell is considered as a detector yielding spatial information via
the arrival time (drift time) of the drifting ionization charges deposited in the detector
gas by charged particle tracks. The previous chapter provides an understanding of the
complete signal generation and analog signal processing chain. On the basis of these
insights, the limiting factors for the precise determination of the drift time are discussed,
which ultimately limit the spatial measurement precision of the detector. The drift time
measurement precision is assessed in two different test set-ups enabling a comparison
between both ASICs. The first set-up is used to track cosmic muons, while the second
set-up is operated at an accelerator providing minimum ionizing protons. The latter
provides a means to measure the space-time relation of the drift cell, as well as the time
precision as a function of the distance from the sense wire.

Chapter 4 investigates charge measurement. Both ASICs measure charge indirectly
via the time over threshold method. A procedure is introduced for determining the
calibration function which converts between between logical pulse length and charge. In
this context, too, the quantitative understanding of the MDC pulse shape is of importance.
The consistency of the PASTTREC calibration is examined systematically by irradiating
MDC cells with a radioactive 55Fe source.

Lastly, in chapter 5 an MDC cell (MDC I) is simulated in GARFIELD [GAR] a
dedicated gas detector simulation framework. Apart from studying the electric field
strength and the drift velocity as a function of position within the cell, the simulation is
used to recreate and interpret the beam test results.
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2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

2.1 The HADES drift chamber system

Beam

RICH

MDC

Magnet coils

TOF
TOFino

PreSHOWER

(a)

A
B

C D

RICH

MDCI MDCII MDCIII MDCIV

(b)

Figure 2.1: A sketch of the HADES detector in measurement position (a) and a cross
section through one of six sectors of the magnet spectrometer comprising MDC and the
superconducting magnet (blue coil) (b). Images taken from [Mar05].

The Mini Drift Chamber (MDC) system of the HADES experiment comprises four
planes of drift chambers (MDC I to MDC IV). Each plane is composed of six identical
trapezoidal chambers, arranged in a shape similar to an umbrella. In the experiment
these structures are stacked into each other, so they form a concentric tracking detector
system in the forward direction around the target on the beam axis (see Figure 2.1a).
An ironless superconducting magnet, consisting of six coils, creates a toroidal magnetic
field which is mostly confined to the space between MDC planes II and III. Charged
particle trajectories are bent in this region due to the Lorentz force (Figure 2.1b). By
reconstructing the amount of deflection, it is possible to determine the momentum of the
particle if its charge is known.

Each chamber comprises thirteen internal layers of wires: six read-out layers, in-
terleaved with seven cathode layers. The wires of the read-out layers are oriented at
different stereo angles relative to the two center read-out layers (see Figure 2.2), so x
and y position of a traversing particle can be determined within the plane of the drift
chamber. While cathode layers consist of identical wires at a common electrical potential,
the read-out layers feature an alternating sequence of so-called field wires and sense wires.
Consequently each sense wire is in the center of a spatial volume that is confined by
either a cathode wire or a field wire. In the normal operation, the chamber is filled with
a special gas mixture and the cathode and field wires are kept at a negative electric
potential via a high voltage power supply. The sense wire however, remains at ground
potential and thus becomes the anode of an individual gas detector cell (Figure 2.3). In
the following, such a cell is called a drift cell. The described structure is the same for all
MDC planes/chambers, while the wire and layer pitch as well as the overall size of the
chambers increases from the inner towards the outer planes. The smallest MDC drift
cells possess a cross section of 5× 5 mm2 (MDC I) while the largest measure 14× 10 mm2

(MDC IV). See all MDC wire geometries listed in table 2.1.
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2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

up

rightleft

down

X

Y

Z

0,0

1 (+40°)
3 (+0°)

5 (+20°)

2 (-20°)
4 (-0°)

6 (-40°)

(a)

layer type wire angle
1 cathode 90◦
2 read-out 1 +40◦
3 cathode 90◦
4 read-out 2 -20◦
5 cathode 90◦
6 read-out 3 +0◦
7 cathode 90◦
8 read-out 4 -0◦
9 cathode 90◦
10 read-out 5 +20◦
11 cathode 90◦
12 read-out 6 -40◦
13 cathode 90◦

(b)

Figure 2.2: Layer order and wire orientation in all HADES drift chambers. The sketch
(a) on the left omits the cathode layers.

cathode
pitch

layer
pitch

sense/field
wire pitch

sense
wire

field
wire

cathode wire

one drift cell

MDC plane cathode
pitch

layer
pitch

sense/field
wire pitch

I 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm
II 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 3.0 mm
III 3.0 mm 4.0 mm 6.0 mm
IV 4.0 mm 5.0 mm 7.0 mm

sense wire
radius

cath. wire
radius

field wire
radius

I - III 10 µm 40 µm 40 µm
IV 15 µm 50 µm 50 µm

Table 2.1: Wire geometries of all MDC planes

When a charged particle traverses the active volume of a drift cell, it ionizes the
detector gas along its trajectory. The free electrons created in the process will drift
towards the anode of electrode configuration, i.e. the sense wire, while the remaining
gas ions drift towards the negatively charged field and cathode wires. Above a certain
operating voltage the cell acts as a proportional counter: The electric field in the direct
vicinity (few tens of µm) of the sense wire accelerates the drifting electrons to kinetic
energies sufficient to ionize the detector gas themselves. Consequently an avalanche
process multiplies the charge collected at the anode by a large but ideally constant factor
(up to several 104 [Sau77]). Exploiting the gas amplification process, the electric charge
signal arriving at the sense wire is large enough to be tapped and registered with an
electronic measurement amplifier.

In the MDC system, the signal read-out electronics, comprising amplifier, analog sig-
nal processing and digitization circuitry, are mounted on the frames of the drift chambers
and are connected to the sense wires via flex-print cables (FPC) with varying lengths
from 11 cm to 28 cm.
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2.2 Interaction of charged particles with gasses

  ionizing

particle

  cathode

sense

wire

  cathode

field

wire

field

wire

Figure 2.3: Zoom inside the wire geometry of an MDC I chamber. Shown is a 0◦ read-out
layer sandwiched between two (90◦) cathode layers. The wire geometry is shown in
correct scale while the wire diameters are exaggerated.

In principle the signal from a drift chamber can provide the following information:

The advent of a charged particle: A charged particle or other form of ionizing ra-
diation must have hit the drift cell. The spatial position of the charged particle’s
trajectory is known in one dimension with a resolution corresponding to the width
of the drift cell.

The radial distance of the particle trajectory from sense wire: Given another (fast)
detector measured the point in time when the charged particle passed through the
drift cell. Relative to this detector the drift cell signal is delayed due to the finite
time needed by the ionization electrons to drift to the sense wire. This delay is a
function of the distance between track and sense wire. This information greatly
increases the spatial measurement precision of the detector.

The energy loss of the particle in the drift cell gas: When all ionization electrons
originating from the particle track have been collected and their charge has been
multiplied by the gas amplification process, the integrated charge signal at the sense
wire is proportional to the total ionization caused by the impinging particle. In
HADES, the specific energy loss, among other observables, contributes to identifying
the particle species.

Like any other detector system, the HADES drift chambers have limitations regarding the
precision to which the corresponding observables can be measured. In order to understand
these limitations and to optimize the measurement quality one has to understand the
nature and the shape of the electrical drift chamber signal.

2.2 Interaction of charged particles with gasses

The fundamental principle of particle detection is the interaction of particles with an
arbitrary detector medium. In the case of drift chambers the detector medium is a gas
and the relevant mechanism is the electromagnetic interaction between fast, charged

9



2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

particles and gas atoms or molecules. The measured quantity is the amount (and the
location) of ionization in the detector gas.

When an impinging charged particle knocks out an electron from neutral gas atom
in an inelastic scattering event, one speaks of primary ionization. In many cases, the
kinetic energy of the primary ionization electron is high enough to ionize further gas
atoms, which is termed secondary ionization. In case of low energy transfer, inelastic
scattering can lead to atomic excitation of gas atoms instead of ionization. Especially in
gas mixtures, it is possible that the excitation energy is transferred to a different atom
with lower ionization energy which is consequently ionized. This process also contributes
to secondary ionization. The sum of primary and secondary ionization is referred to as
the total ionization. Because ionizing a gas requires energy, there is a relation between
the energy loss ∆E of a charged particle and the total number nT of electron/ion pairs
(primary + secondary) created in the detector medium [Sau77]:

nT = ∆E
Wi

(2)

with Wi being the ionization energy of the gas (≈ 30 eV). Due to the statistical nature
of inelastic scattering, the ionization is unevenly distributed along the particle trajectory,
and, because of the abovementioned secondary ionization processes, the deposited charge
is concentrated in localized ionization clusters with variable number of charges (typically
one to three [Mar05]). The mean energy loss per unit length 〈dE/dx〉 (or “stopping
power”) of a charged particle in a given material can be described by the Bethe-Bloch
formula [PDG10]:

−
〈
dE

dx

〉
= 4πNAr

2
emec

2Z

A

z2

β2

[
1
2 ln

(
2c2meγ

2β2Tmax
I2

)
− β2 − δ (βγ)

2

]
(3)

with NA − Avogadro’s number
re − classical electron radius
me − electron mass

Z, A − atomic number and atomic mass of material
z − charge of impinging particle
I − material ionization constant
γ − Lorentz factor
δ − density effect correction to ionization energy loss

Tmax is the maximum possible kinetic energy transferred to a free electron by the
impinging particle with mass M :

Tmax = 2mec
2β2γ2

1 + 2γme/M + (me/M)2 (4)

A peculiar feature of the energy loss is its relative independence from the impinging
particle mass (species). The energy loss is mainly determined by a particle’s charge and
βγ = p

Mc , which is a mere function of its velocity. This fact can be exploited for particle
identification: When the particle’s momentum is known, measuring the specific energy

10
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Figure 2.4: Mean stopping power (-dE/dx) for positive muons passing through copper.
The Bethe-Bloch formula describes the velocity region 0.1 < βγ < 1000. The dependence
of the energy loss function on βγ (∼velocity) is nearly identical for all particles and
similar for all materials. Source: [PDG10].

loss, in principle, yields the particle’s mass M . Furthermore, when normalized to the
material mass-density, the energy loss depends only weakly on the material properties,
so the stopping powers of all materials are in the same order of magnitude and follow
the same dependence on βγ. As a representative example, the energy loss of muons in
copper is depicted in figure 2.4. Obviously the energy loss has a minimum. In fact, all
charged particles become minimum ionizing particles (MIPs) at a certain velocity, i.e.
when βγ ≈ 3. MIPs play a special role in the design considerations of particle detectors:
They produce the least amount of detectable signal charge, so they represent the most
challenging special case that the detector must handle.

When a charged particle loses only a small fraction of its kinetic energy in a relatively
small number of individual inelastic scattering events, e.g. by passing through a drift
chamber, the total deposited energy is subject to large fluctuations following a non-
Gaussian probability distribution. The energy loss distribution is described by the
asymmetric Landau distribution [Sau77], which possesses a prominent tail towards large
energy losses. The theoretical Landau distribution does not have a defined statistical
mean and is thus characterized in terms of its most probable energy loss (∆E)mp:

P (∆E) = P (λ) = 1√
2π

exp
(
−1

2
(
λ+ e−λ

))
(5)

λ =
∆E − (∆E)mp
〈∆E〉 (6)

Here λ is the deviation from the most probable energy loss, normalized to the mean
energy loss 〈∆E〉 described by the Bethe-Bloch formula.

2.3 Operation of an ideal proportional counter

2.3.1 Electrode configuration and electric field

The most simple and ideal realization of a proportional counter is a gas-filled conductive
cylinder of length l with a thin metal wire spanning along its central axis (see Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a basic proportional counter in form of a cylindrical drift tube

A voltage is applied, so that the wire (anode) is positively charged relative to the cylinder
(cathode). Such a configuration is called a drift tube. In analogy to the HADES drift
chambers a negative high voltage −UHV is applied to the cathode, while the anode is
connected to ground potential 1 via the read-out electronics, here idealized as an ohmic
resistor Rro. Since the cylindrical anode wire (radius ra) and the cathode cylinder (radius
rb) form an ideal cylindrical capacitor, the electric field inside the cylinder is well known
and can be expressed as a function of radial position r relative to the central axis.

E (r) = UHV
ln (rb/ra)

· 1
r

(7)

It will be shown in chapter 5, that the inner part of an MDC drift cell has a very similar
electric field geometry and may very well be approximated by a drift tube, especially
w.r.t. the electric signal properties.

2.3.2 Impedance and signal propagation

In principle an elongated drift tube is a coaxial cable. The capacitance and inductance
per unit length can be calculated from the geometric parameters [RF18]:

Cdet = C ′ · l, Ldet = L′ · l (8)

C ′ = 2πε0εr
ln (rb/ra)

(9)

L′ = µ0µr
2π · ln (rb/ra) (10)

If the resistance of the conductors can be neglected, the impedance of the cable is [Dem09]:

Z =
√
L′

C ′
=
√

µ0µr
4π2ε0εr

ln (rb/ra) (11)

The dielectric constant and the magnetic permeability of the tube filling is negligible,
so εr = 1, µr = 1. For a drift tube with rb = 2.5 mm and ra = 10 µm this results
in C ′ = 10.1 pF/m, L′ = 1.1 µH/m and an impedance of Z = 330 Ω. This provides a
suitable approximation for an MDC I cell, since the absolute size of the cell/tube (rb)

1Note that in many other realizations of proportional counters, especially straw tubes, the cathode
and not the anode is at ground potential for technical reasons. The working principle is the same, since
the electric field is indifferent to offsets in the absolute electrical potential.
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2.3 Operation of an ideal proportional counter

affects the results only weakly due to the logarithm. With negligible material constants,
signals propagate along the tube at the speed of light:

v = 1
√
εµ

= c0√
εrµr

= c0 (12)

2.3.3 Charge transport in the detector gas

Ionizing radiation creates gas ions and free electrons in the detector gas in equal numbers.
In the electric field these particles immediately start to drift in radial direction towards
the respective oppositely charged electrode. That means, of course, that the free electrons
drift to the anode wire. The drift of a charged particle in an external field is a continuous
microscopic sequence of acceleration, i.e. gain of kinetic energy, followed by collision with
gas atoms/molecules, where the kinetic energy is lost again. A characteristic parameter
of the scattering process is the mean free path, which is of the order of several µm. In
the macroscopic picture an equilibrium is reached between acceleration and scattering
and the effective electron or ion velocity is proportional to the local electric field via the
particle’s mobility coefficient: µ+ (ions), µ− (electrons).

dr

dt
= µ± · E (r)

P
(13)

The drift velocity is further inversely proportional to the gas pressure P , since a higher
gas density directly reduces the mean free path length. The ratio E/P is often referred
to as the reduced electric field. Electrons and ions possess greatly different mobilities, i.e.
electrons usually drift about a factor of thousand faster than ions. Typical electron drift
velocities in proportional counters are of the order of 50 µm ns−1[Sau77]. While ions lose
large fractions of their momentum when colliding with equally heavy gas atoms, the much
lighter electrons merely have their momentum vector randomized to some degree. They
lose however momentum on average over several collisions[BR08]. Further, kinetic energy
is lost in inelastic scattering leading to electronic excitation, vibrational and rotational
excitation in molecular gasses, and at higher energies even ionization (above 10 eV).

Due to quantum mechanical effects the scattering cross section (both elastic and
inelastic) of electrons on gas atoms and molecules depends on the electron energy. Hence
the mobility µ− is not a constant but a non-trivial function of the electric field strength
itself. However, by carefully tuning the gas mixture and the operating voltage, this effect
can be exploited to provide a relatively uniform electron drift velocity over a large part
of the otherwise non-uniform electric field within the drift tube. To be accurate, it has to
be noted that neither the ion mobility µ+ is a constant. Its approximation as a constant,
however, is far more applicable and sufficient for the following considerations.

2.3.4 Electron diffusion

While drifting through the detector gas, an electron has its momentum randomized
each mean free path, when colliding with a gas particle. On average it moves in the
direction of the electric field lines with the equilibrium drift velocity vD, because the
stochastic momentum transfer is isotropic. In other words, the microscopic trajectory of
the electron can be pictured as a random walk superimposed on an idealized macroscopic
drift trajectory. However, over time, the fluctuations add up in a random direction and
the deviation between the microscopic and the ideal drift trajectory grows.
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2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

When a large number of electrons is starting a uniform drift motion in z direction from
the same origin, the electron density can be described by a Gaussian distribution [BR08]:

n (~r) =
( 1√

4πDt

)3
exp

(
−r2

4Dt

)
(14)

with ~r =

 x
y

z − vD · t

 (15)

and the diffusion constant D. Consequently the width of the electron cloud increases
with the square root of the elapsed time t, or expressed differently, with the traveled
distance L:

σr =
√

2D · t =
√

2DL
µ−E

(16)

Intuitively one assumes that the diffusive broadening of the charge distribution is
isotropic in space, but in reality one observes that diffusion behaves different in in
longitudinal and transversal direction relative to the drift motion. This can be explained
with the energy dependent, and thus velocity dependent, scattering cross section of
electrons and gas particles. Since the leading and the trailing regions of the Gaussian
charge distribution travel with different effective velocities, the respective electrons have
different mobilities µ−. Quantitatively the effect can be described by using separate
diffusion coefficients DL and DT in longitudinal and in transverse direction [BR08]:

n (~r) = 1√
4πDLt

·
( 1√

4πDT t

)2
exp

(
−x

2 + y2

4DT t
− (z − vD)2

4DLt

)
(17)

σx = σy =
√

2DT · t (18)
σz =

√
2DL · t (19)

2.3.5 Gas amplification

For normal operation conditions of the counter, the kinetic energy attained by the
electrons between two collisions leads to mere elastic scattering or thermal excitation
of the gas in the biggest part of the drift cell. Since the strength of the electric field
greatly increases towards the anode wire (E ∝ 1

r ), the region where drifting electrons
cause gas ionization can be tuned to few wire radii around the anode by setting the
operating voltage accordingly. When entering this region, each incoming primary or
secondary electron creates an avalanche, and the number of new free electrons and ions
created doubles each mean free path. A frequently encountered quantity related to the
gas amplification is the first Townsend coefficient. It is the inverse of the mean free
path for ionization and it describes the number of ion pairs produced per unit length of
drift [Sau77]. The largest fraction (one half) of the total ionization is produced in the
last mean free path before the electrons are collected by the anode wire [Sau77]. This
process is over in less than one nanosecond. Subsequently the remaining ions drift to
the cathode. This drift process happens on a different time scale and can take up to
milliseconds, until the ions arrive and are neutralized at their destination.

Typically, a drift chamber is operated with a noble gas. As discussed in section 2.2,
charged particles lose energy in the detector gas through ionization and excitation.
Obviously ionization is a desired process, since it creates signal charge. Excited electronic
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2.3 Operation of an ideal proportional counter

states of noble gas atoms, however, can decay via emission of UV photons energetic
enough to ionize other gas atoms. This is problematic when UV photons created in the
amplification avalanche themselves trigger an avalanche outside the initial one, which
results in a breakdown of the counter [Mar05]. The phenomenon drastically limits a
stable operation of the proportional counter, especially for useful gas amplification factors.
This limitation can be overcome by mixing the noble gas with hydrocarbons or CO2.
The so-called quenching gas is polyatomic and thus possesses a number of low-energy
vibrational and rotational excitation modes [Sau77], which effectively absorb and dissipate
the energy of the UV photons.

Gas amplification factors between 103 and 105 can be achieved while preserving a
proportionality between the initially deposited charge and the final charge signal. For
amplification factors between 105 and 108 the proportionality is gradually lost [KW16].
With increasing high voltage, due to the low mobility of ions, more and more positive
space charges are built up around the anode, which leads to a local reduction of the field,
and thus to a saturation of the gas gain. This situation is reached even sooner for a high
amount of initial ionization [KW16].

2.3.6 Time development of the signal

In the simplest picture the avalanche electrons simply enter the anode wire and generate
a delta-function like current pulse. However, this picture is wrong, at least at the time
scales of interest, i.e. 1 ns to 1 µs. The following deduction of the signal shape is analogous
to [KW16].

The drift tube is a capacitor holding a charge Qdet = Cdet · UHV . In the avalanche,
electron/ion pairs are created and separated by the capacitor’s electric field. After the
electrons are collected at the anode and the ions are neutralized at the cathode, the
capacitor’s charge is diminished by the exact same amount of charge that was separated
in the avalanche. If it were not so, the law of charge conservation was violated. Since
the detector capacitor is connected to an external voltage source (via the front-end
electronics), it is recharged to its original charge state, and it is this recharging current
that is registered by the outside world as the detector signal. Usually the change in
charge and the corresponding voltage drop is very small compared to the initial voltage.
Typical operation voltages are between 1 and 2 kV, while a typical signal causes a voltage
drop by only few mV. This means that the dynamics of drifting charges in the gas are
dominated by the initial electric field sustained by the high voltage supply, while the
output signal corresponds to the small temporary modifications of this field.

A very important role for understanding the dynamics of the signal plays electrostatic
induction. Even before the electrons/ions reach the anode/cathode their electric charge
induces mirror charges of opposing sign in the surface of the surrounding electrodes.
As an example, let us picture a single electron that is moved from infinite distance to
the surface of a grounded electrode: In order to form the positive mirror charge, a net
amount of one electron has to be pushed away from the electrode. It happens gradually,
as the amount of displaced charge is a function of the distance. In fact, the moment
when an electron enters the anode it merely recombines with its positive mirror charge
and there is no momentary change in the output signal. The same holds true for the ions
at the cathode.
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2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: (a) Illustration of the theoretical weighting field inside the drift tube to
calculate the current induced in the anode wire (b) Schematic depicting the real-world
operation

2.3.7 Shockley-Ramo theorem

To quantify induced charges and currents we use the Shockley-Ramo theorem [KW16].
It states, that the current induced into a grounded electrode by a moving charge q is

Iind = q ~Ew · ~v, (20)

with ~v the velocity of the charge and ~Ew the weighting field of the electrode configuration.
The hypothetical weighting field is obtained by raising the electrode of interest to a
unitless potential of 1 and grounding all other electrodes. In the special case of our drift
tube, this means grounding the cathode cylinder and applying U = 1 to the anode wire
(as shown in Figure 2.6). The weighting field has the unit:

[
~Ew
]

= 1 m−1. Because of the
cylinder symmetry and charges either radially drifting inwards or outwards, i.e. parallel
to the electric field, the equation can be used in scalar form:

Iind = −dQind
dt

= qEw ·
dr

dt
(21)

dQind = −qEw · dr, (22)

with Qind being the induced (displaced) charge. Analog to the real electrical field (7) we
get:

Ew = 1
ln rb/ra

1
r
. (23)

The output signal is not sensitive to the initial charge deposited by the ionizing radia-
tion. It is dominated by orders of magnitude by the charge separated in the avalanche
amplification process. In such an avalanche we can assume that N (approx. 104 to 106)
electron/ion pairs are created at r0 = ra + λ, one mean free path length λ (≈ 1 µm) away
from the anode wire. Both, the drift of the electrons and the ions, contribute to the total
induced charge:

Qtotalind = Qelind +Qionind = −Ne (24)
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The sign is negative because we are “collecting” negative charges at the anode. For our
cylinder geometry we can arrive at [KW16]:

Qelind = −(−Ne) ·
∫ ra

r0

1
ln rb/ra

1
r
dr = −Ne ln r0/ra

ln rb/ra
(25)

Qionind = −(Ne) ·
∫ rb

r0

1
ln rb/ra

1
r
dr = −Ne ln rb/r0

ln rb/ra
(26)

When we compare the signal fractions for real life parameters, we find, that the charge
induced by the electrons is very small in relation. For ra = 10 µm, rb = 2.5 mm,
r0 = ra + 1 µm we get:

Qelind
Qionind

= ln r0/ra
ln rb/r0

= 1.76%. (27)

Therefore we will neglect the electron fraction in the following and deal only with the
ion signal. Figuratively spoken, the avalanche electrons are created almost directly at
the wire and then become the negative mirror charges for the positive ions which slowly
drift away. Gradually these mirror charges (or rather an equivalent amount of negative
charges) are released and leave the anode wire through the front-end electronics and thus
become the output signal of the drift tube.

2.3.8 Ion induced signal current

After considering the absolute induced charge we are now interested in the time develop-
ment of the current induced by the drifting avalanche ions. First we solve the equation
of motion for drifting ions (13) for the case of a cylindrical electric field (7) and the
boundary conditions r = r(t), r(0) = r0:

dr

dt
= µ+ · E (r)

P
= µ+

P

UHV
ln rb/ra

· 1
r

(28)∫ r(t)

r0
r′dr′ =

∫ t

0

µ+

P

UHV
ln rb/ra

dt′ (29)

⇒ r (t) =
√
r2

0 + 2µ+UHV
P · ln rb/ra

t (30)

= r0 ·
√

1 + t

t0
, t0 = r2

0P · ln rb/ra
2µ+UHV

. (31)

Now we plug this solution into the Shockley-Ramo equation to attain the ion current:

Iionind (t) = qEw(r(t)) · dr
dt

= − Ne

ln rb/ra
1
r(t) ·

dr

dt
(32)

Iionind (t) = − Ne

2 · ln rb/ra
1

t0 + t
. (33)

And by time integration we can calculate the absolute induced charge:

Qtotalind (t) ≈ Qionind (t) =
∫ t

0
− Ne

2 · ln rb/ra
1

t0 + t′
dt′ (34)

= − Ne

2 · ln rb/ra
ln
(

1 + t

t0

)
. (35)
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Figure 2.7: The theoretical current signal (left) and the charge signal (right) of an ideal
cylindrical proportional counter with parameters ra = 10 µm, rb = 2.5 mm, r0 = ra+1 µm,
µ+
Ar = 1.7 cm2s−1V−1atm−1, P = 1 atm, UHV = 1600 V. The total charge Qind after the

gas amplification is 35 · 106e = 5.6 pC.

Further we can use (31) to calculate the time it takes for the ions to arrive at the cathode:

T+ = t (r = rb) = t0
r2
b − r2

0
r2

0
. (36)

For an MDC I chamber (ra = 10 µm, rb = 2.5 mm, r0 = ra + 1 µm,
µ+
Ar = 1.7 cm2s−1V−1atm−1, P = 1 atm, UHV = 1600 V) we calculate a maximum ion

drift time of

T+ = 63 µs. (37)

Figure 2.7 shows a plot of both, the induced current and the induced charge. While after
100 ns the current pulse seems to have returned to the base line, only 40% of the total
pulse charge has been collected. This is a feature of the characteristic time dependence
(∝ 1

t ) of the signal current, which is referred to as the “ion tail” of a proportional counter
signal pulse.

2.4 A model for the MDC I raw signal

In the following we want to apply the theoretical considerations of the previous section
to understand the raw analog signal at the output of a HADES MDC drift cell. At the
moment we are not interested in the complex signals caused by particle tracks crossing a
drift cell but in the detector response to a single ionization electron arriving at the anode
wire. In the field of signal processing this is called the impulse response function.

2.4.1 Impulse response functions

When a device has a scalar input and a scalar output variable and the output depends
linearly on the input, and further the system does not change its properties over time,
it is called a linear time-invariant (LTI) system. Such a system can be completely
characterized by its impulse response function, which can be determined when the system
is stimulated with a delta input pulse. Arbitrary output signals y(t) of the system can
then be predicted by convoluting the respective input signal x(t) with the system’s
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LTI system

reaction to input scaling
(linearity)

reaction to shift
(time invariance)

reaction to arbitrary input

Figure 2.8: Illustration of the reaction of a linear time invariant (LTI) system to a delta
stimulus and and arbitrary stimuli.

impulse response function h(τ) [Rug05]:

y(t) = (x ∗ h) (t) (38)

=
∞∫
−∞

x(t− τ) · h(τ) dτ (39)

=
∞∫
−∞

x(τ) · h(t− τ) dτ (40)

This concept is largely applied to electrical systems, e.g. networks of passive components
and circuits including linear amplifiers. The input and output variables are then usually
analog voltages. LTI systems have the elegant property, that when two such systems are
connected in series, the resulting system is again an LTI system and the joint impulse
response function is the convolution of the individual response functions. In the following,
our drift chamber cell is also treated as an LTI system. Its input variable is the arrival
time density of primary and secondary ionization electrons arriving at the anode and
the output is the voltage drop on (∝ current into) the input impedance of the front-end
electronics. Actually a full description of the drift cell includes a concatenation of two
LTI subsystems, governed by different independent processes:

• The first system describes the ion induction current with its characteristic ∝ 1
t

shape. This has been analytically solved in the previous section, by approximating
an MDC drift cell as an idealized drift tube.

• The pre-charged drift cell capacity is discharged by the ion induction current. The
second system describes the recharging of the cell capacitance via the front-end
electronics and the signal pulse propagation in the cell.

The systems can be regarded as independent because the momentary changes in the
voltage between anode and cathode are very small compared to the absolute operation
voltage and thus the electric field, which governs the dynamics of the drifting avalanche
electrons and ions, can be regarded as constant. This section tries to model the second
process. Because of the mathematical complexity introduced with convolutions, a model
for the second process is computed numerically using LTSPICE [SPI14], a software
framework for the simulation of electronic circuits in the time domain.
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Figure 2.9: Sketch of the measurement set-up for studying the drift chamber signal shape.

2.4.2 Sampling the real-life detector response

To attain an sample of a typical drift chamber response signal, an MDC I chamber was
brought into operation and irradiated with a radioactive 55Fe source while the analog
signal of a single drift cell was sampled by means of an oscilloscope 2 (see figure 2.9). The
chamber was operated at UHV = 1600 V and with a gas mixture of 86 %Ar and 14 %CO2.
The signal output of the MDC is a thin flex print cable (FPC). To couple the chamber
to the oscilloscope, a small adapter board was used which features a matching flex print
connector on one side and a LEMO (50 Ω laboratory cable) connector on the other side.
On the adapter board a 270 Ω resistor is wired in series between chamber and oscilloscope
to roughly match the impedance of the measurement device to the impedance of the
detector cell. The waveform acquisition is started when a pulse with negative polarity
falls below a threshold of −0.3 mV. To reduce noise and fluctuations, 1000 waveforms
are recorded and averaged. The resulting waveform is depicted in figure 2.10.

2.4.3 55Fe X-ray source ionization
55Fe undergoes a β+ decay to form 55Mn. This process occurs via electron capture and
leaves the 55Mn atom with a hole in the K shell. Subsequent filling of the hole emits
or K-α-1 and K-α-2 X-rays with energies of 5.898 75 keV and 5.887 65 keV [LNHB18].
Because the energies are so similar, the X-ray radiation can be considered monochromatic
for most applications.

In the following we consider a 5.9 keV photon interacting with the detector gas at a
random position within the drift cell. Under the assumption that the entire energy ∆E
is converted to ionization, we can calculate the total number of electron/ion pairs created
with the following formula [Sau77]:

nT = ∆E
Wi

= 5.9 keV
27.0 eV = 218.5 (41)

For a 86 % argon (Wi = 26 eV) and 14 % CO2 (Wi = 33 eV) mixture, we obtain a mean
ionization energy of Wi = 0.86 · 26 eV + 0.14 · 33 eV = 27.0 eV 3.

2Oscilloscope used is model “LeCroy Wavesurfer 64Xs” [LeC08] featuring an input bandwidth of
600 MHz.

3The weighted average of the gas mixture ionization energies is a simplified estimate, neglecting the
microscopic interaction cross sections.
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Figure 2.10: The drift chamber voltage signal recorded at the 50 Ω oscilloscope input. A
distinctive, slow decaying signal tail is visible. The depicted signal is an average over
1000 individual detector pulses.

Ideally we want all ionization electrons to arrive in absolute coincidence to probe
the detector’s impulse response with a delta-like stimulus. However, there is a certain
time spread due to the finite size of the charge cloud and due to diffusion of the drifting
electrons in the gas. A model of the non-ideal 55Fe stimulus is calculated in GARFIELD,
a simulation software for gaseous detectors (see chapter 5). Figure 2.11a shows the
simulated spatial distribution of the ionization. For better statistics, 100 individual
events are superimposed at the same position. We observe a standard deviation of the
charge density of circa 65− 70 µm in every spatial direction. Consequently the averaged
electron arrival time distribution is simulated for a such X-ray conversion occurring at
a fixed distance of 1.25 mm from the sense wire (half distance between the sense wire
and the field wire). The resulting distribution is shown in figure 2.11b. Its shape is
Gaussian-like and its standard deviation is 2.7 ns. This limits the temporal precision to
which the detector response can be measured. It is, however, sufficient for studying the
characteristic ion tail and the time development of the charge signal. Of course, other
than in this simulation, the photons from the X-ray source produce ionization everywhere
in the cell and the broadening due to diffusion varies, depending on the distance to
the wire. This example can still be seen as a representative estimation of the diffusion
because of the following relations:

• The amount of diffusion increases with the square root of the drift time, and thereby
also roughly with the square root of the distance to the sense wire.

• The cross section area of the sensitive detector volume increases with the square of
the distance to the sense wire.

• The above effects cancel out, so half way between sense and field wire one should
measure the mean diffusion broadening of an uniformly irradiated drift cell (ne-
glecting the corners of the non-cylindrical cell for simplicity).
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Figure 2.11: (a) 2D projection of the spatial distribution of a 55Fe ionization (GARFIELD
simulation, 100 events), (b) Arrival time distribution of a 55Fe ionization at a distance of
1.25 mm from the sense wire, simulated with GARFIELD, 100 events. The broadening
accounts for both the finite size of the ionization cloud and the diffusion of the drifting
electrons.

2.4.4 Simple drift cell model

The electronic simulation software LTSPICE [SPI14] was used to model the electrical
properties of the drift chamber including the attached cables and their impact on the
signal shape. In the following, it is attempted to recreate the measured signal with the
fewest possible assumptions about the set-up.

Figure 2.12: Schematic of the simple MDC I drift cell SPICE model. The current source
B1 generates a current signal according to the analytical ion current shown in figure 2.7
convoluted with the arrival time distribution of the 55Fe signal.

The schematic of the simulated circuit is depicted in figure 2.12. The drift cell
is modeled as a current source wired in parallel with the calculated capacitance of
the cell, according to equation (8). The programmable current source B1 generates a
current proportional to the analytically derived ion signal current Iionind (t) (equation 33),
convoluted with the simulated arrival time distribution of a 55Fe ionization (figure 2.11b).
In addition to the drift cell capacity, also the capacity of the flex print cable and the
adapter board which was used in the measurement are taken into account by connecting
them in parallel with the detector cell. The oscilloscope is represented as a 50 Ω resistor
on which we measure the voltage drop and it is connected to the detector via a 270 Ω
series resistor to match the impedance of the cell, analog to the measurement. The only
free parameter of this model is the amplitude of the current source signal, which depends
linearly on the yet unknown gas amplification factor.

It is remarkable that by design the capacitance of the detector is dominated by the
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Figure 2.13: Voltage signal and charge signal of the simple drift cell SPICE model in
direct comparison to the measured signal, plotted at different time scales. Also shown
is the analytic charge signal in accordance with equation (35), which follows a simple
logarithm.

attached cables and not by the properties of the drift cell itself. For more details about
the capacitances of the different types of flex print cables used in the drift chamber
system, see the appendix, section A.1.

Figure 2.13 shows the simulated output signal in direct comparison to the measured
chamber signal. From the output voltage we can calculate the collected signal charge by
integrating the current that flows through the 50 Ω resistor representing the oscilloscope.
Both, voltage and charge signals are plotted for two different time scales. The free
parameter of the input current amplitude was fixed, so the measured and the simulated
charge signal match after 1 µs. The model predicts a total collected charge of 5.6 pC
(after T+ = 63 µs). Assuming the 55Fe ionization causes an initial charge signal of 218.5
ionizations, this corresponds to a gas amplification gain of

G = 1.6 · 105.

After this charge normalization, the model produces results comparable to the measure-
ment. On the coarse time scale (0 µs to 1 µs) no significant difference is visible between
the measured signal and the simulation. For the charge signal, even the analytic formula
for the collected charge (equation (35)) provides a good approximation. For the long
term time development of the signal, both the measurement and the output of the SPICE
model converge against the analytic solution derived in section 2.3.8. On a finer time
scale (0 ns to 100 ns), which is more relevant for the read-out electronics, the difference
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2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

between the SPICE model and the measurement are visible more clearly. While the
overall pulse shape is reproduced relatively well, it has to be noted that the modeled
output voltage slightly underestimates the steepness of measured leading signal edge,
and the signal peak is less pronounced. A commonly used measure for the steepness of
a signal edge is the rise time tr. In most applications it is defined as the time needed
for a signal to swing from 10 % to 90 % of its maximum value. Using this definition, the
measured signal features a rise time of 4.95 ns and the simulation results in a rise time of
6.68 ns.

Regarding the collected charge on this time scale, it is obvious that the SPICE model
is much closer to the measured charge than the analytic solution. Also, because the
charge signal is the integral of the voltage (∝ current) signal, the difference between
measurement and simulation is less prominent. The discrepancies between simulation and
measurement arise, because in this model the spatial extension of the simulated system
and the pulse propagation through the same is neglected. In the case of a propagating
pulse, only the local cell capacitance plays a role while in this model the entire cell
capacitance is concentrated in a single node. In reality, also signal reflections occur at the
junctions between the detector cell, the FPC and the LEMO adapter, i.e. at impedance
mismatches, which cannot be described by this model.

2.4.5 Transmission line drift cell model

While the SPICE model in the previous section describes the rough shape of the measured
voltage signal quite well, it underestimates the steepness of the rising edge. We now
discuss a refined version of the SPICE model, which describes at least the detector cell as
an extended one-dimensional object and takes signal propagation delays and reflections
into account. As shown in figure 2.14, the detector cell is no longer modeled as a simple
capacitor, but instead as a generalized transmission line (e.g. a coaxial cable) with
characteristic resistivity, inductance and capacity per unit length and the length of the
actual detector cell. It was assumed that the resistivity of the transmission line was
dominated by the very thin sense wire. The datasheet [CFW18] of the sense wire material
(99.95 % tungsten) specifies a specific resistivity of 5.49 µΩcm, which corresponds to a
unit length resistivity of

R′ = 175 Ω/m (42)

for the given wire radius of 10 µm. For the capacity and inductivity the values were used
which were derived earlier in section 2.3.2:

C ′ = 10.1 pF/m, L′ = 1.1 µH/m (43)

The simulated transmission line is divided in two smaller lines with half the length.
The current source is connected in the middle. This simulates a drift cell which is
irradiated exactly in the middle, i.e. with the radioactive source placed at half its length.
Apart from that, the SPICE simulation is identical with the simple drift cell model in
section 2.4.4.

The simulated voltage and charge signals are shown in figure 2.15. In comparison
to the simple model, the transmission line model is better at explaining the rising edge
of the signal. The simulated rise time is 4.84 ns, which is closer to the measured rise
time of 4.95 ns. The refined model appears to describe the collected charge just as well a
the simple model. A remarkable feature of the simulated pulse is the small double peak
structure due to the reflection at the open end of the transmission line. This feature is
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2.5 Drift chamber read-out electronics

not observed in the real-life signal. However, unlike the simulation, the physical chamber
is not irradiated at a single spot but in a broader region near the center of the respective
sense wire, so the reflections are expected to be washed out.

Figure 2.14: Schematic of a SPICE simulation employing lossy transmission lines to
model an MDC I drift cell.
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Figure 2.15: Voltage and charge signal at the output of the transmission line drift cell
SPICE model compared with the measured drift chamber signal. The analytically derived
charge signal is shown for reference as well.

2.5 Drift chamber read-out electronics

We discussed the working principle and electrical properties of a HADES MDC drift
cell down to the level of modeling the time development of the analog detector output
signal. Now we want to deal with the front-end electronics, the part of the signal chain
which receives and processes this analog signal, with the purpose to extract meaningful
information. As discussed before, there are two observables of interest: On the one hand
there is the arrival time of the signal pulse. Given the point in time is known when a
charged particle track traverses the drift cell, the time it takes for the signal pulse to
arrive is correlated with the radial distance of the particle track to the sense wire. On
the other hand there is the total pulse charge which corresponds to the energy loss of
the charged particle in the gas volume of the cell. This information helps identifying the
particle.

There are different concepts on how to read out such a detector and to extract the
above data. Common and absolutely necessary for all concepts is to have a current/charge
sensitive pre-amplifier in order to convert the very weak detector current signals into
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2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

voltage signals which are decoupled from the detector output node and have a proper
voltage swing to be processed by the subsequent electronic components. The input
bandwidth needs to be sufficiently high to capture the relevant time frequency domain of
the detector signal. One way to extract the desired features is to sample the complete
waveform after the amplifier by means of an ADC and to either store the dataset for
offline analysis or to process it in real time with a digital signal processing platform.
Another way is to employ an analog shaper and a discriminator after the input amplifier.
The shaper is an analog circuit which serves multiple purposes:

• Limit the frequency response sharply to the relevant frequency domain to reject
unwanted HF noise power (higher order low-pass filtering).

• Establish an approximate linear relation between the peak height of the shaped
pulse and the charge content of the input pulse (analog integration).

• Cancel out the ion tail of the drift chamber signal, so the shaper output returns
to the baseline quickly and the circuit can process another detector pulse, even
though the tail of the first signal is still present.

In fact, the first two functions are achieved with the exact same circuitry.
Subsequently a discriminator compares the shaped signal with a fixed threshold

voltage. If the analog signal passes over the threshold, the discriminator generates a
logical output signal, which is cleared again, when the analog signal returns below the
threshold. The logical signal is then recorded by a time-to-digital converter (TDC)
which records the time of the signal’s rising and falling edges. The recorded timestamps
are then transmitted as digital datasets to the data acquisition (DAQ) system. In the
following, the timestamp corresponding to the leading edge of the discriminator output
signal will be called t1 and the timestamp of the trailing edge will be called t2. With the
proper threshold setting and calibration, the original pulse charge can, to some extent,
be reconstructed from the time-over-threshold (ToT) information, because it is correlated
with the shaped pulse height. Obviously the time-over-threshold is calculated as

ToT = t2− t1. (44)

A sampling ADC read-out provides full access to the pulse waveform, so arbitrary
features (like arrival time and pulse charge) can be extracted independently. Pile-up of
multiple pulses can be easily detected and identified as a linear combination of different
signals, so there is no need for tail cancellation in hardware. This concept however
requires very fast ADCs with a sampling rate of at least 1 GHz, which results in a
constant high output data rate and a relatively high power consumption per channel.
For a high number of channels, online data processing and feature extraction becomes
mandatory.

In comparison with the sampling ADC solution, the shaper/discriminator read-
out concept has the advantage, that it is very power-efficient and uses little space
especially when integrated circuits can be used. Because feature extraction happens
already before the signal enters the digital domain, it drastically reduces the amount
of recorded data, which is beneficial when a large number of channels need to be read
out in parallel. Despite the resource-efficiency, the shaper/discriminator read-out has
the disadvantage, that signal pile-up is undetectable, i.e. only one detector pulse can
be processed within the tail-cancellation time frame of the shaper. Furthermore the use
of a shaper requires a compromise between arrival time and pulse charge measurement
precision. A characteristic parameter of the shaper is the so-called peaking time, which
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2.5 Drift chamber read-out electronics

is defined as the time after which the impulse response function of the shaper reaches its
maximum before returning to the baseline again. It can be seen as the characteristic time
scale over which the shaper performs an analog integration. The higher the peaking time,
the larger the fraction of the detector pulse that contributes to the charge measurement,
and the lower the sensitivity of the charge measurement to statistical fluctuations affecting
the substructure of the detector pulse. A higher peaking time, however, also decreases the
steepness of the leading edge of the shaped signal and results in a lower t1 measurement
precision.

2.5.1 Currently used and future MDC electronics

particle

amplify shape discr.

TDC

0110101

drift chamber

analog read-out ASIC time to digital

Figure 2.16: Conceptual sketch of the drift chamber read-out chain

In HADES, the shaper/discriminator concept is used, which is depicted in figure 2.16.
The front-end electronics are split into two domains, analog and digital, which are handled
by two individual ASICs. ASD-8, the currently used analog ASIC, contains a current
sensitive amplifier, an analog signal shaping circuit and a discriminator. Each ASD-8
chip has eight individual signal inputs and outputs and can read out eight drift chamber
sense wires in parallel. The logical output of the discriminator is fed into a dedicated
time to digital converter (TDC) ASIC which has a digital interface connected to the
HADES data acquisition (DAQ) system. Because of its resource efficiency, making use
of the shaper/discriminator concept is key for the HADES drift chamber system, since
a total number of 27000 individual sense wires need to be read out and the placement
of the front-end electronics is constrained to the narrow frames of the drift chambers.
Furthermore, the power consumption must be low enough, so passive cooling is sufficient
for removing the excess heat.

The current front-end electronics consist of two parts: The motherboards and the
daughterboards. Each daughterboard hosts two ASD-8 ASICs and is thus able to read out
16 MDC wires. The daughterboard connects to the chamber via four flex print connectors,
each connecting four channels. The motherboard hosts the TDC ASICs and a data link to
the HADES data acquisition system. Furthermore the motherboard provides mezzanine
connectors to be equipped with four or six daughterboards, depending on the board type.
Although the current ASD-8 based MDC read-out electronics enabled several successful
measurement campaigns with HADES, they repeatedly behaved unstable due to pickup
noise and self-oscillation, which makes the MDC system hard to operate. Moreover the
TDC ASICs and the subsequent read-out system have the limitation that they can only
process one hit per channel per trigger (event). If this one hit is lost by recording a
random noise pulse, the respective channel is subsequently blind to particle tracks of the
current collision event.

To overcome the limitations it is planned to design a new version of front-end
electronics using a multi-hit TDC, i.e. a TDC which can digitize multiple pulses in one
trigger cycle. If possible, the analog part of the new front-end should also be able to
operate more stable. Furthermore, to operate HADES at the SIS100 accelerator of FAIR,
it is contemplated to rebuild the inner MDC layers with additional read-out wire layers at
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ASD-8 PASTTREC
channels 8 8

gain fixed programmable:
0.67, 1, 2, 4 mV/fC

peaking time fixed,
7 ns

programmable:
10, 15, 20, 35 ns

tail cancellation fixed programmable:
4 parameters

discriminator
threshold analog input programmable:

128 steps
discriminator
baseline adjustment - programmable:

32 steps (per channel)

technology BJT CMOS

signal input differential single ended

input impedance 120 Ω [New93] 35 Ω to 65 Ω [Prz15]

control interface - SPI

power consumption 18 mW/channel 35 mW/channel

Table 2.2: Comparison of ASD-8 and PASTTREC properties and specifications.

additional stereo angles. This update will reduce the number of hits with ambiguous wire
combinations and improve tracking at the expected higher track multiplicities. These
additional layers then need to be read out with new read-out hardware. Because the
original ASD-8 chip is neither available anymore nor can it be produced, an analog read-
out chip with similar functionality and properties needed to be found as a replacement. A
promising candidate is PASTTREC, an ASIC developed for the read-out of the PANDA
straw tube tracking system. In this work PASTTREC was be tested for compatibility
with MDC, and, wherever possible, in direct comparison with ASD-8. A comparison of
the specifications of the two ASICs can be seen in table 2.2. A major difference between
the two ASICs is the digital interface (SPI). PASTTREC has a number of programmable
settings, such as gain, peaking time, four individual shaper parameters and a common
threshold for all channels. Furthermore, each channel has a baseline correction setting,
which can be regarded as an individual threshold fine tuning setting. ASD-8, however,
has no digital interface. The only free parameter is the threshold setting, which is set via
an external analog reference voltage input.

2.5.2 Unipolar shaper

As discussed before, the shaper in a drift chamber read-out has the function to limit the
frequency response to the relevant frequency domain and to establish an approximate
linear relation between the peak height of the shaped pulse and the charge content of the
input pulse. Both can be achieved with low-pass filtering, which is also referred to as
analog integration. The simplest form of a low-pass filter is an RC circuit. A cascade
of multiple identical RC filters is called an unipolar shaper. An example schematic of a
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Figure 2.17: Schematic of a three staged unipolar shaper (a) and its simulated impulse
response (b) and AC frequency response (c) after each stage. Each shaper stage is an
RC filter with time constant τ = 10 ns.

three staged unipolar shaper is shown in figure 2.17, together with its simulated impulse
response and AC frequency response. The RC filters are not directly wired in series but
coupled by means of unity gain amplifiers. This way a filter stage is not seen as a load
by the previous stage and does not distort its properties. From the impulse response of
a single RC stage we can see that it simply adds an exponential tail to each incoming
pulse which decays with the characteristic time constant

τsh = R · C, (45)

which we will call the shaping time. In the example, the shaping time is τsh = 10 ns. When
two or more stages are used, the impulse response function does not peak immediately,
but after a certain delay, the so-called peaking time tp. It can be shown that for an
n-staged unipolar shaper the peaking time is [BR08]

tp = (n− 1) · τsh, (46)

which is in excellent agreement with the simulation (figure 2.17b). The peaking time is
an important shaper parameter because it determines its effective integration time TI .
For arbitrary pulses with a duration much shorter than the peaking time, in particular
for a delta pulse, the peak amplitude of the shaped pulse is proportional to the total
input pulse charge. For pulses with a long tail, especially drift chamber signals, only the
charge within a time interval of

TI ≈
tp
2 (47)

will contribute to the peak amplitude of the shaped pulse [BR08]. This loss of signal
charge is called the ballistic deficit. It is quantified as the difference between the measured
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charge and the charge that were measured, if the input charge was concentrated in a
single delta pulse. As shown in figure 2.17c, the frequency response after every stage is
similar, but has a different roll-off slope. From the theory of nth-order low-pass filters
we know that the roll-off slope is −n · 20 dB/decade. A single RC stage has a cut-off
(−3 dB) frequency of

fc = 1
2πRC = 1

2πτsh
, (48)

which is 15.9 MHz in the current example. Additional stages slightly lower the cut-off
point, however, the order of magnitude of the cut-off frequency is retained. It is obvious
that a cascade of multiple RC stages is more effective at suppressing high frequency pickup
and white noise from unwanted high frequency bands beyond the relevant frequency
domain of the detector signal.

2.5.3 Pole-Zero filter and tail cancellation
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Figure 2.18: Schematic (a) and simulated AC frequency response (b) of a pole-zero filter.
Simulation parameters: R1 = R2, R1C1 = τ1 = 10 ns, τ2 = 5 ns.

As mentioned earlier, apart from limiting the bandwidth and integrating the pulse
charge, a third function of the shaper is to cancel the long ion tail of the drift chamber
signal. Therefore pole-zero filters can be used. The simple circuit, as shown in figure 2.18a,
consists of three components: two resistors, R1 and R2, and one capacitor, C1. In contrast
to an RC circuit, which is characterized by its decay time τ , in this circuit, there are two
characteristic time constants:

τ1 = R1 · C1 (49)

τ2 = (R1||R2) · C1 = 1
1/R1 + 1/R2

· C1 (50)

τ2 < τ1. (51)

The term pole-zero filter arises from the fact, that such a filter has a pole and a zero at
different positions in the complex Laplace s-plane. The position of the pole and the zero
is directly related to τ1 and τ2. The circuit has the special property, that it can change,
i.e. shorten, the decay slope of an exponential signal tail. Therefore the τ1 parameter
of the filter must match the decay constant of the input signal. At the output of the
filter one can consequently obtain a perfect exponential signal with a decay constant
of τ2. This functionality is demonstrated in a SPICE simulation, shown in figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: Simulated response of a pole-zero filter. The filter has the properties
τ1 = 10 ns and τ2 = 1 ns. The plots show the response to a delta pulse (a) and the
response to an exponential with τ = 10 ns (b), τ = 30 ns (c), τ = 3 ns (d).

When the input signal much slower or faster than τ1, the filtered pulse will feature an
additional tail or undershoot with the signal’s original slope. A pole-zero filter can only
cancel exponential tails by substantially shortening them. The tail of the drift chamber
signal, however, is of the form

I (t) = I0 ·
1

t+ t0
. (52)

Nevertheless, the non-exponential tail can be approximated by a sum of exponentials
with different, ever increasing time constants [BR08]:

I (t) ≈ I0

N∑
n=1

An · e−t/τn , τn < τn+1 (53)

Boie, Hrisoho and Rehak showed, that a drift chamber signal tail can be approximated
to a precision of better than 2 % by using only three exponential terms [Boi82], and that
by using three pole-zero filters, it is possible to cancel out, i.e. shorten, these exponential
components. To demonstrate the functionality of such a filter a SPICE simulation was
carried out. Figure 2.20 shows the schematic of a cascade of three pole-zero filters, which
are coupled by unity gain voltage amplifiers. As an input signal, the simple drift chamber
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2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

Figure 2.20: Schematic of cascaded pole-zero filters to cancel the ion tail of the drift
chamber signal. The chosen filter parameters are: τ1 = 1 µs, τ2 = 0.66 µs (stage one),
τ1 = 100 ns, τ2 = 66 ns (stage two), τ1 = 30 ns, τ2 = 24 ns (stage three).
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Figure 2.21: Simulated response of a three stage pole-zero filter to a drift chamber pulse.
Plot (b) is a magnification of (a) to show the residual of the tail cancellation.

pulse model was used, which was covered in section 2.4.4. For this demonstration, the
time constants of the filter were manually adjusted for a good, but not necessarily optimal
tail cancellation. The response of the filter is depicted in figure 2.21. When looking
at the entire pulse (figure 2.21a), the filter appears to perfectly cancel the tail and the
signal returns to the baseline after less than 100 ns. Zooming in (figure 2.21b) reveals
the imperfections of the cancellation in form of an undershoot and a residual tail, which
do not exceed 0.3 % of the maximum amplitude of the shaped pulse for all times greater
than 100 ns.

2.5.4 The PASTTREC shaper

In the following we want to discuss the analog signal processing circuitry inside the
PASTTREC ASIC. Therefore, based on the technical details described in the Ph.D. thesis
of Dominik Przyborowski [Prz15], a simplified equivalent circuit diagram was created,
which is depicted in figure 2.22. The schematic does not reflect the actual implementation
of the circuitry on a transistor level, but rather the intended ideal functionality of the
design, realized with ideal simulated components. In the engineering practice, more
complex circuitry is needed to compensate for non-ideal component properties. On this
abstract level, the PASTTREC shaper is very similar to the ASD-8 shaper, which uses
the exact same sequence of filter stages [New93], even though it is implemented in a
completely different semiconductor technology. The equivalent circuit is also used as
the basis for as SPICE simulation, so it is possible to study the effects of the individual
shaping stages on a simulated drift chamber pulse, which is delivered by the simple
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2.5 Drift chamber read-out electronics

Figure 2.22: Schematic of the simple MDC cell model feeding into a simplified conceptual
SPICE model of the PASTTREC shaper.

drift cell pulse SPICE model (section 2.4.4), and which is also included in the depicted
schematic.

The first building block of PASTTREC comprises two RC filter stages with equal
shaping time τsh, which is equivalent to a two-stage unipolar shaper. In section 2.5.2,
the RC filter circuits had to be wired between unity gain operational amplifiers, so one
stage is not felt as a load by the previous. In this implementation, however, both, the
relevant resistor and capacitor are placed in the return path of an inverting operational
amplifier circuit. Apart from inverting the output signal, this circuit has the advantage
that the resulting filter stage has a low-impedance current input and a low impedance
voltage output, which means that such a filter can directly drive a load. In fact, when
an ideal operational amplifier is used, the input as well as the output impedance is
exactly zero. Nevertheless, the filter characteristics are exactly identical to the standard
RC circuit. The first shaper stage also functions as the input amplifier, which is a
current sensitive amplifier. Its finite (non-zero) input impedance is, for simplicity,
modeled with an ohmic resistor R14 = Zin = 50 Ω 4. The next building block is the
tail cancellation stage. It consists of two programmable resistors TC1R (R9) and TC2R
(R10) and two programmable capacitors TC1C (C10) and TC2C (C11), which are wired
together in a network that can be understood as two non-independent pole-zero filters.

4The input impedance of PASTTREC v1 (the first revision after the original prototype) is 35 Ω to
65 Ω and depends on the shaping time setting [Prz15].
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2 Operational aspects of the HADES drift chambers

The functionality is comparable to the tail cancellation filter discussed in section 2.5.3.
PASTTREC possesses a programmable switch, X1, that can be used to bypass the tail
cancellation network. The last building block is again an RC filter stage with shaping
time τsh. Together with the first two stages it forms a three-stage unipolar shaper with
peaking time tp = 2 · τsh. Just like the the tail-cancellation parameters, the shaping time
and the amplification factor are programmable features of the ASIC. In this simulation
a shaping time of τsh = 7.5 ns was chosen, which corresponds to a peaking time of
tp = 15 ns.

In the ASIC design, a special baseline restoring circuit (BLH - baseline holder) is
wired in the feedback path of the last shaping stage to cancel out slow variations in the
operating point of the analog circuitry, which are, for example, caused by temperature
variations. Because the threshold of the discriminator is defined relative to the baseline,
i.e. the idle level of the shaped analog signal, a stable baseline guarantees a reproducible
operation of the discriminator and thus, low systematic errors in t1 and ToT measurement.
Furthermore this circuit limits the output amplitude for high input signals. The baseline
holder circuit is not included in the depicted diagram and SPICE simulation. Due to
its amplitude dependent properties it is a nonlinear circuit, and its influence makes the
entire PASTTREC shaper a nonlinear circuit. Therefore the depicted linear equivalent
circuit is only an approximation of the PASTTREC shaper response for small signal
amplitudes.

The response of the equivalent circuit is simulated with two different input signals.
In the first case, we study the response to a single ionization in the detector, i.e. the
most pure signal we can imagine for this system. The resulting signals at the individual
stages of the signal chain are shown in figure 2.23. Each RC shaper stage decreases the
steepness of the pulse’s leading edge. Apart from shortening the signal tail, the tail
cancellation circuit is affecting the leading edge as well, but increasing the steepness
again. The chosen tail-cancellation setting produces an undershoot of 1.2 % of the total
amplitude after the last stage. In the second case we attempt to simulate a more realistic
detector signal, namely the ionization of a minimum ionizing particle traversing a 5 mm
long drift cell at a distance of 1.25 mm from the sense wire. Superimposed on the detector
current is the theoretical thermal noise (Johnson-Nyquist noise [Joh28]) of the effective
RC circuit comprising the capacitance of the detector and the assumed ohmic input
impedance of the charge sensitive amplifier. This is achieved by wiring a white noise
current source in parallel to R14 with an RMS current amplitude of

in =

√
4kBT∆f

R
. (54)

The noise bandwidth ∆f was set to 1 GHz, which is largely exceeding the cut-off frequency
of the RC circuit (≈100 MHz). The simulated response is depicted in figure 2.24. Here
we can see, that the RC shapers not only affect the signal steepness, but also smoothen
out noise and blend together the individual ionization spikes.
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Figure 2.23: Simulated response of the PASTTREC shaper to a single ionization in the
detector. Voltage/current signals at the individual stages (A)-(F) in the signal chain are
normalized to their integrated signal charge after 100 ns. The curves are shifted relative
to each other in time by increments of 100 ns and their baselines by increments of 0.2 a u
for illustrative reasons.
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Figure 2.24: Simulated response of the PASTTREC shaper to the signal of a minimum
ionizing particle in a 5 mm long drift cell, overlaid with the Johnson-Nyquist (thermal)
noise of the effective RC circuit of detector capacitance and ohmic amplifier input
impedance.
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3 Extraction of drift time

3.1 General considerations

In all relevant cases for the operation of a drift chamber as a tracking detector, we want
to register the ionization from a charged particle track (although a drift chamber can
also detect X-ray photons). By measuring the arrival time of the drifting ionization
electrons (relative to a fast reference detector) we attain a quantity that is related to
the radial distance of the track from the sense wire. Ideally we want to detect the
first arriving electron which originates from ionization along the particle track with
the shortest distance to the wire. Because the drift velocity is not uniform over all
possible distances, a non-linear calibration function, the so-called space-time relation or
x(t)-relation, is used to convert between drift time and radial distance.

A very important parameter of the joint system comprising drift chamber and read-out
electronics is the precision to which the arrival time t1 of a drift chamber pulse can be
measured. The time precision σt1 is directly proportional to the spatial measurement
precision of the drift cell, however, it depends on the steepness of the x(t)-relation at
that respective distance:

σx (t1) = dx

dt
(t1) · σt1 (t1) (55)

σx (x1) = dx

dt
(t1) · σt1 (x1) (56)

with x1 = x (t1) (57)

In the case of a HADES MDC cell, matters are even more complicated. The drift cell
cross section has no radial symmetry and further, the cell is not homogeneous in the
direction along the sense wire, since the cathode wire plane is oriented at an angle relative
to the sense wires. Consequently the drift field geometry reflects these inhomogeneities
(see chapter 5). While the field in the inner part of the cell converges against the field of
a cylinder capacitor and a simple one dimensional space-time relation is sufficient, the
drift time of ionization in the outer parts of the cell is a function of its x, y and z position.
In the following, when speaking about the space-time relation of an MDC drift cell, we
limit ourselves to tracks perpendicular to the sense/field wire plane. Therefore the first
arriving charges will be those deposited within or close to the sense/field wire plane and
thus be relatively insensitive to the inhomogeneities due to the crossed cathode wires.

The time measurement uncertainty σt1 has several individual constituents:

Stochastic distribution of primary ionization: The primary ionization is not uni-
formly distributed along the particle track because the energy deposition in the
detector gas is a series of relatively few inelastic scattering events. This leads to a
statistical uncertainty and a systematic bias in the drift time, because on average
the distance between the closest electrons and the wire is larger than the shortest
distance to the track (“impact parameter”). An exemplary situation is shown in
figure 3.1a. For obvious geometric reasons, this effect is strongest for tracks passing
close to the sense wire. Furthermore the total amount of charge in a signal varies
drastically due to the Landau distributed energy loss.

Electron drift diffusion: On average, the electron drift trajectories follow the electric
field lines in the drift cell. However, transversal diffusion leads to small stochastic
detours (see figure 3.1a) and longitudinal diffusion leads to a variation in drift
velocity. In sum, diffusion adds a statistical uncertainty in the drift time of each
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Figure 3.1: (a): Cross section of an MDC I drift cell with ionization from a minimum
ionizing particle and electron drift trajectories (GARFIELD simulation). (b): Electron
drift/arrival time distribution of the simulated track (c): Ion induced signal current
and PASTTREC input current caused by the simulated track using the simple drift
cell SPICE model including thermal noise. (d): Signal after PASTTREC shaper (using
simplified PASTTREC SPICE simulation) and discriminator output with arbitrary
threshold setting.

individual electron, which increases with the square root of the distance of the
primary ionization from the sense wire.

Electronic noise: Dissipative (resistive) elements in an analog circuit are a source of
electronic noise. The so-called thermal noise, which was described by Johnson
and Nyquist [Joh28], is a fundamental phenomenon found in all resistors and is a
consequence of the Brownian motion of charge carriers in electrical components. In
addition to the thermal noise caused by the read-out electronics, also electromagnetic
interference picked up from other devices close to the detector contributes to the
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3.1 General considerations

electronic noise. Figure 3.1c graphs an estimation of the thermal noise caused by
the ohmic input impedance of the signal amplifier (PASTTREC). The residual
noise after the shaper leads to a jitter in the t1 measurement after the discriminator
(see figure 3.2a).

Finite threshold / charge integration: Ideally, the discriminator threshold is set
very closely above the baseline of the shaped signal to be sensitive to the first
arriving electron. On short time scales (<peaking time/2), the shaper acts as a
pure integrator. Due to the presence of electronic noise, the threshold has to be
raised to a certain level so the discriminator is not constantly triggered in absence of
a detector pulse. In this case it might require the integrated signal contributions of
two or more electron signals to trigger the discriminator. Consequently the system
measures the arrival time uncertainties (primary statistics + diffusion) of the nth
arriving electron, which are generally worse than in the case of the first electron.

Walk effect: Because of the finite rise time of the shaped pulses and a finite discriminator
threshold, the amplitude of a pulse has a systematic influence on the measurement
of t1. The higher the amplitude, the faster the threshold is reached, thus high
amplitude pulses appear to arrive earlier than otherwise identical pulses with lower
amplitude (see figure 3.2b). The walk effect can lead to a spread in t1 within the
same class of tracks because of the Landau fluctuations of the particle’s energy loss.
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Figure 3.2: (a): Effect of electronic noise on the t1 measurement precision. The graph
shows 20 identical pulses superimposed with noise and processed by an ideal discriminator.
(b): Illustration of the walk effect. Varying the amplitude of a pulse systematically affects
the measured t1.
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3 Extraction of drift time

3.2 Time precision tests with cosmic muons

3.2.1 Motivation

An important objective of this thesis is to assess the time precision of PASTTREC in
combination with MDC, ideally in direct comparison with the old ASD-8 based read-out
electronics. It is desirable to characterize the detector system with minimum ionizing
particle tracks which represent the most challenging case because they deposit on average
the smallest amount of signal charge in the detector. Without a particle accelerator,
cosmic muons are a source of close to minimum ionizing particle tracks.

3.2.2 Cosmic muons

Cosmic muons are created in the upper atmosphere by cosmic particle radiation. At
ground level the average muon energy is ≈ 4 GeV and the zenith angle dependent flux
can be approximated by [PDG10]

j (ϑxz) = Iv · cos2 (ϑxz) (58)
with Iv = j (0◦) ≈ 70 m−2s−1sr−1. (59)

For a horizontal plane (detector) this corresponds to an average muon flux of ≈
1 cm−2min−1. Because a kinetic muon energy of 4 GeV results in a βγ ≈ 39, the
resulting energy loss, as calculated by the Bethe-Bloch formula, is 27 % higher than for
true minimum ionizing tracks.

3.2.3 Self-tracking

In the cosmic muon set-up the “self-tracking” method is used due to the absence of an
external tracking device. The applicability of this method is a special feature of the MDC
wire arrangement because the two center read-out wire layers are aligned in parallel but
shifted by half a cell width. As illustrated in figure 3.3a, in such a geometry a straight
perpendicular track creates an ionization signal in two adjacent shifted cells with drift
times Ta and Tb. Recording a large number of perpendicular tracks and correlating
the two drift times provides a means to determine the time precision of the detector.
A 2D histogram displaying the sum and the difference of both drift times for 10000
perpendicular tracks is shown in figure 3.3b. Under the hypothetical assumption of an
ideal linear space-time relation for the electron drift and neglecting all t1 measurement
errors the sum of both drift times is constant, independent of the exact position of the
track. Likewise, the difference of drift times is related to the position of the track:

Ta + Tb ≈ const (60)
Ta − Tb ∼ xtrack (61)

This explains the vertical bar shape in the center of the histogram comprising most of
the entries. The diagonal protrusions extending the theoretically expected shape are
caused by delayed signals from tracks traversing near the edge of a cell.

Even with a non-linear space-time relation and fluctuations it is possible to select
tracks traversing near the center of the overlap region, i.e. with equal distance to both
sense wires, by selecting events with Ta − Tb close to zero. For the selected events the
width of the Ta + Tb distribution reflects the time precision σt1 under the assumption of
Gaussian error propagation:

σt1 = σTa = σTb
= σ(Ta+Tb) ·

1√
2

(62)
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the self-tracking method. Sketch of a shifted drift cell pair
and a vertical track (a), and an exemplary time correlation histogram simulated with
GARFIELD (b).

This method can only reliably determine σt1 at a distance of half a cell pitch from the
sense wire.

3.2.4 Set-up

The cosmic muon self-tracking set-up consists of two stacked MDC chambers with MDC I
wire geometry at a distance of 30 cm. A sketch of the set-up is shown in figure 3.4. Two
scintillators placed 10 cm below the lower chamber provide trigger and reference time t0
for impinging muons. The scintillators are placed next to each other to increase coverage.
All drift times are measured relative to t0. Only the lower chamber is used to assess the
time precision via self-tracking. The upper chamber, in combination with the lower one,
serves to limit and determine the angle ϑxz of the muon track in the cross section plane
(figure 3.4b). For a precision measurement it is necessary to have tracks impinging very
close to perpendicular, since Ta + Tb is very sensitive to the inclination angle of the track.

An earlier version of the self-tracking set-up used a single MDC in combination with a
narrow rod-shaped scintillator, parallel to the sense wire orientation, placed at a variable
height above the drift chamber. By varying the height of the scintillator it was possible
to set the limit of the solid angle of selected cosmic muons. Due to the compromise
between small solid angle (measurement precision) and usable muon rate (statistics), this
set-up did not yield satisfactory results. In the improved set-up with two stacked drift
chambers, the statistics problem is solved by allowing a finite solid angle while measuring
the projected inclination angle ϑxz and correcting the recorded data for systematic shifts
caused by non-zero ϑxz. In total, four drift chamber layers are read out with eight
channels per layer. The sixteen active drift cells in the lower chamber feature fifteen cell
combinations which provide a self-tracking geometry. For the benefit of statistics, the
data from all self-tracking configurations is combined in the analysis after applying the
angle correction. The chamber is operated at a high voltage of 1750 V and a gas mixture
of 70 % Ar and 30 % CO2.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic sketch of the cosmic self-tracking set-up (a), and cross section of
the active drift cells (b).
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3.2.5 Front-end electronics and signal coupling

To operate the ASD-8 ASIC at an MDC chamber, already existing spare MDC daugh-
terboards are employed. In order to use these with the same TDC and data acquisition
system as the PASTTREC ASIC, they are not connected to their proper motherboards,
but instead connected to a special adapter board which converts the ECL5 signals at the
ASD-8 outputs to LVDS. For the test operation of PASTTREC a prototype test board
is used, which was designed at JU Krakow. PASTTREC already features digital LVDS
outputs which are compatible with the inputs of the employed TDC. To connect the
prototype board to the MDC flex print cables, a passive adapter board is used, which
was designed for this purpose. A sketch of both versions of front-end electronics is shown
in figure 3.5. The differential logical output signals of the front-end electronics are fed
into a high precision TDC [Ugu13] implemented on a multi purpose FPGA platform
(TRBv3 [Mic11]). The recording, pre-processing and online monitoring of the TDC
data stream, as well as the calibration of the TDC data, is handled by the Go4 [Ada11]
software framework. When properly calibrated, the TDC measurement precision is better
than 50 ps and can thus be neglected in comparison to other measurement uncertainties
of the set-up.

Concerning the coupling between sense wire and the signal input of the ASICs, as
shown in figure 3.6, the schematics differ. The coupling concept implemented on the
ASD-8 daughterboard was retained: A voltage divider consisting of two 200 Ω resistors
and an AC coupling capacitor. This circuit effectively increases the input impedance of
the ASD-8 analog input from 120 Ω to 275 Ω as seen by the sense wire. The coupling
between sense wire and PASTTREC was implemented analog to the coupling of the
PANDA straw tubes: One 1 MΩ resistor to keep the sense wire at its working potential
(GND for MDC, +HV for straw tube) followed by an AC coupling capacitor. The input
impedance of the PASTTREC analog input is seen unaltered by the sense wire. In
contrast to PASTTREC, ASD-8 possesses a differential input. In the HADES MDCs, the
inverted additional input is connected to a line which runs in parallel with the sensing
line on the FPCs and ends either in the chamber frame close to the point where the
sense wire is soldered to the FPC (MDC I) or at the point where the FPC reaches the
chamber frame (MDC II-IV). The purpose of the pseudo-differential additional line is to
cancel out electromagnetic interference which is picked up in equal amounts on the sense
wire line and the additional line (i.e. common mode noise).

5Emitter-coupled logic, a high speed differential digital voltage signal standard
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3.2.6 ASIC settings

As discussed in section 2.5.1, ASD-8 and PASTTREC differ in terms of their config-
urable features (see table 2.2). While ASD-8 only has the discriminator threshold as
a free parameter (same for all eight channels), PASTTREC has multitude of digitally
programmable settings, such as preamplifier gain, peaking time, threshold and four
individual shaper parameters. Even though PASTTREC, too, sets the threshold for all
eight channels simultaneously, there is a baseline correction setting for each channel,
which can be understood as a threshold fine-tuning. This feature is not explored in the
scope of this thesis.

A very low threshold setting should yield the best time precision. On the other hand
a low threshold makes the discriminator prone to fire due to electronic or pick-up noise. A
high rate of random firing leads to detection efficiency losses, because the actual physical
signal might occur within the dead time following a noise signal. In other words, it is
desired to find the optimal compromise between a good signal to noise ratio, a good
efficiency and a good time precision. For ASD-8 a well performing compromise was
found by setting the threshold voltage input to 1.26 V 6. Since the rate of usable cosmics
does not allow for extensive exploration of the large settings space of PASTTREC, some
reasonable assumptions and compromises had to be made. Based on the extensive studies
of P. Strzempek [Str17], the group at JU Krakow has found optimal PASTTREC settings
for the operation of the straw tubes to be used in the future PANDA STT. Even though
the PANDA straw tubes are not identical to the MDC cells but merely similar, their
preferred ASIC settings were used as a starting point.

During the course of the cosmic muon self-tracking test the PASTTREC ASIC is
operated with the following settings:

• gain: 1 mV/fC

• peaking time: 10 ns

• threshold: 10 (20 mV, 2 mV/LSB)

• tail cancellation shaper settings:
TC1C=10.5 pF, TC1R=27 kΩ,
TC2C=0.9 pF, TC2R=20 kΩ

The above shaper settings are identical with the optimal settings for the PANDA straw
tubes while operating the ASIC at a gain of 1 mV/fC and a peaking time of 15 ns.
However, for this test, the peaking time was lowered to the minimum setting of 10 ns
with the aim to achieve the best possible time precision. The chosen settings are not
necessarily the optimal settings for reading out an MDC cell with the PASTTREC ASIC.
A more detailed investigation of the settings space is performed during the beam test
(see section 3.3).

3.2.7 Analysis

Coincidence matrix

First we verify the consistency of the self-tracking geometry, i.e. that apart from the
edges, each cell in the lower chamber overlaps with two other cells in the neighboring

6For a table comparing the analog threshold voltage to the digital values used in the current HADES
DAQ, see section A.5 in the appendix.
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Figure 3.7: Coincidence matrix of the channels in plane c (0-7) versus the channels
in plane d (16-23) for ASD-8 (a) and PASTTREC (b). The nomenclature refers to
figure 3.4b. The plots demonstrate the coincident firing of geometrically overlapping
shifted cells due to vertically impinging muons. Furthermore a dead channel (17) on the
PASTTREC board is revealed.

plane. Overlapping cells fire in coincidence when a sufficiently vertical muon impinges on
the detector. The coincidence can be graphed in form of a coincidence matrix which is
shown in figure 3.7, where the active channels of plane c are correlated with those of plane
d. The physically overlapping cell combinations are represented by the diagonal and
upper next-to-diagonal elements. Non-overlapping combinations also produce hits due
to noise. In comparison to the old ASD-8 front-end electronics, the PASTTREC-based
read-out produces less unphysical coincidences due to noise and has a higher firing rate
uniformity from channel to channel. The matrix plot also reveals a dead input channel
(channel 17) in the PASTTREC board reading out plane d.

Inclination angle determination and correction in the x-z plane

The projected incident angle ϑxz (see figure 3.4b) is determined by a crude tracking
procedure. Because the space-time relation including the effects of the electronics is
not known yet, the drift time information is not used for tracking. In each chamber,
a muon track passes through at least two adjacent, shifted cells in neighboring layers.
Events with more than one hit per layer are discarded. The measured x coordinate in the
respective detector (upper detector: xab, lower detector: xcd) is then simply the center
of the overlap region of the two fired shifted cells. The spatial measurement precision
in x direction for a sense/field wire pitch (width of the cell overlap) of a = 2.5 mm is
consequently

σx = a · 1√
12

= 0.72 mm (63)

under the reasonable assumption, that the track position is uniformly distributed over
the cell overlap region. With the chamber distance d = 30 cm, this results in a ϑxz
measurement precision of:

ϑxz = atan
(
xab − xcd

d

)
≈ xab − xcd

d
(64)

σϑxz =
√

2 · σx
d

= 0.19◦ (65)
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3.2 Time precision tests with cosmic muons

In the given geometry, the inclination angle can range from −6.7◦ to 6.7◦ and its
distribution is triangle shaped, which is shown by a numerical simulation and measurement
in figure 3.8. At such small angles, the cosmic muon angle distribution is approximately
flat and the projected area of the drift chamber acceptance is approximately constant.
Consequently the triangle shape can be understood as the convolution of the two identical
box-shaped acceptances, corresponding to the groups of active channels in both drift
chambers.

For inclined tracks, the sum of both drift times (Ta + Tb) is systematically shifted
by ∆ (Ta + Tb). The shift only depends on ϑxz and can be geometrically calculated,
as shown in figure 3.9. Applying the rules of error propagation we can conclude, that
with the given σϑxz = 0.19◦, we can correct the shift in (Ta + Tb) to a precision of
σ(Ta+Tb),ϑxz

= 0.27 ns, assuming a drift velocity of vD = 66 µm ns−1, which is derived
from a GARFIELD simulation of the drift cell (see section 5.3).
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of projected incident angle ϑxz of accepted tracks. (a): Simulation,
(b): Measurement.

Figure 3.9: Geometric calculation of the shift in Ta + Tb due to non-perpendicular tracks.
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3 Extraction of drift time

Self-tracking drift time correlations and feature extraction

Figure 3.10 (a) and figure 3.11 (a) show the recorded self-tracking drift time correlations
as a two-dimensional histogram for both versions of read-out electronics. At first sight,
the two boomerang-like shapes look very similar, while the PASTTREC data appears to
be more diffuse in x direction. As discussed before, the goal is to extract the width of
the drift time sum distribution for central tracks. In the following, we select the tracks
passing near the center of the cell overlap by demanding the condition |Ta − Tb| < 10 ns.
This corresponds to cutting out a central horizontal slice of the boomerang-shape ranging
from −10 ns to 10 ns. The curvature in this region is relatively small compared to the
width of the distribution in horizontal direction. Figure 3.10 (b) and figure 3.11 (b) show
the distribution of the drift time sum for the selected slice of the dataset.

Although the distribution resembles a Gaussian, the attempt to fit it with a standard
normal distribution reveals a skewness, and thus a slight mismatch in the fit, especially
for the PASTTREC data. A better fit function was found in the skew normal distribution,
which is explained in detail in the appendix, section A.2. In contrast to the standard
normal distribution, it has an additional free parameter α (shape) which determines the
skewness γ1 of the distribution:

γ1 = 4− π
2

(
δ
√

2/π
)3

(1− 2δ2/π)3/2 with δ = α√
1 + α2

(66)

For α = 0 the skewness γ1 is zero and the skew normal distribution is identical with
a standard normal distribution. While the central part of the drift time sum peak is
excellently described with a skew normal fit, the minor tails to both sides are underrepre-
sented. Therefore the fit model is extended to allow a small Gaussian pedestal, co-aligned
with the mean of the skew normal function. The pedestal is regarded as background.
The extracted feature is the width, i.e. the analytical standard deviation of the skew
normal fit function.
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Figure 3.10: Correlation of difference and sum of drift times (a) and drift time sum dis-
tribution (b) for |Ta − Tb| < 10 ns recorded with ASD-8. The drift time sum distribution
is fitted with a skew normal distribution.
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Figure 3.11: Correlation of difference and sum of drift times (a) and drift time sum
distribution (b) for |Ta − Tb| < 10 ns recorded with PASTTREC. The drift time sum
distribution is fitted with a skew normal distribution.
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3 Extraction of drift time

3.2.8 Error analysis

To interpret and compare the measured precisions quantitatively it is important to assess
and quantify all contributing factors carefully. This is done in the following.

Scintillator precision

The two scintillators deliver a trigger and reference time signal. The uncertainty of this
reference signal affects all other drift time measurements. The statistical reference time
uncertainty was assessed by placing one scintillator on top of the other and measuring
the time difference between signals for cosmic muons traversing both scintillators (see
figure 3.12). The distribution of the time difference follows a Gaussian with a width of
≈ 0.5 ns. Since this width is the combination of two individual measurements, and both
scintillators and attached photomultipliers are identical in type, we can calculate the
precision of a single scintillator as

σt0,scint = 0.5 ns · 1√
2

= 0.35 ns (67)
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Figure 3.12: Determination of scintillator time precision. (a): Set-up, (b): Distribution
of time difference.

Effect of inclination angle in y-z plane

While the projection of the inclination angle in the x-z plane ϑxz is very limited and very
well known for each measured track, the projection in the y-z plane ϑyz has a wide range
due to the geometry of the set-up, i.e. the length of the drift cells and dimensions of
the scintillators (see figure 3.13a). The maximum accepted angle is 45◦. A numerical
simulation was carried out to calculate the distribution of ϑyz on basis of the geometry
and the assumption that the cosmic muon rate is proportional to cos2(ϑ) (figure 3.13b).
Based on the angular distribution it is possible to calculate the distribution of the effective
track length dscint between the lower drift chamber and the scintillator (figure 3.13c).
From the standard deviation σdscint

of the effective track length, we can determine the
uncertainty of the drift time measurement due to inclined muon tracks. Assuming muons
move at the speed of light, one finds that the additional t0 uncertainty is

σt0,dscint = c0 · σdscint
= 29 ps (68)

with σdscint
= 8.75 mm. (69)
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Figure 3.13: (a): Schematic cross section of the set-up in the y-z plane, (b): Simulated
track inclination angle distribution in the y-z plane, (c): Simulated distribution of effective
distance between scintillator and lower MDC.

This deviation is very small compared to other uncertainties in the system and can
be neglected. However, another quantity is distributed in the same way, depending on
the incident angle ϑyz: The track length within the drift cell (see figure 3.14). Inclined
tracks leave a longer trace of ionization in the cell and thus the charge signal is directly
affected. On average, the track length in the cell is 8.2 % larger than in the perpendicular
case, leading to a 8.2 % larger charge signal. In comparison to a perpendicular impinging
minimum ionizing particle, the mean ionization of cosmic muons in the given solid angle
acceptance is 37.4 % higher (+27 % due to higher-than-MIP muon energy and +8.2 %
due to inclination).

Propagation delays and time offset correction

One obvious source of drift time measurement uncertainty is the propagation delay along
the cell, i.e. the time needed for the signal to travel along the sense wire to reach the
read-out electronics. In the lower chamber, muons impinge on a length of ≈ 35 cm, which
corresponds to a delay of 1.2 ns for signals propagating at the speed of light along the
sense wire. Fortunately the drift chamber design foresees neighboring zero-degree layers
to be read out on opposite sides. This way, when a shifted self-tracking cell pair fires in
coincidence from a muon impinging at a certain position, the propagation delays along
the two sense wires in both directions add up to a constant. In the self-tracking method
only the sum of both drift times (Ta + Tb) is analyzed. Consequently a constant shift of
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of the track length inside a 5 mm × 5 mm drift cell, which is
relevant for the energy loss and the charge signal in the detector.
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Figure 3.15: Drift time delay correction procedure. (a): t1 distribution (uncorrected) of
single drift cell vs scintillator, (b): cumulative distribution of (a) with linear fit between
10 % and 60 % of the total integral. The offset for the t1 correction is calculated as the
intersection of the linear fit function with the x axis. The negative raw time values are
due to long cables and delays in the constant fraction discriminator for the scintillator
signal.

the sum does not affect the width of the distribution.
Apart from the delay along the sense wire, there is signal delay on every kind of signal

carrying cabling, analog and digital, between the drift chambers, the scintillators and
the TDC. Also processing/switching delays in the analog and digital electronics play a
role. The net sum of all delays for each channel are assessed and removed by a correction
procedure:

• For each active drift cell a histogram is generated and filled with the arrival time
difference between drift cell (detector) and scintillator (reference) signal pulses.
This is the raw/uncorrected drift time distribution. One example is shown in
figure 3.15a.

• The histogram is integrated, so it holds the cumulative distribution. Each channel
displays an approximately linear rise in the cumulative distribution between 10 %
and 60 % of the total integral. This region is fitted with a linear function. An
example is shown in figure 3.15b.
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3.2 Time precision tests with cosmic muons

• The desired t1 offset for the correction is calculated as the intersection of the linear
fit function with the x axis.

• All drift time data recorded by this channel are corrected by subtracting the above
calculated offset. The procedure is performed for each drift cell individually.

• Two individual scintillators are used for providing reference time and both can
trigger the data acquisition. Recorded datasets triggered by different scintillators
are kept separate and are calibrated independently.

The idea is to attain a correction offset, so that when subtracted, the earliest possible
arriving signals (i.e. by ionization traces in direct vicinity of the sense wire) have a
corrected measured t1 of 0 ns. Calculating the offset by the first (earliest) entries in
the raw drift time distribution has the disadvantage, that even a single noise event can
disturb the correction if it occurs earlier than the first real signal. The above procedure
is more robust, since it exploits a feature of the distribution, which is invariant for small
fractions of noise hits7.

The correction procedure produces two sets of correction offsets: one set of all drift
cell offsets for each scintillator. The error of this correction is estimated by comparing
the differences between the two sets of correction offsets. The spread of the correction
offset difference between both datasets is depicted in figure 3.16. The standard deviation
over all active channels is the same for both ASICs, within one percent. We conclude,
that the t1 offset correction procedure can be performed to a precision of

σt1,offset = 0.19 ns (70)
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Figure 3.16: Estimation of the t1 offset correction precision: Difference between t1 offset
parameters between scintillator A and scintillator B. Recorded with ASD-8 (a) and
PASTTREC (b). The statistics range over the 16 (15, one dead channel) active channels
in the lower chamber.

7The method is inspired by a similar offset calibration technique for the HADES drift chambers [Mar05].
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3 Extraction of drift time

Combined statistical error

Combining all discussed errors, for a t1 measurement of a single drift cell we have to
assume a set-up related statistical error of

σt1, set-up =
√

(σt0,scint)2 + (σt0,dscint)2 + (σt1,offset)2 (71)
= 0.40 ns. (72)

When calculating the statistical error of the sum of two drift times (Ta + Tb) in a self-
tracking cell pair, we have to keep in mind, that the uncertainties concerning the t0
measurement by the scintillator are not statistically independent in the same event and
thus add up. A similar argument holds for the t1 offset correction error: In a self-tracking
cell pair, the active channels are not combined randomly, instead the cells are always
correlated with the same neighbors. It is therefore safer to assume, that the t1 offset
errors add up every time.

σ(Ta+Tb), set-up (73)

=
√

(σ(Ta+Tb),ϑxz
)2 + (2 · σt0,scint)2 + (2 · σt0,dscint)2 + (2 · σt1,offset)2 (74)

= 0.84 ns (75)

Systematic errors and fit error

The width of a distribution represents a mean difference between many measurements
underlying the same systematic errors. Because in the cosmic muon self-tracking set-
up we are interested in a measurement precision which corresponds to a width of a
distribution, many static systematic errors cancel out. However, since the set-up has
to run approximately one week to acquire sufficient statistics for one ASIC, there is
the possibility for systematic drifts in the system, e.g. slowly changing discriminator
thresholds for the scintillators or varying electromagnetic interference levels in the drift
chamber sense wires. Because of the sparse statistics due to the limited cosmic rate,
no systematic error analysis concerning slow time dependent systematic shifts has been
conducted.

Another source of systematic error is the analysis. Fitting the measured and corrected
(Ta + Tb) distribution with a specific fit function, in this case a skew normal distribution,
introduces an unknown systematic error. We attempt an estimation of the systematic fit
error by comparing the results of the fit with the parameters of a pure Gaussian fit.

ASD-8 PASTTREC
StdDev skew normal fit (3.863± 0.112) ns (5.675± 0.162) ns

StdDev Gaussian fit (4.492± 0.088) ns (6.216± 0.115) ns

Difference/systematic
error 0.629 ns (16%) 0.541 ns (10%)
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3.2.9 Results

In the end, we want to assess the measurement precision of the MDC including electronics.
Therefore we want to separate the intrinsic uncertainties of the detector from the additional
uncertainties caused by the cosmic muon self-tracking set-up:

σ(Ta+Tb), fit =
√(

σ(Ta+Tb), MDC
)2

+
(
σ(Ta+Tb), set-up

)2
(76)

σt1 = σTa, MDC = 1√
2
· σ(Ta+Tb), MDC (77)

= 1√
2
·
√(

σ(Ta+Tb), fit
)2
−
(
σ(Ta+Tb), set-up

)2
(78)

As a systematic error for the resulting time precisions we assume an uncertainty of 16 %
(ASD-8) and 10 % (PASTTREC), which dominates the numerical statistical fit errors.

ASD-8 PASTTREC
σ(Ta+Tb), fit (3.86± 0.61) ns (5.68± 0.57) ns
σ(Ta+Tb), MDC (3.77± 0.60) ns (5.61± 0.56) ns

σt1 (2.67± 0.43) ns (3.97± 0.40) ns
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3.3 Time precision tests with proton beam

3.3.1 Motivation

The cosmic muon self-tracking set-up was useful for the commissioning of a stable data
acquisition system for the read-out and comparison of both analog ASICs. However the
downside is, that the performance is measured with particles producing on average an
estimated amount of 37 % more ionization than minimum ionizing particles and the time
precision was only determined at a position at half the distance between sense and field
wire. Furthermore, due to the low rate of triggered cosmics (circa 1 week for one dataset)
not all relevant combinations of ASIC settings can be investigated systematically.

To overcome these limitations, a small rectangular shaped test chamber with MDC I
wire geometry and was provided by GSI and operated at the COSY accelerator, which
provides a beam of minimum ionizing protons. With the beam test set-up it is possible
to directly measure the space-time relation and the drift time measurement precision at
any distance from the sense wire with sufficient statistics.

3.3.2 Set-up

Beam

The beam is a pure proton beam with a kinetic energy and momentum of

Ekin,beam = 1.93 GeV (79)
pbeam = 2.70 GeV/c. (80)

At this energy protons are minimum ionizing particles as they possess a relativistic
velocity of

βγ = pbeam
mp · c0

= 2.889. (81)

The particle velocity is

vp = 2.833× 108 m/s. (82)

Main detectors

A simplified sketch of the beam test set-up is depicted in figure 3.17. The MDC test
chamber is irradiated with a few centimeters wide8 minimum ionizing proton beam,
while 5 cm behind it a segmented diamond detector is placed, providing data acquisition
trigger and reference time t0, as well as the reference track position, assuming parallel
tracks. The drift chamber is a prototype chamber with MDC I wire geometry and a wire
length of 50 cm. The diamond detector features two adjacent electrodes which measure
2.1 mm× 2.1 mm each and are separated by a 90 µm wide gap.

In the case both diamond segments fire in coincidence, we assume that a beam particle
hit gap between the electrodes. This way it is possible to select tracks within a circa
90 µm thin slice of a relatively wide beam. The diamond gap is oriented in parallel with
the sense wires of the drift chamber and the diamond detector is attached to a precisely
movable gantry with remote controlled stepper motors. By moving the diamond detector
parallel to the sense wire plane it is possible to trigger on tracks at any position within
a drift cell. This facilitates the measurement of the drift time t1 and the drift time
precision σt1 at specific distances from the sense wire.

8For an estimation of the beam profile, see figure 3.20b.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic sketch of the beam test set-up (not to scale).

Auxiliary detector

At a distance of 2.66 m behind the diamond detector a 6 cm× 6 cm scintillator is placed
on axis with the beam. The signal from this detector is used as an additional trigger
condition to clean up the track selection. Requiring a narrow coincidence between
diamond and scintillator time measurements (plus a veto on coincidences outside of the
desired window) discards events in which pile-up occurred.

Electronics

Just like in the cosmic muon self-tracking set-up a precision FPGA-based TDC [Ugu13]
is used to measure and digitize times. By configuration, the first leading edge registered
by a TDC channel in a recorded event defines the measured t1. Alternatively, the TDC
can be operated in multi-hit mode, then several hits can be recorded and analyzed in
the same trigger window. The front-end electronics are connected the same way as in
the cosmic muon tracking set-up (see section 3.2.5). The analog signals from the two
neighboring diamond electrodes are read out with an oscilloscope, which is configured
to generate a trigger pulse when both electrodes fire in coincidence. The coincidence
window is determined by the time of the diamond signals above the trigger threshold
which can be estimated with ≈ 10 ns (depending on pulse height). This is due to the fact,
that the oscilloscope implements a logical AND of both discriminated diamond signals.
The scintillator signal is discriminated by a PADIWA board [Nei13] which provides a
linear amplifier and a discriminator with remote programmable threshold.
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3 Extraction of drift time

3.3.3 Analysis

Time structure of the beam and random correlations
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Figure 3.18: Sketch of the beam time structure.

The proton beam is bunched. Typically accelerator beam bunches have a Gaussian
particle density profile in longitudinal direction, which automatically results in a Gaussian
intensity profile in time (see figure 3.18). Let us assume we trigger on either electrode of
the diamond detector (electrode A OR electrode B) and not on the gap. It is reasonable
to assume that the trigger rate of the diamond detector is proportional to the average
momentary beam intensity at the detector’s position. A particle going through the
diamond has already produced a signal in the upstream MDC cell which has a sharp
time correlation with the diamond signal.

With a certain probability, which is also proportional to the beam intensity, a
second beam particle will create an additional MDC signal within the read-out window.
Especially in the adjacent bunch after the diamond was triggered, one measures pure
random coincidences with the drift cell. Because both, the probability of observing a
particle in the diamond detector and the probability of measuring a random coincidence
in the MDC cell are proportional to the momentary beam intensity, the time difference,
i.e. the t1 of the random coincidence is distributed like the convolution of the intensity
profile of a beam bunch with itself (neglecting the electron drift time distribution, which is
much narrower than the width of the bunch). Consequently, the width of the uncorrelated
MDC signal t1 distribution is:

σunc. =
√

2 · σbunch (83)

Figure 3.19 shows the drift cell t1 distribution recorded with trigger on the full diamond
detector, i.e. on either electrode. The shape of the distribution fits the above assumption.
The left side of the distribution features a sharp peak with a Gaussian pedestal, while
the right side can be fitted by a pure Gaussian with a width of σunc. = (68± 5) ns. This
corresponds to a bunch width of σbunch = (48± 4) ns. Further we can determine the
period between bunches to Tbunch = (670± 20) ns. Relating the area of the right-hand
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Figure 3.19: Multi-hit t1 distribution of drift cell signal with trigger on either electrode
of the diamond detector.

side Gaussian and the number of triggers in the recorded dataset we can calculate that
the probability for measuring an uncorrelated additional particle in the MDC is circa
20 % in each bunch.
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Figure 3.20: Drift cell and diamond electrode dimensions to scale (a) and beam intensity
profile in y direction (b), fitted with Gaussian (fitted with equal weights for all bins).

Both, the drift cell and the full diamond detector have a comparable dimension in x
direction: 5 mm vs 4.3 mm (see figure 3.20a). However, in y direction the drift cell is hit
by the full beam, while the diamond detector only covers a small fraction (2.1 mm) of
the intensity profile (figure 3.20b). From geometric considerations we can calculate that
the diamond detector, when placed in the center of the y intensity profile, only receives
16.5 % of the beam particles which hit the drift cell (that is 8.25 % per electrode).
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Figure 3.21: Possible detector signal coincidence classes.

Random coincidences as signal contamination

To assess the time precision performance of the drift cell we trigger on the coincidence of
both diamond electrodes. In the following we want to distinguish all relevant classes of
random detector coincidences and their effect on the observables of interest. In the default
measurement mode, the TDC is operated in single hit mode which means that the first
arriving signal determines the t1 measurement of the respective channel. Thus, in case a
coincidence class consists of more than one particle t1 distribution, the distributions do
not add but cut into each other. Locally, this is also the case for multi-hit measurements
due to the dead time of the electronics. During the data taking with the described set-up
the following relevant cases of signal coincidences can occur (see figure 3.21):

Class Ia A beam particle (red) traverses the MDC cell at a defined position and hits the
diamond detector gap, thus causes a coincident firing of both diamond electrodes
and triggers the data acquisition. This is the only case of interest for measuring
the detector performance. The measured t1 distribution is very narrow and reflects
the drift time distribution of a straight track at a fixed position. The probability
per beam particle to cause a class Ia event is independent of the beam intensity.
From the ratio of the diamond gap area (2.1 mm × 90 µm) and the area under
both diamond electrodes (2.1 mm× 4.3 mm) we calculate, that 2.3 % of all particles
impinging the active area of the diamond hit the gap and trigger the acquisition.

Class Ib A beam particle (red) traverses the MDC cell at a defined position and hits
the detector gap (class I). In addition a second beam particle (green) traverses
the MDC cell at a random position and produces an additional signal. In case
the uncorrelated second particle traverses the set-up first (and depending on the
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3.3 Time precision tests with proton beam

drift time of its ionization signal) it will determine the t1 measurement and thus
contaminate the detector performance measurement. As in the case when triggering
on the full diamond, the probability of measuring an uncorrelated additional beam
particle in the drift cell is proportional to the momentary beam intensity and thus
the contamination t1 distribution is very wide and reflects the longitudinal particle
density profile of the beam bunch. Per triggered class I event, there is a 20 % chance
for an additional uncorrelated beam proton hitting the drift cell. The probability
has a Gaussian shape and a width of ≈ σunc. = 68 ns.

Class IIa Two beam particles traverse the MDC cell at undefined positions and each
hit one diamond detector electrode within the narrow coincidence window (≈ 10 ns)
for triggering the data acquisition. The contamination is relatively narrow and is
similar9 to the t1 distribution of a fully or partially irradiated drift cell (depending
on diamond position), broadened by the width of the diamond coincidence window.
It was estimated that when the drift cell is hit by a proton, there is a 20 %
probability that a second uncorrelated proton hits the drift cell during the same
bunch. As discussed before, the diamond detector only receives circa 16.5 %
of the beam particles which hit the drift cell, i.e. circa 8.25 % per electrode.
The probability for an additional uncorrelated particle hitting the diamond is
consequently 20 % · 16.5 % = 3.3 %. Going further, we can state, that given one
diamond electrode was hit, there is a 20 % · 8.25 % = 1.65 % probability for the
other electrode being hit during the same bunch. Just like the t1 distribution of
the uncorrelated particles measured by the drift cell, the time difference between
the signals of both diamond electrodes has a Gaussian distribution with a width of
σunc. = 68 ns. We can estimate, that for a diamond electrode coincidence window
of 10 ns, and given one electrode was hit, the probability for the other electrode
being hit in coincidence drops to circa 0.2 %.

Class IIb The data acquisition is triggered by a random coincidence of two beam parti-
cles (red, blue) each hitting one diamond electrode (class IIa). The t1 measurement
of the drift cell is determined by an independent third particle (green).

Figure 3.22 shows the raw t1 distribution of the drift cell with trigger on the diamond
gap only. The dataset was recorded with the TDC in multi-hit mode and displayed
with a logarithmic y-axis. There is a narrow peak near t = 0 which corresponds to the
coincidence classes Ia and IIa, i.e. cases, where the same particle or particles generate
an MDC signal and trigger the data acquisition. Underneath the peak there is a much
broader distribution with a peculiar shape. It comprises coincidence events of classes Ib
and IIb. This claim can be confirmed by comparing it to the random coincidences in
the next bunch, which can be seen as a second perfectly Gaussian shaped bump with
its center at around 667 ns and a width of σII = 73 ns. The pedestal underneath the
narrow peak can be interpreted as being of the same origin, but cut on the left side by
the TDC data acquisition window and suppressed by the dead time effect of the events
in the narrow peak.
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Figure 3.22: Raw measured t1 distribution with trigger on diamond gap. The distribution
was recorded with PASTTREC and in multi-hit mode.

Auxiliary detector cut

The contamination of the data by coincidence classes Ib, IIa, and IIb can be reduced
by applying a cut on t1 of the auxiliary detector. The t1 distribution of the scintillator
(shown in figure 3.23a) has a prominent narrow peak. When fitted with a Gaussian, a
peak width of σaux = 1.27 ns is extracted. The auxiliary detector cut requires datasets
to have an auxiliary detector t1 within σaux around the peak position. The cut discards
events where a second particle passed through the system earlier than σaux before the
triggering beam particle. This cut affects all contamination classes. Unfortunately, the
auxiliary detector has a constant noise floor which affects the efficiency of the scintillator
and the cut. In addition, the ToT distribution (figure 3.23b) is fitted with a Gaussian
and an additional cut is performed on a ±2 · σToT,aux region around the ToT peak

9similar, but not identical, since there might be two tracks in the cell. Furthermore, depending on the
position of the diamond gap, there are constraints on the positions of both tracks, since each track has to
hit a separate diamond electrode.
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Figure 3.23: t1 (a) and ToT (b) distribution of the auxiliary detector. The ToT distribu-
tion was plotted after applying the t1 cut.
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3.3 Time precision tests with proton beam

center. The ToT cut reduces events where a second particle arrives later than the
triggering particle and the combined signals lead to an unusually long ToT measurement.
The effect of the auxiliary detector cut is graphed in figure 3.24. The raw drift cell t1
distribution is shown in red and the same distribution after applying the cut is shown
in blue. Both distributions are scaled to the same peak height. As expected, the cut
drastically suppresses the broad leading Gaussian tail due to coincidences of class Ib
and IIb. Furthermore, the leading ”shoulder” of the main peak is reduced, which can be
attributed to a suppression of class II events. Unfortunately, with this set-up class II
events can only be suppressed but not be eliminated completely, because two perfectly
coincident particles, each randomly hitting one of the diamond electrodes, cannot be
distinguished from a single particle hitting the diamond gap.
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Figure 3.24: Effect of auxiliary detector cut.
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3 Extraction of drift time

Feature extraction

The drift cell t1 distribution (see figure 3.25) is fitted with the skew normal distribution,
which was introduced in section 3.2.7 and which is explained in detail in the appendix,
section A.2. The fit function is extended with a broad Gaussian pedestal which is
co-aligned with the mean of the skew normal peak, to describe the tails of the measured
distribution. The features of interest are the mean µt1,fit and the standard deviation
σt1,fit of the skew normal distribution. The pedestal Gaussian is regarded as background.
The t1 means at different positions within the cell yield the space-time relation of the
drift cell, while the standard deviation is a measure for the time precision of detector and
read-out electronics. To estimate the error of the extracted σt1,fit, it is compared with
the width of a plain Gaussian fit of the data. The discrepancy is used as the systematic
error.
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Figure 3.25: t1 distribution recorded with both front-end ASICs. Feature extraction
(mean, standard deviation) is done by fitting a skew normal distribution with Gaussian
pedestal to the t1 data after applying cuts.
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3.3 Time precision tests with proton beam

Walk correction

As discussed in the beginning of this chapter (section 3.1), when discriminating a signal
with finite rise time by use of a plain comparator the walk effect plays a role. The walk
effect describes a systematic shift of the measured t1 depending on the input signal
amplitude. A variation in input signal height results in a spread in t1 for otherwise
identical pulses. It has been found that the quality of the data recorded with PASTTREC
can be improved offline by applying a walk correction. As an indirect measure for the
pulse height the time over threshold (ToT ) is available. For a walk correction a correlation
between ToT and t1 needs to be found and exploited. A two-dimensional histogram
relating ToT and t1 is filled with TDC data from perpendicular particle tracks at a
distance of 1.25 mm from the sense wire (figure 3.26a). The histogram has a clear skew
for low ToT values towards larger t1. The walk ∆t1walk is modeled as an exponential
function of ToT .

∆t1walk (ToT ) = a · e−b·ToT (84)

The free parameters a and b a determined by a two stage fitting procedure.

• The t1/ToT correlation histogram (figure 3.26a) is split in a multitude of ToT
classes and the resulting t1 histograms are fit individually with a Gaussian to obtain
the most probable t1 for each ToT class.

• The extracted data points t1MP vs ToT are fitted with the above exponential
function.

The walk correction is applied by subtracting the exponential correction term from the
raw t1 values:

t1→ t1−∆t1walk (ToT ) (85)

The t1/ToT correlation histogram after the correction is depicted in figure 3.26b. Ob-
viously the walk can be mitigated to a value well below the statistical t1 fluctuations
within the individual ToT classes.
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Figure 3.26: Visualization of the walk correction exploiting the correlation between time
over threshold (tot) and drift time (t1). The correlation, i.e. the t1 walk, is modeled as
an exponential function of tot.
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3 Extraction of drift time

An exponential correction function was chosen because of the following reasons:

• As shown in section 2.5.2, a three-stage unipolar shaper produces an approximately
linear rising edge. This implies a linear relation between pulse height A of the
shaped signal and the walk.

A ∝ ∆t1walk

• After shaping, the ion tail of the drift chamber is reduced to a mere exponential decay.
By discriminating at a fixed threshold one can assume that ToT is proportional to
the logarithm of the pulse height.

ToT ∝ log (A) ⇒ A ∝ econst·ToT

And thus:

∆t1walk ∝ econst·ToT

• For high ToT values (high pulse amplitude), the measured t1 converges against the
true arrival time of the pulse. Likewise, the chosen correction approaches zero for
high ToT values due to the negative exponential dependence.

The magnitude of the walk effect depends on the discriminator threshold. Figure 3.27
shows the dependence of the t1 precision on the threshold with and without automatic
walk correction for each data point. As expected, the discrepancy between uncorrected
and walk corrected precision is growing with increasing threshold, while for very small
thresholds, the difference is negligible. In order to achieve optimal detection efficiency
and noise immunity, i.e. signal to noise ratio, it can be desirable to not operate at the
lowest possible threshold, but at a medium threshold and correct for the walk. However,
for every threshold an individual walk correction calibration has to be found.
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Figure 3.27: Time precision of drift cell with PASTTREC read-out as a function of
threshold. Datasets were recorded for perpendicular tracks at a distance of 1.25 mm from
the sense wire.
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Figure 3.28: t1 precision measured with PASTTREC. Comparison of uncorrected data,
automatic and manual walk correction.

Figure 3.28 shows the t1 precision as a function of track position within the drift cell.
The same correction function can be applied to datasets from different positions with
an average improvement in precision of 0.5 ns. Comparable results are achieved with
an individual automatic walk correction for each individual data set. PASTTREC has
a higher peaking time (10 - 35 ns) than ASD-8 (7 ns) and thus the walk effect is more
prominent. The PASTTREC data shown above were recorded with the 15 ns peaking
time setting. The data recorded with ASD-8 display a much smaller walk (see figure 3.29).
The systematic skew is much smaller than the statistical spread of t1 per ToT slice, so a
correction does not improve the t1 precision measurably.
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Figure 3.29: ToT/t1 correlation histogram for ASD-8. Due to the fast peaking time, the
walk effect does not need to be corrected.

3.3.4 ASIC settings

Unlike the cosmic muon tracking system, the beam test allows for collecting enough
statistics for evaluating an ASIC setting in a relatively short time. Thus the large settings
space of PASTTREC can be explored to some extent in order to optimize the performance.
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3 Extraction of drift time

However, because of the large parameter space, a pragmatic approach had to be chosen
to make good use of the limited beam access time.

Of the four possible peaking time settings (10 ns, 15 ns, 20 ns, 35 ns) the fastest three
settings were investigated. Likewise from the four possible preamplifier gain settings
(0.67 mV/fC, 1 mV/fC, 2 mV/fC, 4 mV/fC) only the three highest gains are chosen for
investigation. This pre-selection results in nine possible combinations of peaking time
and gain (see figure 3.30). For each combination a threshold scan is performed at mid
distance between sense wire and field wire, i.e. the position where the detector has the
best time precision. A threshold scan means recording the drift time uncertainty as a
function of the threshold setting of the PASTTREC ASIC. For pragmatic reasons, the
list of investigated thresholds was reduced to the settings 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80.
From each scan the threshold with the best time precision was chosen as the optimal
threshold for the respective gain/peaking time combination. As a general trend it was
observed, that the time precision improves with a higher gain setting, while the signal
to noise performance, which is related to the detection efficiency decreases. The inverse
can be observed with increasing peaking time. The four degrees of freedom for the tail
cancellation circuit were not varied. Instead the default settings [Str17] found for the
PANDA straw tube system were retained. The best performing setting w.r.t. detection
efficiency and time precision has been found with the following parameters:

• gain: 4 mV/fC

• peaking time: 15 ns

• threshold: 10

• tail cancellation shaper settings:
TC1C=10.5 pF, TC1R=27 kΩ,
TC2C=0.9 pF, TC2R=20 kΩ

These settings are used as the default in all following considerations. It has to be noted,
that favored settings differ significantly from the settings used for the cosmic muon
tracking set-up. For ASD-8, just like in the muon set-up, a threshold voltage of 1.26 V
was used. Thus, at least for the ASD-8, the results from both set-ups can be compared
directly.
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Figure 3.30: Matrix of investigated combinations of peaking time and gain settings for
PASTTREC and optimal discriminator threshold for each combination.
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3.3 Time precision tests with proton beam

3.3.5 Error analysis

Reference time error

To assess the timing error introduced by using an oscilloscope for reading out the diamond
electrodes, a pulser signal is split and one branch is directly fed into the TDC, while the
other branch is processed by the oscilloscope. Its trigger output is connected to a second
TDC channel. The difference between both channels is histogrammed in figure 3.31. The
spread introduced by the scope has a standard deviation of σt0,scope = 0.3 ns. This is the
lower limit of the t0 time precision.

Figure 3.31: Time precision of oscilloscope trigger output.

The upper limit of the t0 measurement precision can be estimated by correlating the
signals of the auxiliary detector and the full diamond detector (trigger on electrode A
OR B). Both detectors are hit by the same monochromatic beam protons. As shown in
figure 3.32, the time difference distribution has a sharp peak which is well approximated
with a Gaussion of width σ = 0.78 ns. The peak has an asymmetric tail to the left, which
is interpreted as pileup coincidences (particles which fly past the diamond detector but
hit the auxiliary detector shortly before the triggering particle).
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Figure 3.32: Time precision of diamond detector and auxiliary detector.

Assuming the auxiliary scintillator has a similar time precision as the scintillator used
in the cosmic muon tracking set-up (σt0,scint = 0.35 ns) one can estimate the upper limit
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3 Extraction of drift time

for the reference time precision:

σt0 =
√

(0.78 ns)2 − σ2
t0,scint

(86)
= 0.70 ns (87)

Diamond gap

Triggering on the diamond gap is the mechanism to select a narrow slice of the incoming
proton beam, consequently this detector determines the spatial precision of the set-up.
The gap has a width of 90 µm. Assuming a perfectly parallel beam and a uniform hit
distribution across the gap width, we select tracks with an RMS deviation in the y
direction of

σy,gap = 90 µm · 1√
12

= 26.0 µm. (88)

It has to be noted, that the above error consideration is only an assumption, as the exact
charge sharing behaviour between the electrodes is unknown.

Multiple scattering

A limiting factor for the spatial precision of the beam set-up is multiple scattering. The
term describes the deflection of the particle trajectory while passing through matter. An
exaggerated scattering trajectory is depicted in figure 3.33. For small angle scattering,
the deflection can be approximated by the following formula [Hig75] [Lyn91]:

θrmsplane = 13.6MeV

βcp
z
√
x/X0 (1 + 0.038 ln (x/X0)) (89)

ψrmsplane = 1√
3
θrmsplane (90)

yrmsplane = x · ψrmsplane = x√
3
θrmsplane (91)

The characteristic material constant for particle deflection is the radiation length X0.
Further the projectile charge number z plays a role.

x

splane
yplane

Ψplane

θplane

x /2

Figure 3.33: Multiple scattering in a homogeneous material. Image taken from [PDG16].

The relevant material budget (amount of matter in the particle trajectory) which
fundamentally limits the spatial precision of the beam set-up is shown in figure 3.34. In
the first order, when assuming a parallel incoming beam, only the material between the
drift cell (device under test) and the diamond detector contributes to the uncertainty.
The system only triggers on trajectories which are scattered into the diamond gap at
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3.3 Time precision tests with proton beam

y = ydiamond. These trajectories do not necessarily pass through the drift cell at the same
y position but at y = ydiamond ±∆yMS. In order to estimate an upper limit for ∆yMS we
calculate the multiple scattering deflection of a straight track parallel to the beam axis
starting at the device under test, passing through

• 9 mm of detector gas (70 % Ar, 30 % CO2),

• the chamber window foil (12 µm Kapton, 400 nm aluminum) and

• 8 mm of air,

• a protective polyethylene foil (50 µm),

• a chemical beam monitor film (250 µm plastic)

• 33 mm of air.

Ar/CO2

diamond
detector

air airAr/CO2

9 mm 8 mm 33 mm

window foil:
200 nm Al
12 µm Kapton
200 nm Al

protective foil:
50 µm PE

beam monitor film:
250 µm plastic
        (~Kapton)

x = 0

material budget

track scattered
into diamond gap

(z distance to scale, thickness exaggerated)

y = ydiamond

ΔyMS

drift chamber
(cross-section)

ΔyMS

scattered track

Figure 3.34: Material budget limiting the spatial precision of the set-up. The trajectory
of the scattered track is exaggerated.
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3 Extraction of drift time

Material Thickness x X0
(m)

θrms
(mrad)

yrms
(µm)

∑
θ

(mrad)

∑
y

(µm)

detector gas 9 mm 197 (CO2) 0.022 0.116 0.024 0.116
window foil 12 µm 0.29 (Kapton) 0.021 0.000 0.044 0.117
foil metallization 400 nm 0.09 (Al) 0.006 0.000 0.047 0.117
air 8 mm 303.9 0.016 0.076 0.061 0.590
protective foil 50 µm 0.50 (PE) 0.035 0.001 0.101 0.594
beam monitor film 250 µm 0.29 (Kapton) 0.115 0.017 0.216 0.636
air 33 mm 303.9 0.036 0.681 0.252 8.38

diamond 310 µm 0.121 0.208 0.037 0.461 8.50
air 266 cm 303.9 0.409 628 0.869 1860

Table 3.1: Cumulated spatial and angular deviation in the set-up due to multiple
scattering.

The intermediate and cumulative results are shown in table 3.1. For the beam monitor
film a high-density plastic material was assumed and the radiation length of Kapton was
used. For the detector gas, the radiation length of pure CO2, which is shorter than the
radiation length of argon. The calculation is extended by the scattering in the diamond
detector and the air between diamond and auxiliary detector. In the calculation the
worst case is assumed, i.e. that the yrms and the θrms of the individual layers add up
every time: ∑

θ = θn =
n∑
i=1

θrms,i (92)

Due to the very small amount of deflection it is allowed to sum the angles linearly
(sin(θ) ≈ θ,tan(θ) ≈ θ). Consequently, when calculating the cumulated y deviation, the
net inclination due to all previous scattering processes is retained:∑

y =
n∑
i=1

(
xi ·

1√
3
θrms,i + xi · θi−1

)
(93)

Even with the systematic overestimations, the multiple scattering due to the discussed
material budget only causes a net deflection of ∆yMS of 8.4 µm. In comparison with the
uncertainty due to the limited width of the diamond gap (σy,gap = 26.0 µm), the multiple
scattering can be neglected in the quadratic sum.

Worst case scenario: divergent beam

In the case of a divergent beam it is possible to estimate the maximum occurring parallax,
given that a beam particle hits the diamond gap and the auxiliary detector. A geometric
construction of the parallax is shown in figure 3.35. It is found that

∆yparallax = 3 cm · 5 cm
266 cm = 564 µm. (94)

In the limit of a strongly divergent beam the auxiliary detector is hit with uniform
probability, so the standard deviation of the parallax error is

σy,parallax = 2 ·∆yparallax ·
1√
12

= 326 µm. (95)
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y = ydiamond

3
 cm

3
 cm

aux. detectordrift chamber

diamond
detector

266 cm5 cm

Figure 3.35: Parallax error in case of non-parallel beam.

When spatial information from the auxiliary detector is used, one has to account for the
multiple scattering in the 310 µm thick diamond detector and the 266 cm of air between
diamond and auxiliary detector. The additional scattering entities are already included in
the previous calculation (see table 3.1). Multiple scattering accounts for an uncertainty of
1.86 mm at the auxiliary detector, which can be neglected in the following considerations.
Combining the uncertainties of finite gap width, multiple scattering and the parallax we
calculate the worst case y precision:

σy,worst case =
√

(26 µm)2 + (36 µm)2 + (326 µm)2 = 329 µm (96)

Combined statistical t1 error of set-up

We distinguish between two extreme scenarios, i.e. a perfectly parallel beam and a
completely divergent beam. In case of the parallel beam, the t1 measurement precision is
calculated as

σt1 =
√

(σt0)2 +
( 1
vD
· σy,gap

)2
(97)

= 0.80 ns, (98)

assuming a mean drift velocity of vD = 66 µm ns−1. In case of a strongly divergent beam
we obtain

σt1,worst case =
√

(σt0)2 +
( 1
vD
· σy,worst case

)2
(99)

= 5.11 ns. (100)

3.3.6 Self-Tracking

Analog to the analysis of the cosmic muon tracking data, the self-tracking method, as
described in section 3.2.3, can be applied to extract the t1 precision from the correlations
of two overlapping cells with identical read-out. Just as with the cosmic data, the
precision is extracted by plotting the drift time sum under the condition, that the drift
time difference is smaller than 10 ns. The resulting distribution is fitted with a skew
normal fit (again allowing a small Gaussian pedestal which is discarded as background).
The standard deviation of the fit corresponds to

√
2 times the time precision at a distance

of half a cell width (1.25 mm) from the sense wire. With the beam set-up, the self-tracking
method can be used with two different modes of data taking:
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3 Extraction of drift time

• When triggering on the full diamond (trigger on electrode A OR B) the drift time
correlation has a similar “boomerang” shape as the correlations recorded with the
cosmic set-up (see figure 3.36 and figure 3.38), because the whole overlap region of
the staggered cells is illuminated.

• When triggering on the diamond gap (trigger on electrode A AND B), only correla-
tions from tracks through the center of the overlap region are accepted. Only the
center part of the “boomerang” shape remains (see figure 3.37 and figure 3.39).

As expected, the projections of both datasets for |Ta − Tb| < 10 ns have similar shape
and width. Self-tracking as an indirect method for extracting the time precision has
the advantage, that its error depends less on the spatial precision of the diamond gap
trigger and the angular homogeneity of the beam. It serves as a means of cross-checking
the consistency of the direct t1 and t1 precision measurements at mid-distance from the
sense wire. For the extraction of the t1 precision the trigger is set on the diamond gap.
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Figure 3.36: Self-tracking t1 correlation recorded with ASD-8 and trigger on full diamond.
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Figure 3.37: Self-tracking t1 correlation recorded with ASD-8 and trigger on diamond
gap.
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Figure 3.38: Self-tracking t1 correlation recorded with PASTTREC and trigger on full
diamond.
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Figure 3.39: Self-tracking t1 correlation recorded with PASTTREC and trigger on
diamond gap.
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3.3.7 Self-Tracking error

To estimate the error of the t1 precision determined via the self-tracking method in this
set-up, we consider the worst case scenario again, in which we have a divergent beam
and the auxiliary detector is hit uniformly. When triggering on the diamond gap, we
have a maximum parallax angle of

θparallax = atan
( 3 cm

266 cm

)
≈ 3

266 = 0.65◦. (101)

With a uniform hit distribution on the auxiliary detector, this relates to a standard
deviation in θ of

θRMS = 2 · 3
266

1√
12

= 0.37◦. (102)

Using again the relation derived in the cosmic muon tracking set-up (see section 3.2.7,
figure 3.9), we can calculate the maximum statistical error for measuring Ta + Tb due to
track inclination as

σ(Ta+Tb),θ = 0.50 ns. (103)

Considering the t0 error, which affects both, Ta and Tb in correlation we can calculate
the worst-case statistical error of the set-up in self-tracking mode:

σ(Ta+Tb),set-up =
√(

σ(Ta+Tb),θ
)2

+ (2 · σt0)2 (104)

= 1.48 ns. (105)

This error is dominated by σt0 (pessimistic estimation of reference time error) and not by
the worst case beam divergence. In contrast to the cosmic muon set-up, σ(Ta+Tb),set-up is
a worst case estimation. Thus it is not quadratically subtracted from the measured and
fitted precision σ(Ta+Tb),fit in order to calculate the true precision σ(Ta+Tb),MDC of detector
and electronics. However, by doing the latter one can estimate an asymmetric systematic
error of the measured and fitted precision in the direction of a better performance. The
systematic error introduced by the fitting method is once again estimated by comparing
the standard deviation extracted via the skew normal fit with the standard deviation of
a plain Gaussian fit.

3.3.8 Results

Direct measurements

The main results of the beam test are shown in figure 3.40. Both ASICs deliver a very
similar space-time relation. It has to be noted, that due to unknown signal propagation
delays in cables and electronics, no absolute drift times can be measured. However, all
t1 measurements have the same constant t1 offset. The offsets were tuned to bring the
measured space-time relations into accordance with simulation results (see section 5.5).
In the outer regions of the cell, close to the field wires, the space-time correlations diverge
slightly, i.e. PASTTREC measures systematically longer drift times. Regarding the drift
time uncertainty, both ASICs deliver a “W”-shaped curve, whereas the uncertainties
measured with ASD-8 are systematically circa 0.6 ns lower than the uncertainties measured
with PASTTREC. With both ASICs the best time precision is achieved at approximately
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Figure 3.40: Measured space-time correlation t1 (x) and drift time uncertainty σt1
measured with both read-out ASICs. Error bars in the drift time plot correspond to the
symbols in the drift time uncertainty plot. All plots are interpolated with a symmetric
8th order polynomial.

half the distance between sense wire and field wire, i.e. at a track position of ±1.25 mm.
Furthermore, the detection efficiency is depicted. The efficiency curves of both ASICs
possess a plateau in the center of the cell with a slight decline towards the edges of the
cell. The efficiency is calculated as the number of detector pulses within a window of
20 ns around the t1 peak divided by the number of triggers (coincidence of diamond gap
trigger and auxiliary detector). The PASTTREC read-out has a much higher detection
efficiency (92 %, plateau) than the ASD-8 read-out (76 %, plateau). To have a direct
comparison, PASTTREC was also operated with the same settings again which were
used in the cosmic muon tracking set-up (gain 1 mV/fC, peaking time 10 ns, threshold
10) and without walk correction. All three curves for both ASICs can be fitted with a
symmetric 8th order polynomial function (orders 0,2,4,6,8) to interpolate the curve, while
exploiting the symmetry of the cell for more stable results. From the interpolation we
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can extract the following data:

drift velocity
x=±1.25 mm

time precision
x=±1.25 mm

time precision
x=0 mm

detection
efficiency
x=0 mm

ASD-8
(thr 1.26V) (66± 1) µm/ns (3.0± 0.4) ns (4.7± 0.4) ns 76%

PASTTREC (walk cor.)
(pkt 15 ns, gain 4, thr 10) (68± 3) µm/ns (3.6± 0.3) ns (5.3± 0.3) ns 92%

Cosmic set-up settings:
PASTTREC
(pkt 10 ns, gain 1, thr 10) (70± 3) µm/ns (5.2± 0.5) ns (7.8± 0.5) ns 75%

Table 3.2: Drift velocity and time precision extracted from the interpolation fit of the
direct measurements. The drift velocity is calculated from the first derivative of the
interpolated space time relation. The systematic error of the precision is calculated as
the average systematic error of interpolated data points. The error of the drift velocity is
attained by fitting left and right half of the symmetric cell independently and taking the
biggest observed discrepancy in the derived velocity.

Self-tracking measurements

The results of the self-tracking method are shown in table 3.3. For PASTTREC, both the
direct measurement and the self-tracking measurement yield very similar results for the
time precision (3.6 ns direct, 3.7 ns self-tracking), while for ASD-8 the precision is slightly
worse via the self-tracking method (3.0 ns direct, 3.4 ns self-tracking). As discussed above,
in case of a strongly divergent beam leading to a uniform illumination of the auxiliary
detector, we expect the self-tracking time precision to be significantly better than the
directly measured time precision, because the self-tracking relies far less on a parallel
beam. In fact we observe the opposite, i.e. that the directly measured time precision
is the same or better than the precision measured via self-tracking. This means that
the angular spread of the beam is relatively small and most likely negligible. The worse
time precision measured via the self-tracking method is most likely explained by the
higher systematic dependence of the t0 measurement error. As before, PASTTREC
was, in addition, operated with the settings used in the cosmic muon tracking set-up for
comparison.

σ(Ta+Tb) σt1

ASD-8
(thr 1.26V) 4.7+0.37

−0.61 ns 3.37+0.26
−0.43 ns

PASTTREC (walk cor.)
(pkt 15 ns, gain 4 mV/fC, thr 10) 5.31+0.24

−0.45 ns 3.67+0.13
−0.28 ns

Cosmic set-up settings:
PASTTREC
(pkt 10 ns, gain 1 mV/fC, thr 10) 7.77+0.62

−0.77 ns 5.5+0.44
−0.54 ns

Table 3.3: Results of the self-tracking method applied to the beam test data.
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3.4 Summary and discussion of drift time precision measurements

The time precision of the MDC I cell read-out with two different ASICs was assessed in
two different set-ups using two complementary methods. The cosmic muon tracking set-
up allowed for an indirect measurement of the time precision at mid-distance (1.25 mm)
between sense wire and the field wire via the self-tracking method. The beam test set-up
allowed for both, a direct measurement of the drift time precision at any distance from
the sense wire and an indirect measurement via self-tracking. This set-up confirmed, that
the time precision of an MDC I cell is indeed the best at mid-distance between sense
wire and field wire.

In the cosmic set-up, the PASTTREC chip was operated with non-optimal settings
(gain 1 mV/fC, peaking time 10 ns). During the beam test, due to the access to higher
statistics, better settings could be found (gain 4 mV/fC, peaking time 15 ns) and the
performance was even more enhanced by applying a walk correction on the recorded
data. For comparison, the PASTTREC settings used in the cosmic set-up were evaluated
again during the beam test. The time precisions, determined by all methods are depicted
for comparison in figure 3.41. Comparing the direct measurements and self-tracking
results from the beam test, one observes that both methods yield similar results which
are consistent within their systematic errors for both ASICs and for both investigated
PASTTREC settings. Due to the consistency of both techniques, one can assume that
the amount of angular spread of the beam is not the limiting factor for determining the
time precision with this set-up. The new PASTTREC settings, found during the beam
test, and the additional walk correction significantly improve the time precision by circa
1.5 ns in contrast to the initially used settings.

proton beam
self-tracking

proton beam
direct

cosmic muon
self-tracking

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5

Time precision - all methods
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PASTTREC
gain 4 mV/fC,
pkt 15 ns, thr. 10
walk correction

drift time uncertainty (ns)

Figure 3.41: Comparison of drift time precisions determined by all employed methods.

Comparing the beam test results to the cosmic muon tracking results one observes
a slight decline in the ASD-8 performance and a noticeable decline in the PASTTREC
performance. A possible explanation is the higher average deposited charge in the non-
minimum ionizing muon tracks in the cosmic set-up, compared to the true minimum
ionizing protons in the beam test set-up. As discussed before, the average muon has a
kinetic energy of 4 GeV, which leads to 27 % more ionization than a minimum ionizing
particle. In fact, when the average inclination of tracks in the cosmic set-up is considered,
the amount of ionization is 37.4 % higher than for a minimum ionizing particle. A higher
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3 Extraction of drift time

ionization density along the track results in a faster rise of the shaped signal above the
discriminator threshold, and thus less arrival time fluctuations.

The relatively poor detection efficiency, especially the efficiency measured with ASD-8,
can be attributed to the influence of electromagnetic interference. During the beam test,
when operated at the desired settings, i.e. the desired discriminator thresholds, both
ASICs produce digital pulses caused by noise with a rate between hundreds of kHz and
few MHz, depending on the activity of devices in the beam test cave. Reacting to a
noise signal introduces a dead time, during which actual detector signals are lost and
thus the detection efficiency is reduced. Furthermore it is known to the community,
that the ASD-8 chip is prone to self-oscillation [Sch01], caused by the feedback of the
digital output signals into the sensitive analog inputs. In the oscillating state, a channel
is not able to process a detector signal properly. This phenomenon results in a loss of
efficiency. Without developing elaborate grounding and shielding concepts for ASD-8
based hardware, it is impossible to achieve optimal detection efficiency [Sch01]. In order
to operate ASD-8 in direct comparison to PASTTREC, an active adapter board was
designed to host a HADES MDC I ASD-8 daughterboard, so that both ASICs can be read
out with the same TDC. For pragmatic reasons no extensive studies on optimizing the
adapter board for optimal grounding and noise/oscillation immunity could be performed
in the scope of this thesis. However, one can state, that the PASTTREC chip appears
to have less problems concerning pick-up noise and self-oscillation, when using similar
measures for providing the connection between the respective read-out board and the
drift chamber ground.
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4 Measuring energy loss
Both ASICs, ASD-8 and PASTTREC provide energy loss information, i.e. a quantity
that is related to of the amount of ionization charge in the detector cell. In both cases the
measured observable is the time over threshold duration ToT = t2− t1. The measured
ToT is not necessarily a linear function of the charge. In the following section a method
is presented to determine a charge calibration function Q (ToT ) for both ASICs using
a programmable signal generator which mimics a drift chamber signal. Unlike the
real detector signal the mimic signal is static and does not undergo fluctuations. The
calibration set-up is then further used to study the intrinsic time and charge measurement
capability of both electronics. Subsequently the charge measurement precision of the
joint system comprising MDC and PASTTREC is assessed using monochromatic X-ray
photons from an 55Fe source. Finally the calibrated charge measurement capability
of PASTTREC is applied to analyze the charge spectra of minimum ionizing protons
recorded during the beam test.

4.1 ASIC settings

For recording the charge calibration function, both ASICs were operated with the
respective optimal settings which were empirically determined during the beam test. For
ASD-8, the threshold was set to 1.26 V. PASTTREC was programmed with the following
settings:

• gain: 4 mV/fC

• peaking time: 15 ns

• threshold: 10

• tail cancellation shaper settings:
TC1C=10.5 pF, TC1R=27 kΩ,
TC2C=0.9 pF, TC2R=20 kΩ

4.2 Recording the charge calibration function

As discussed before, an essential feature of the shaper in the read-out ASICs is to
integrate the input pulse charge and to create an output pulse with an amplitude that is
proportional to the received charge. When measuring the time over threshold duration,
we record a quantity that is a function to the amplitude, and thus the signal charge can
be obtained via the respective calibration function.

If the input pulse is short compared to the peaking time of the shaper (<peaking
time/2), the shaped pulse resembles the delta response of the shaper and the amplitude
only depends on the charge of the input pulse. In the case of drift chamber read-out,
this is not the case. Due to the peculiar shape of wire chamber signals, i.e. the 1

t signal
tail, a significant amount of input signal charge does not contribute to the amplitude or
ToT of the shaped pulse, a feature which is termed the ballistic deficit. In general, the
measured ToT does not only depend on the input charge but also on the signal shape.
Consequently the calibration function is recorded using a programmable pulse generator
which is configured to reproduce the exact shape of a drift chamber signal with varying
amplitude and thus varying charge. The waveform generator is programmed with the
previously recorded drift chamber signal, described in section 2.4.2, which is the detector’s
raw signal in response to X-ray photons from an 55Fe source. This signal is very similar
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+
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front-end
electronics
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arbitrary
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the charge calibration set-up.

to the impulse response function of the detector and it features the characteristic long
ion tail.

The output of the waveform generator is connected to the read-out electronics
according to the schematic in figure 4.1. First the output line is terminated with a 50 Ω
resistor to avoid reflections and to have a defined voltage Vout at the coupling circuit. In
the following the signal is fed into the signal input via a resistor and an AC coupling
capacitor wired in series. The serial resistor Rser has a resistance much larger than the
input impedance Zin of the signal input. Thus almost the entire input voltage is dropped
across Rser. As a consequence, the current flowing into the signal input is proportional
to Vout and can be easily calculated:

Rser � Zin (106)

Iin (t) = Vout (t)
Rser + Zin

≈ Vout (t)
Rser

. (107)

This way, also the charge of the pulse is known for arbitrary amplitude settings, as it
is simply the integral of the current over time. Although the waveform sample only
captures the first 1.6 µs of the drift chamber pulse, the total charge Qtotal at T+ (after
the complete ion drift) can be estimated by comparison with the SPICE simulation (see
section 2.4.4). It is found, that Qtotal/Q (1.6 µs) ≈ 1.53. However, in the relevant cases,
the shaped pulse returns to the baseline long before the end of the pulse sample is reached.
Nevertheless, for the charge measurement calibration the estimated Qtotal value is used.

Figure 4.2 shows the charge calibration curve recorded with PASTTREC. The same
range of voltages is recorded twice with different serial resistors (4×33 kΩ and 4×8.2 kΩ)
to cover different dynamical ranges. As expected, both curves lie on top of each other.
In practice, Rser consists of four identical resistors wired in series, to reduce the parallel
capacitance of Rser. If not mitigated, the parallel capacitance significantly contributes
to the signal injection and the injected charge differs from the calculated value. When
recorded with the full parallel capacitance of a single resistor, the calibration curves
recorded with different Rser do not align. For ASD-8, the respective calibration curve is
shown in figure 4.3.

As discussed in section 3.3.3 (walk correction), in theory the tail cancellation circuit
shortens the 1

t shaped signal tail to a mere exponential decay. When discriminated
against a fixed threshold, one expects a logarithmic dependence of the time over threshold
duration on the signal amplitude/charge. The calibration curves of both ASICs begin, as
expected, with a logarithmic rise. For comparison, this region was fitted with a logarithm
in the above figures. Towards higher induced charges, at a certain point the calibration
curve transitions to an approximately linear rise. This is a feature of the non-linear
behavior of the analog circuit, which comes into play for large signals.
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4.2 Recording the charge calibration function
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Figure 4.2: Charge calibration function of PASTTREC recorded with arbitrary wave-
form generator. Statistical error bars are smaller than symbols. ASIC settings: gain:
4 mV/fC, pk. time: 15 ns, threshold: 10, TC1C=10.5 pF, TC1R=27 kΩ, TC2C=0.9 pF,
TC2R=20 kΩ
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Figure 4.3: Charge calibration function of ASD-8 recorded with arbitrary waveform
generator. Threshold voltage=1.26 V

4.2.1 Intrinsic charge measurement precision of electronics

Using the acquired calibration function Q (ToT ) on the very same data that it was
derived from, one can calculate the charge measurement precision of both versions of
front-end electronics in the given set-up. The relative charge precision is graphed in
figure 4.4. This quantity is calculated as follows:

σQ
Q

= σToT
Q
· dQ (ToT )

dToT
. (108)

PASTTREC yields a charge precision of better than 5 % below 1 pC and well below 1 %
above 1 pC. With ASD-8, the charge precision is below 8 % and declines more slowly
for higher injected charges. These values are not necessarily the true intrinsic charge
measurement precision of the electronics, since the measurement set-up can introduce
unknown additional sources of error. However, the intrinsic charge measurement precision
is at least as good as the above values.
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charge calibration set-up.

4.2.2 Intrinsic time measurement precision of electronics

As a side product, the calibration set-up also measures an upper limit of the intrinsic
time precision of the electronics. The plain standard deviation of the t1 measurement
(no fit) is graphed in figure 4.5 for both ASICs. Above a signal charge of 100 fC, the
PASTTREC time precision is better than 0.5 ns, and above 200 fC, the ASD-8 time
precision is better than 0.5 ns. As it was stated for the intrinsic charge measurement
precision, also this measured quantity can depend on additional uncertainties introduced
by the measurement set-up. Still, the intrinsic time precision is better or equal to the
measured precision.
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Figure 4.5: Time precision of both ASICs measured with the charge calibration set-up.
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4.3 Charge measurement precision with 55Fe source

4.3 Charge measurement precision with 55Fe source

In order to test the charge measurement capability with real detector signals, both ASICs
are connected to a prototype chamber with MDC I wire geometry which is then irradiated
with X-ray photons from an 55Fe source. The read-out electronics are connected to the
drift chamber as described in section 3.2.5, and the ASICs are operated with the same
settings which were used for the charge measurement calibration. While the photons can
only deposit fixed amounts of ionization, the total charge of the detector signal can be
varied by operating the detector at different high voltage settings, and thus, different
gas amplification factors. Because the X-ray photon only interacts with the detector at
a distinct position, where it transfers all its energy, it cannot be tracked like a cosmic
muon or a minimum ionizing proton. Therefore there is no means to trigger the data
acquisition on the advent of a photon absorbtion. As a consequence the system records
both, true detector signals and noise.

4.3.1 Ionization by 55Fe radiation in Argon, escape peak

As discussed in section 2.4.3, for all practical applications 55Fe can be regarded as an
emitter of monochromatic X-ray radiation with an energy of 5.9 keV. In an MDC detector
cell, which is mostly filled with Argon, the X-ray photons can interact with the gas atoms
via the photo effect. For the given photon energy of 5.9 keV, the interacting electron of
the argon atom is in the K-shell, which has an binding energy of Ek = 3.2 keV [NIS18].
The ejected electron receives a kinetic energy of 5.9 keV− 3.2 keV = 2.7 keV and creates
ionization in the detector gas in proportion to its energy. The excited remaining argon
atom either de-excites via fluorescence, i.e. by emitting a photon, or via the Auger
effect, i.e. by ejecting another electron with a kinetic energy of nearly Ek. In argon,
fluorescence occurs with a probability of circa 15 %, while the transition via the auger
effect is favored with a probability of 85 % [Sau77]. In Argon, the fluorescence photon
has a mean attenuation length (range) of circa 3 mm [NIS18]. Therefore it is possible for
the photon to either deposit its energy in the cell or to escape the cell. As a result, the
detector measures two distinct energies, the full 5.9 keV of the initial X-ray photon and
the 2.7 keV in case the secondary photon escapes the cell. The latter is called the argon
escape peak.

4.3.2 Analysis

In the case of PASTTREC it is possible to record clear detector signals with a minimum
amount of deterioration due to noise. In the case of the ASD-8 based hardware, however,
the recorded spectra are dominated by noise and display no clear features for analysis.
Therefore no further efforts were taken to analyze these data. Figure 4.6 shows the
recorded raw time over threshold spectrum recorded with PASTTREC and the calibrated
charge spectrum using the earlier recorded calibration function. The charge histogram
is fitted with the superposition of two Gaussian functions, from which the location and
the width parameter are extracted. To estimate the systematic error of the fit, the same
fit is repeated but with identical regression weights for every bin, i.e. regardless of the
bin content. The difference between the peak positions and widths extracted with both
methods is used as systematic error. The procedure is repeated for every setting of the
high voltage scan. The entirety of the spectra recorded with PASTTREC is shown in the
appendix, section A.3.
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Figure 4.6: Time over threshold spectrum (a) and derived calibrated charge spectrum
(b) recorded with PASTTREC.

4.3.3 Results

The measured charges of the main and the escape peak of the calibrated spectra are
graphed in figure 4.7a. The width of the charge peaks is shown as error bars. For both
peaks there is a similar, approximately exponential dependence between charge and high
voltage. Regarding the charge ratio between main peak and escape peak, the measured
ratio deviates only 10 % from the expected ratio of 5.9 keV/2.7 keV for voltages up to
1700 V. Above 1700 V the ratio drops because the main peak charge increases more
slowly than the escape peak charge. The total amount of ionization charges nT in the
cell depends on the deposited energy ∆E and the mean ionization energy Wi. It can be
calculated as follows [Sau77]:

nT = ∆E
Wi

. (109)
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Figure 4.7: Measured charge (a) and ratio of charges of main and escape peak (b)
measured with PASTTREC. The error bars in (a) indicate the width of the respective
peaks.
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For a 70 % argon (Wi = 26 eV) and 30 % CO2 (Wi = 33 eV) mixture, we obtain
a mean ionization energy of Wi = 0.7 · 26 eV + 0.3 · 33 eV = 28.1 eV 10. Hence, the
main peak energy of 5.9 keV produces nT = 210.0 charges, while the escape peak energy
is sufficient to produce nT = 96.1 charges. By normalizing the measured charges to
the ionization charge before the gas amplification, one obtains the gas amplification
gain, which is graphed in figure 4.8. As expected for a proportional counter, the gain
curves of both peaks are nearly identical. Above 1700 V, however, the charge of the full
photon ionization (main peak) undergoes less gas amplification than the charge of the
alternative ionization process (resulting in the escape peak). The charge amplification
process becomes non-linear not only above a certain high voltage, but also above a certain
amount of total ionization. This behavior is interpreted as a local saturation effect of the
avalanche gas amplification process due to space charge effects (see section 2.3.5). From
this measurement it can be stated that at least for charges between 200 fC and 2 pC, the
calibrated PASTTREC charge measurement can be considered linear within a relative
margin of 10 %. The gain curves follow an exponential function. Fitting the unsaturated
gain curve of the escape peak with an exponential leads to an empirical formula for the
gas amplification factor G in an MDC I cell for the given gas mixture:

G = exp (−8.6 + 0.0117 · UHV [V ]) . (110)

At the high voltage working point of 1750 V, used during the beam test and the cosmic
muon measurement, the formula yields a gain of 1.4× 105.

Lastly we consider the relative charge measurement precision, which is calculated as
the Gaussian width of the respective charge peak divided by the peak’s mean charge.
As shown in figure 4.9, the charge precision measured via the main peak is relatively
constant around 13 %. Only for the lowest high voltage setting, corresponding to a charge
of 370 fC, the precision degrades to circa 18 %. Via the escape peak, a charge precision of
better than 30 % could be observed, which even reaches 19 % to 25 % below 1 pC. When
taking a closer look at the charge spectra (appendix, section A.3), one observes, that for
the lower high voltage settings, both the main and the escape peak are distinct features
of the spectrum. For operating voltages starting at around 1700 V, both peaks are more
and more overlapping as a consequence of the saturation of the gas amplification. Due to

10The weighted average of the gas mixture ionization energies is a simplified estimate, neglecting the
microscopic interaction cross sections.
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the higher statistics the main peak remains a clear feature of the spectrum and its width
is correctly estimated, while the fit tends to overestimate the width of the less distinct
escape peak.
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Figure 4.9: Relative charge measurement precision with PASTTREC, calculated as
Gaussian peak width divided by peak charge.

4.4 Charge measurement of minimum ionizing particles with PAST-
TREC

In the following, the charge calibration function recorded for PASTTREC is applied to the
time over threshold data recorded during the beam test with minimum ionizing protons.
In particular we want to measure the typical total pulse charge (after amplification)
caused by a minimum ionizing particle at a typical high voltage working point of the
detector. Furthermore, the influence of the track position relative to the sense wire on
the measured ToT is of interest.

As discussed in section 2.2, charged particles of a fixed energy have a statistical energy
loss in matter which is distributed according to a Landau distribution. A calibrated
charge spectrum recorded for minimum ionizing tracks at a distance of 1.3 mm from
the sense wire is shown in figure 4.10. Using the theoretical knowledge, the measured
charge distribution is fitted with a Landau function (green graph). In addition, the
distribution is fitted with a Langaus (red graph) function which is the convolution of a
Landau function with a Gaussian, which accounts for a certain amount of measurement
uncertainty. It can be observed, that the Langaus fit matches the measured charge
spectrum better than a pure Landau fit.

A characteristic parameter of the Landau and the Langaus function is the most
probable value (MPV). Figure 4.11 shows the dependence of the MPV when the track
distance to the sense wire is varied. The entirety of the analyzed charge spectra underlying
the plot are attached in the appendix, section A.4. Fitting the plots with a symmetric
8th order polynomial confirms the spatial symmetry of the data, which in turn reflects
the physical symmetry of the detector cell. The observed “W”-shape resembles the
time measurement precision derived from the very same data (see section 3.3.8). The
discrepancy between the two fit methods can be interpreted as a systematic error margin.

Due to the fact that the drift cell has the same thickness at any position, the actual
energy loss of the minimum ionizing particles cannot depend on the distance of the track
from the sense wire. However, the reconstructed charge does. Unlike the ionization
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Figure 4.10: Charge spectrum of minimum ionizing proton tracks with a distance of
1.3 mm from the sense wire. The distribution is fitted with a Langaus function and with
a pure Landau function for comparison.

caused by X-ray photons, the ionization from particle tracks are spatially extended.
Therefore, when undergoing a drift motion in the electric field, not all ionization electrons
arrive at the sense wire at the same time. Depending on the position of the particle track
within the cell, the resulting detector signal shape, and thus the measured time over
threshold, can differ, even though the underlying amount of charge is identical. For the
inner −2 mm to 2 mm of the MDC I cell, the most probable measured charge is 350 fC
with a position dependent variation of circa 20 %.
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Figure 4.11: Most probable value of Landau/Langaus distribution as a function of track
distance to sense wire, derived from charge spectra recorded with PASTTREC. Both
plots are interpolated with a symmetric 8th order polynomial.
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5 Simulation
The operation of gas detectors, especially wire chambers is well understood. Applying
this knowledge, however, is not trivial since many different mechanisms come to play
simultaneously. To understand a specific type of wire chamber quantitatively a numerical
simulation is very useful.

GARFIELD [GAR] is a simulation framework for gaseous detectors developed at
CERN. It provides an interface to HEED, a program to simulate ionization in gasses
due to charged particles, as well as an interface to MAGBOLTZ [MAG], a program to
calculate the drift of electrons in arbitrary gas mixtures and electric and magnetic fields.
An additional interface is provided to neBEM, a program able to calculate fields and
potentials for nearly arbitrary three dimensional electrode and dielectric geometries [NEB].
Based on the exact wire geometry, the wire radii, the applied high voltage and the gas
mixture, one or more HADES MDC cells can be simulated using GARFIELD. This
allows understanding the exact shape of the drift field as well as studying the statistical
time of arrival distributions of the individual ionization electrons at the sense wire. The
latter is crucial for understanding the electrical signal of the chamber as well as the
characteristic shape of the t1 measurement precision. The HADES MDC cells were
simulated in GARFIELD before [Mar05]. However, due to the unavailability of the
three dimensional field solving capabilities of neBEM in the past, only approximated two
dimensional cross sections of an MDC cell could be calculated. Therefore the sense/field
wires and the cathode wires were aligned in the same direction, while in reality the wire
planes cross each other at angles of 90± 0◦, 90± 20◦ or 90± 40◦.

5.1 Cell geometry

In the following we focus on the simulation of a 0◦ MDC I cell, the same wire geometry
that was used in the cosmic tracking set-up and the beam test. In this geometry, the
cathode wires and the sense/field wires are arranged at a 90◦ relative (stereo) angle. In
MDC I, the sense/field wire pitch is 2.5 mm, the cathode wire pitch is 2 mm and the
distance between neighboring wire planes is again 2.5 mm. Consequently cross sections
through MDC I cells are squares. Cathode and field wires have a diameter of 80 µm,
sense wires have a diameter of 20 µm. A section of such a cell is shown in figure 5.1. For
a consistent coordinate system for the simulation the following convention is chosen:

• The x-axis is chosen parallel to the sense wire.

• The y-axis is chosen parallel to the cathode wires.

• The z-axis is perpendicular to the wire planes, parallel to straight impinging particle
tracks (beam axis of beam test).

• The sense wire is located at y = 0, z = 0.

• Cathode wires are located at x = ±1 mm, x = ±3 mm, x = ±5 mm, etc. ...

5.2 Field geometry

The electrode geometry of a HADES drift drift cell produces a unique electric field, which
exerts the electrical force determining the ionization electron drift to the sense wire.
For understanding the electric potential and the electric field, we study cross sections
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Figure 5.1: 3D view of a simulated minimum ionizing particle track and electron drift to
the sense wire of a MDC I drift cell, generated in GARFIELD[GAR].

of the MDC cell. The two most distinctive cases are the cross section at x = 0 and at
x = ±1 mm, i.e. cutting the cell in the middle between two cathode wires and cutting
directly on the cathode wires. Surface plots of both, the potential and the absolute of
the electric field for x = 0 and x = ±1 mm are presented in figure 5.2. All other cross
sections have potential/field values in between the abovementioned extreme cases. In the
simulation, the sense wire is set to a potential of 0 V, while the cathode wires and field
wires are set to −1750 V, analog to the operation high voltage used in the cosmic muon
set-up and the beam test set-up.

To consider the two-dimensional cross sections more quantitatively, we study one-
dimensional graphs of the potential and the total eletric field strength along the y- and
z-axis of the quadratic cross sections, as well as on the yz diagonal (see figures 5.3, 5.4 and
5.5). Apart from the cross sections at x = 0 and x = ±1 mm, an additional intermediate
position at x = ±0.5 mm is also evaluated.

Although the electric field is the derivative of the potential ( ~E = −∇ϕ), this does
not necessarily mean, that the 1D cut of the field is the derivative of the 1D cut of the
potential. This is only true if the electric field is oriented parallel to the 1D cut, which is
the case for the center part of the cell because all field lines emerge from the sense wire.
In the outer areas of the cell, however, the electric field does not need to point directly
towards the sense wire. It is observed, that potential and field on the y-axis does not
depend on the x position of the cross section, while the most drastic x dependence is
seen along the z-axis. Further it can be observed, that between the cathodes (x = 0)
there are areas where the absolute of the electric field approaches zero. Since there is no
or only little acceleration towards the sense wire, ionization created in the vicinity of
these regions might not contribute at all to the detector output signal or only with a
drastic delay.
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5.2 Field geometry

(a) Potential at x = 0 (between cathodes). (b) Field at x = 0 (between cathodes).

(c) Potential at x = ±1 mm (on cathodes). (d) Field at x = ±1 mm (on cathodes).

Figure 5.2: Electrical potential and electrical field strength for MDC I cross sections.
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Figure 5.3: Potential (a) and electrical field (b) on y-axis of cell cross section at x = 0 mm,
±0.5 mm, ±1 mm.
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Figure 5.4: Potential (a) and electrical field (b) on z-axis of cell cross section at x = 0 mm,
±0.5 mm, ±1 mm.
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Figure 5.5: Potential (a) and electrical field (b) on yz diagonal of cell cross section at
x = 0 mm, ±0.5 mm, ±1 mm.
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5.3 Electron drift velocity

5.3 Electron drift velocity

Knowing the gas mixture, in our case 70 % Ar, 30 % CO2, GARFIELD is able to use
MAGBOLTZ to calculate the effective properties of the gas. The effective electron drift
velocity is calculated and plotted along the same one-dimensional cuts previously used to
study the potential and the field, i.e. on the y-axis, the z-axis and the yz diagonal of
cross sections through the cell in the middle between two cathode wires (x = 0), on a
cathode wire (x = ±1 mm) and for one intermediate step (x = ±0.5 mm). The results
are shown in figure 5.6.

Obviously, the drift velocity is not constant over the cell. Especially in the middle
between two cathode wires (x = 0) the drift velocity drastically drops in z direction and
towards the diagonal corners of the cell. At a distance of 1.25 mm from the sense wire,
the simulation results yield an electron drift velocity of 66 µm ns−1, which is consistent
with the experimentally measured drift velocity, assessed during the beam test (see
section 3.3.8). Up to a radius of 1.25 mm, the drift velocity is a mere function of the
radial distance from the sense wire (within a relative margin of 3 %), i.e. it is independent
of the x position of the cross section and identical in y, z and diagonal direction. Beyond
this radius, the drift velocity is more and more dominated by the field inhomogeneities
of the wire geometry.
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Figure 5.6: Simulated drift velocity in MDC I cell on the y-axis (a), z-axis (b) and yz
diagonal (c) of cell cross section at x = 0 mm, ±0.5 mm, ±1 mm. Sense wire at 0 V,
cathode and field wires at −1750 V, gas mixture 70 % Ar, 30 % CO2.
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5.4 Simulation of the beam test

In the following, GARFIELD is used to re-enact the beam test measurements in simulation.
Therefore in total 6× 105 straight proton tracks (parallel to the z-axis) with a kinetic
energy of 1.93 GeV are generated and distributed uniformly in y and x direction over
the simulated cell. GARFIELD uses the HEED subprogram to simulate statistically
distributed ionization clusters along the track, and MAGBOLTZ to calculate the drift
trajectories of the ionization electrons from their point of creation to the sense wire via a
Monte Carlo method. An example track is shown in figure 5.1.

The desired output of the simulation for further analysis is the drift time of each
individual ionization electron, i.e. the time of arrival at the sense wire, given the
ionization was created at t = 0. The drift time distribution of the entirety of the created
ionization electrons is shown in figure 5.7. The two-dimensional histogram graphs the
distribution for all possible y track positions. For a more quantitative study, we regard
four exemplary cases, namely y = 0, y = 0.5 mm, y = 1.25 mm, y = 2.0 mm, which are
shown in figure 5.8. In all cases, the resulting drift time distribution has a steep rise,
a main “body” and a long tail. The position of the rise is obviously directly related
to the distance from the sense wire and is determined by the fastest arriving electrons.
All but the y = 0 distribution feature a peak directly ensuing the initial rise. This can
be explained geometrically: The greater the distance between sense wire and the linear
extended ionization, the more ionization electrons can arrive at the same time. This is
because the path to the sense wire, though it becomes longer, becomes more similar in
length. It is observed, that while the total amount of arriving electrons is comparable in
all cases, the time of arrival peak is most prominent around y = 1.25 mm, i.e. at half
the distance between sense wire and field wire. Though the above geometrical argument
would favor an even more distinct peak for even greater y values, the inhomogeneities
in the drift field and the increasing effect of electron diffusion counteract this effect. A
small onsetting tail is also observed prior to the steep rise. This phenomenon is explained
by the not unfrequent creation of delta electrons during the primary ionization of the
gas. Those high energy electrons, when randomly passing close to the sense wire, are
themselves capable of creating ionization electrons, which have a shorter drift time than
the electrons originating from the actual particle track.

For a given particle track, the ionization electron which is closest to the sense wire
will also be the first to arrive at the sense wire (when neglecting diffusion). Therefore the
drift time of the first arriving electron will also have the closest correlation to the track
position. The second, third and all later arriving electrons will carry less and less precise
spatial information about the particle track. This is illustrated in figure 5.9, where the
drift time distribution of the nth electron is shown versus the track position. It is clearly
visible, that for the first electron, there is a sharp, nearly linear correlation between drift
time and track position. For all following electrons, the correlation has a similar but
increasingly blurred shape.

The relevant read-out electronics covered in this thesis are of type amplifier-shaper-
discriminator. As discussed in section 3.1, the shaper acts as an integrator, or figuratively
spoken, a “counter” of electrons. To exceed a certain fixed discriminator threshold, the
combined, i.e. integrated signal contributions of more than one incoming electron is
usually required. While the ideal read-out electronics would register the first arriving
electron, in the non-ideal case, depending on the applied threshold setting, the electronics
are sensitive to the arrival of the nth electron.
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Figure 5.7: Ionization electron drift time distribution of 6× 105 straight minimum ionizing
proton tracks, plotted versus track y position.
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(c) track position: y = 1.25 mm
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Figure 5.8: Drift time distributions of ionization electrons for straight MIPS tracks at
selected distances from the sense wire. Each graph contains the combined statistics of
6000 individual minimum ionizing proton tracks.
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Figure 5.9: Drift time distribution of the first, second, ..., sixth electron arriving at the
sense wire versus track y position.
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Figure 5.10: Exemplary drift time distribution for the first and the third arriving electron.
Statistics from 6000 MIPS tracks at y = 1.25 mm. The distributions are fitted with a
skew normal distribution.
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When regarding the simulated drift time distribution of the nth arriving electron for
a fixed position, one can observe, that the individual distributions are not symmetrical,
but skewed. This is shown exemplarily in figure 5.10 for the first and third arriving
electron at y = 1.25 mm. For feature extraction and further analysis, the individual nth
electron distributions are fitted with a skew normal distribution (see appendix, section
A.2). The parameters of interest are the mean and the standard deviation of the fit
function. Finally, figure 5.11 combines all extracted parameters for all simulated y slices.
For each nth electron one obtains a space-time relation and the intrinsic time precision
as a function of track position.

According to the simulation, a time precision of better than 2 ns is possible for the
innermost ±2 mm of the cell, given one is able to discriminate the first arriving electron.
The individual nth electron precision curves have a distinct “W” shape due to the fact
that the best time precision is achieved in the middle between sense and field wire. The
best time precision for the nth electron coincides with the most prominent leading peak
in the total electron drift time distribution (figure 5.8). It is comprehensible that if
many electrons from the same track arrive in relative coincidence, the width of the nth
electron’s arrival time distribution is narrowed. Figuratively spoken: If the nth electron is
too late, due to the abundance of electrons, it simply becomes the (n+ 1)th, and another
faster electron takes its place.
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Figure 5.11: Drift time (space-time relation) and drift time uncertainty (time precision)
for the first six arriving electrons.
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5.5 Comparison to experimental beam test data

In the following we want to use the simulation results to qualitatively and quantitatively
interpret the detector and electronics performance results assessed during the beam test.

The simulation is able to produce a “V” shape for the drift time and a “W” shape
for the time precision (drift time uncertainty) vs track position which are very similar
to the direct measurement results of the beam test (see section 3.3.8, figure 3.40). In
both cases, simulation and measurement, the best time precision is achieved at half the
distance between sense and field wire. Nevertheless, the simulated and the measured
time precision, when overlaid, do not align, since the valleys of the measured “W” shape
are less deep than the simulated ones. Still, the simulation only calculates uncertainties
due to primary ionization statistics and electron diffusion. It does not take account of
the shape of the analog signal and any form of electronic noise affecting it.

In order to emulate additional sources of noise, the simulation is repeated and the
drift time distribution for each nth electron is broadened by adding a Gaussian jitter.
Obeying the laws of quadratic Gaussian error propagation, the additional uncertainty
affects predominantly the valleys of the “W” shape, effectively raising them and flattening
them out. For an additional RMS jitter of 2 ns, the simulated precision curves of the
third and fourth electron reproduce well the shape of the precisions measured with ASD-8
and PASTTREC during the beam test (see figure 5.12), thus one is inclined to assume
that with the chosen threshold settings ASD-8 is able to react to the third electron, while
PASTTREC reacts to the fourth. The simulated space-time relations, i.e. the mean drift
times extracted via the skew normal fits, remain practically unaffected by the additional
jitter.

The experimentally measured drift times are subject to an unknown systematic offset,
due to unknown delays in the cabling and the signal processing electronics. Thus, in
figure 5.12, the measured data points are shifted in y direction to align best with the
space-time relation for the third (ASD-8) and fourth (PASTTREC) arriving electron,
according to the above assumption. Though the measured and the simulated space-time
relations are very similar, the measured “V” shape is less acute in the center. There, the
discrepancy is about 1.5 ns. An exemplary comparison of the measured t1 distribution
(ASD-8, threshold 1.26 V) and the simulated drift time distribution (third electron +
jitter) is displayed in figure 5.13. Apart from the small Gaussian background pedestal,
which we allow for the measured data, the distributions are very similar.

If the simulated proton track is extended to not pass through a single cell only, but
through a semi-overlapping cell pair, self-tracking can be simulated. The self-tracking
method, used in both, the cosmic muon set-up and the beam test set-up, is explained
in section 3.2.3. The characteristic shape of the self-tracking drift time correlations,
which are observed in both experimental set-ups can be reproduced. With the additional
Gaussian jitter of 2 ns the simulated self-tracking correlation of the third arriving electrons
in both cells bears strong resemblance to its real world counterpart measured with ASD-8
during the beam test. The full correlation plot and the projection of its center (Ta + Tb
distribution for |Ta − Tb| < 10 ns) is shown in figure 5.14 and figure 5.15. When the
Ta+Tb distributions are fitted with a skew normal distribution (allowing a small Gaussian
pedestal for the experimental data), the standard deviation and the shape parameter of
the skew normal fit are identical within the fit errors.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of GARFIELD simulation and the data measured at the beam
test. The shape of the uncertainty curve is matched by the simulation by adding an
artificial Gaussian jitter with a standard deviation of 2 ns to all simulated drift times.
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Figure 5.13: t1 distribution at y = 1.25 mm measured with ASD-8, threshold 1.26 V (a)
compared to simulated t1 distribution of third arriving electron, broadened by Gaussian
jitter of 2 ns (b).
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the self-tracking drift time correlations of beam test experi-
mental data (ASD-8, threshold 1.26 V, trigger on full diamond) and simulated data (third
arriving electron + 2 ns RMS jitter).
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Figure 5.15: Drift time sum distribution for |Ta − Tb| < 10 ns and skew normal fit of
beam test experimental data (ASD-8, threshold 1.26 V, trigger on full diamond) and
simulated data (third arriving electron + 2 ns RMS jitter).
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6 Summary and outlook
The main objective of this thesis was the evaluation of the PASTTREC ASIC as a
potential replacement for the ASD-8 ASIC in the next version of the HADES MDC
front-end electronics.

Prior to dedicated tests to assess the performance of both ASICs with a HADES drift
chamber, a detailed understanding of the analog input signal is necessary. Therefore, the
raw signal of an MDC I cell was sampled and recreated in a circuit simulation model.
The model yields an excellent description of the long term time development of the
accumulated detector charge signal, i.e. ranging up to few microseconds. A quantitative
understanding of the latter is important for a correct charge measurement calibration
since a non-negligible fraction of a drift chamber pulse is contained in its tail, extending
far longer than the effective charge integration times of the read-out circuits, which are
in the range of 10 ns. The attempt to model the MDC current signal on short timescales
(≈0 ns to 100 ns) reveals that the cell is best described as a transmission line (coaxial
cable) instead of a simple capacitor. Further, the model can only describe the pulse shape
correctly when the non-negligible flex print cable capacitance is taken into account. The
MDC pulse model signal was fed into a high level circuit simulation of the PASTTREC
shaper, which provides a tangible demonstration of the individual analog signal processing
stages. Conceptually, the analog signal chain is comparable to ASD-8, although ASD-8
has slightly different operation parameters.

Two versions of read-out electronics, the current ASD-8 based analog read-out card
and a prototype analog front-end with the PASTTREC ASIC were tested in direct
comparison in two different set-ups assessing the time precision. The cosmic muon
tracking set-up allowed for assessing the detector time precision at mid-distance between
sense wire and the field wire via the self-tracking method. The minimum ionizing proton
beam set-up allowed for both, applying the self-tracking method as well as a direct
measurement of the drift time precision for perpendicular tracks at any distance from
the sense wire. To extract the desired features from the recorded drift time distributions,
i.e. mean drift time and drift time uncertainty, the respective distributions are fitted
with the probability density function of a skew normal distribution while allowing for
a small Gaussian background. The beam test results via both methods are consistent
within their systematic errors. The best time precision is measured at mid-distance
between sense and field wire, i.e. the location in the cell accessed by the self-tracking
method. Consequently, the time precision as a function of the track position has a “W”
shape, when scanning over the width of an entire cell. Further, the space-time relation of
the drift cell can be measured with both ASICs with comparable results. While in the
cosmic set-up PASTTREC was operated with non-optimal ASIC settings (gain, shaper
settings, threshold), the beam test allowed for parameter scans resulting in significantly
better performing settings. The PASTTREC performance was further improved by
applying a walk correction on basis of the measured time over threshold values. With
the new settings and walk correction, PASTTREC only falls short of the ASD-8 time
precision by approximately 20 % (3.6 ns vs 3.0 ns at half distance between field and sense
wire). Comparing beam test and cosmic muon results, one has to notice that the cosmic
set-up yields a systematically better time precision, especially for PASTTREC. This
effect is attributed to the approximately 37 % higher charge in the primary ionization
traces because cosmic muons are not minimum ionizing particles and impinge at a
non-perpendicular angle, leading to a longer path length inside the active detector
volume. The resulting larger average signal is expected to produce less jitter after the
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6 Summary and outlook

discriminator. After all, a performance assessment with minimum ionizing particles is
desired to cover the most challenging case of tracking particles. Therefore the beam
test results are to be treated as more relevant than the cosmic muon results. However,
the latter can be regarded as a consistency check of the employed methods. In both
set-ups the PASTTREC prototype board proved to operate more stable than the ASD-8
based hardware, despite the lack of a differential signal input. PASTTREC showed a
far lower inclination to self-oscillation and electromagnetic pick-up noise. This results in
a higher detection efficiency under typical laboratory conditions w.r.t. electromagnetic
interference. From simulation and from interpolation of the measured space-time relations
a drift velocity of 66 µm/ns is deduced at the middle position between sense and field
wire. Knowing the velocity, we can calculate the local spatial precision of the detector
for perpendicular tracks using the direct measurement results from the beam test:

σx = (3.0± 0.4) ns · 66 µm ns−1 = (198± 26) µm (ASD-8)
σx = (3.6± 0.3) ns · 66 µm ns−1 = (238± 20) µm (PASTTREC)

Unfortunately, the intended MDC design goal precision of 150 µm [Mar05] is exceeded
by 32 % (ASD-8) and 59 % (PASTTREC) at the best performing position within the
drift cell. It is however not ruled out, that both read-out technologies could potentially
perform better if the set-up were operated in a completely interference free environment.

Both ASICs measure charge indirectly via the time over threshold of the shaped
detector signal. Employing the same ASIC settings used during the beam test, both
ASICs were studied systematically with the help of an arbitrary waveform generator,
programmed to mimic a drift chamber pulse including the characteristic long signal
tail. Extrapolating the pulser sample with the simulated pulse model it is possible to
attribute the full pulse charge to each amplitude setting of the pulser. Thus by varying
the pulse amplitude, a charge calibration function can be recorded. For both ASICs and
for small charges one observes a close to logarithmic dependence between the measured
time over threshold and the input charge. Based on theoretical considerations, this is
the expected behavior. For larger charges, the relation transitions to an approximately
linear function, which is interpreted as non-linearity of the shaper circuit. From the
calibration data, an upper limit of the intrinsic charge measurement precision of both
ASICs was determined. With the pulser, ASD-8 is able to measure charge with a relative
precision better than 8 %, while PASTTREC is able to resolve the test charge to a
precision better than 5 %. For both ASICs, but especially for PASTTREC, the precision
drastically improves for higher charges. The calibration of PASTTREC was tested for
consistency using a 55Fe source producing defined amounts of primary ionization in a
drift chamber cell. Both, the main peak and the argon escape peak of the detector signal
charge spectrum, derived from PASTTREC time over threshold information, follow an
exponential function of the chamber high voltage. The charge ratio between main and
Ar escape peak is approximately 2 : 1, matching the theoretical assumptions. For high
voltages the position of the main peak is distorted by saturation of the gas amplification
process due to space charge effects.

Lastly, a three dimensional GARFIELD simulation was carried out to understand the
field geometry and the drift velocity in an MDC I drift cell. It is revealed, that there exist
regions in between the cathode wires, where the electric field strength and consequently
the electron drift velocity approaches zero. Primary ionization deposited in or near those
areas creates significantly delayed output signal components. The simulation was further
used to recreate the beam test. To this end, perpendicular minimum ionizing tracks were
uniformly distributed over the entire simulated cell. The simulation demonstrates, that
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the drift time of the earliest arriving electron has the best correlation with track position,
while all following electrons carry gradually less information. The simulated space-time
relations bear a high resemblance to the space-time relations measured during the beam
test. The simulation further confirms the experimental observation that the best time
precision is achieved at half distance between field wire and sense wire. The simulation
is able to recreate the characteristic “W” shape of the time precision as a function of
track position over the width of the drift cell. Noise on the analog detector signal is
roughly approximated by adding a Gaussian jitter on the arrival times of the respective
nth electron. With an RMS jitter of 2 ns, the simulated precision curves of the third and
the fourth arriving electron describe well the precision curves measured with ASD-8 and
PASTTREC during the beam test. Just as it was done with the experimental data, the
mean drift time and the drift time uncertainty were extracted by fitting the simulated
distributions with the probability density function of a skew normal distribution. Lastly,
also the characteristic boomerang shape of the self-tracking drift time correlation was
successfully recreated in simulation.
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to DAQ PC
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PASTTREC
prototype boards

PASTTREC
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Figure 6.1: Schematic sketch of a full system test with 24 PASTTREC prototype boards.

It has been shown that PASTTREC can be operated at a HADES drift chamber with
a slightly worse time precision than ASD-8. However, PASTTREC can be operated with
a higher stability, and due to the longer charge integration time compared to ASD-8, it
is expected to yield a better energy loss measurement precision. This work motivates
the use of PASTTREC for the envisioned MDC front-end electronics upgrade. For a
large detector system it is crucial that the performance achieved with small set-ups is
scaleable. To test the scalability of a PASTTREC based read-out, it is foreseen to conduct
a so-called “full system test”, i.e. an effort to read out the two adjacent central layers
of an MDC I chamber with PASTTREC only (see figure 6.1). This endeavor involves
reading out 384 individual sense wires simultaneously, using 48 PASTTREC ASICs while
tracking cosmic muons. In this context, the methods used in the cosmic muon set-up, as
discussed in this thesis, can be employed and adapted. It is to be examined whether a
large group of read-out ASICs operated in close proximity to each other and supplied via
the same power network exhibits the same stability as the two PASTTREC prototype
boards used in the cosmic muon set-up and the beam test set-up. Possible anticipated
phenomena would involve unwanted coupling between the boards leading to oscillations
and/or crosstalk. Furthermore systematic studies need to be carried out to investigate
the channel-to-channel offsets when a common threshold is applied and how these can be
mitigated by using the per-channel baseline correction setting of PASTTREC.
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7 Zusammenfassung
Einführung

Das HADES-Experiment (High Acceptance DiElectron Spectrometer), welches sich
an der GSI befindet, ist ein Mehrzweck-Detektor für die Präzisionsspektroskopie von
Elektron/Positron-Paaren und geladenen Hadronen, welche in Kernkollisionen in “Fixed-
Target”-Geometrie erzeugt werden. Dafür stellt der Beschleuniger SIS18 der GSI Teil-
chenstrahlen mit einer kinetischen Energie von 1 bis 3.5 AGeV zur Verfügung. Das
vorrangige experimentelle Ziel ist die Untersuchung der dichten und heißen Kernmaterie,
wie sie in Schwerionenkollisionen entsteht, und ein besseres Verständnis der modifizierten
Hadroneneigenschaften im nuklearen Medium zu erlangen.

Im HADES-Detektor ermöglichen 24 Mini Drift-Kammern (MDC) die Spurrekon-
struktion und die Bestimmung der Teilchenimpulse über die Ablenkung der Spur in
einem Magnetfeld. Darüberhinaus tragen die Driftkammern zur Teilchenidentifikation bei,
indem sie den Energieverlust der Teilchen im Detektorgas messen. Das Auslesekonzept
sieht vor, dass jeder Anodendraht mit einem Vorverstärker, einem Pulsshaper und einem
Diskriminator versehen wird. In der aktuell verwendeten Version der Ausleseelektronik
umfasst der ASD-8 [New93] ASIC die genannten Module. Aufgrund der Limitiertheit
der aktuell verbauten Zeit-zu-Digital-Wandler (TDC), insbesondere im Hinblick auf
die erwarteten höheren Reaktionsraten an der zukünftigen FAIR-Anlage (HADES at
SIS100), muss die bisher verwendete Ausleseelektronik unter Verwendung sogenannter
Multi-Hit-TDCs erneuert werden. ASD-8 Chips sind für den Neubau der Analogstufe
der Ausleseelektronik nicht mehr verfügbar, jedoch stellt der PASTTREC [Str17][Prz15]
ASIC eine vielversprechende Ersatztechnologie dar, die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit auf ihre
Eignung für die Auslese der HADES Driftkammern charakterisiert wurde. Dies geschah
in mehreren Testsituationen und, wenn möglich, im direkten Vergleich zu ASD-8.

Signalstudien

Bevor dedizierte Tests zum Vergleich beider Technologien an einer HADES Driftkammer
durchgeführt werden können, ist ein detailiertes Verständnis des Eingangssignals vonnöten.
Zu diesem Zweck wurde das Rohsignal einer MDC I-Zelle aufgezeichnet und in einer
Schaltkreis-Simulation nachgebildet. Das Modell beschreibt exzellent die Zeitentwicklung
des gesammelten Ladungssignals im Mikrosekundenbereich. Ein quantitatives Verständis
desselbigen ist wichtig für die korrekte Kalibrierung der Ladungsmessung, da der Signal-
Ausläufer des Driftkammerpulses einen signifikanten Anteil der Gesamtladung beinhaltet
und sich weit länger zieht als die effektive Ladungs-Integrationszeit der Ausleseelektronik
(circa 10 ns). Der Versuch, das MDC-Stromsignal auf kurzen Zeitskalen (0 bis 100 ns)
zu berschreiben, deckt auf, dass die MDC-Zelle besser durch ein Leitungsmodell (vgl.
Koaxialkabel) beschrieben wird als durch einen simplen Kondensator. Darüberhinaus
macht das Modell nur korrekte Aussagen, wenn explizit die nicht-vernachlässigbare
Kapazität des Flex-Print-Kabels (FPC) miteinbezogen wird, welches als Signalleitung
fest mit der Kammer/den Zellen verbunden ist. Das MDC-Pulsmodell-Signal wurde in
eine idealisierte Schaltkreis-Simulation des PASTTREC-Shapers eingespeist, um so eine
konkrete Demonstration der Auswirkungen der individuellen analogen Filterstufen zu
erhalten. Die Signalverarbeitungskette ist konzeptuell identisch in beiden ASICs.
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Abbildung 7.1: Vergleich der mit allen experimentellen Methoden bestimmten Zeitpräzi-
sionen.

Driftzeit-Messungen

Die Messpräzision der Driftzeit stellt ein wichtiges Leistungskriterium des Gesamt-
systems, bestehend aus Detektor und Ausleseelektronik, dar. Die zwei zur Verfügung
stehenden Versionen von Ausleseelektronik, die aktuelle ASD-8 basierte Analog-Karte
und ein Prototype-Board mit dem PASTTREC ASIC, wurden in direktem Vergleich
in zwei verschiedenen Szenarien zur Bestimmung der Driftzeit-Messprezision getestet.
Ein Set-up zum Tracking von kosmischen Myonen ermöglichte die Bestimmung der
Zeitpräzision auf halber Distanz zwischen Feld- und Signaldraht mithilfe der sogenannten
“Self-Tracking”-Methode. Ein dedizierter Teststrahl-Aufbau zur Performance-Messung mit
minimalionisierenden Protonen erlaubte zweierlei Messungen, nämlich die Anwendung
der Self-Tracking-Methode, sowie eine direkte Messung der Zeitpräzision für orthogo-
nale Spuren mit beliebigem Abstand zum Signaldraht. Um die gewünschten Merkmale
aus den aufgezeichneten Driftzeitverteilungen zu extrahieren, d.h. die mittlere Drift-
zeit und ihre Standardabweichung, wurde die jeweilige Driftzeit-Verteilung mit der
Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichte-Funktion der sog. “Skew Normal Distribution” gefittet, wo-
bei zusätzlich ein niedriges, breites gaussförmiges Podest zugelassen wird, welches als
Untergrund betrachtet wird.

Die aus den Strahlzeit-Daten mit beiden Methoden (d.h. Self-Tracking, direkte
Messung) gewonnenen Driftzeitpräzisionen stimmen im Rahmen ihres systematischen
Fehlers überein (siehe Abb. 7.1). Die beste Zeitpräzision wurde bei halber Distanz zwi-
schen Feld- und Signaldraht gemessen, also an der Stelle im Detektor, die durch die
Self-Tracking-Methode zugänglich ist. Folglich weist die Zeitpräzision, als Funktion der
Distanz zum Anodendraht, eine “W”-Form auf, wenn über die gesamte Breite der Zelle
gescannt wird (siehe Abb. 7.2). Desweiteren wurde die Orts-Zeit-Relation der Driftzelle
mit beiden ASICs gemessen, wobei sehr ähnliche Ergebnisse erzielt wurden. Während
PASTTREC im Myonen-Aufbau mit nicht-optimalen Einstellungen (Verstärkungsfaktor,
Shaper-Parameter, Diskriminator-Schwelle) betrieben wurde, ermöglichte der Strahltest
Parameter-Scans, welche schließlich zu signifikant performanteren Einstellungskombina-
tionen führten. Die Zeitpräzision von PASTTREC wurde zusätzlich durch eine Walk-
Korrektur verbessert, basierend auf den gemessenen Time-Over-Threshold-Zeiten. Mit
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den verbesserten Betriebsparametern und der Walk-Korrektur ist die Zeitpräzision von
PASTTREC nur etwa 20 % schlechter als die mit ASD-8 gemessene (3.6 ns gegen 3.0 ns,
auf halber Distanz zwischen Feld- und Signaldraht). Im Vergleich zwischen Strahltest
und dem Myonen-Set-up fällt auf, dass das Myonen-Set-up systematisch bessere Zeit-
präzisionen liefert, insbesondere für PASTTREC. Dieser Effekt wird der im Mittel etwa
37 % höheren Ladung in der Primärionisationsspur zugeschrieben, da die Myonen keine
perfekt senkrecht einfallenden minimalionisierenden Teilchen sind. Sowohl die höhere
Ionisationsdichte, als auch die durch den Einfallswinkel bedingte längere Teilchenspur im
aktiven Detektorvolumen tragen zu diesem Effekt bei. Die resultierende größere mittlere
Signalladung führt, nach theoretischen Überlegungen, zu einem geringeren Signal-Jitter
hinter dem Diskriminator. Prinzipiell ist eine Präzisionsbestimmung mit minimalionisie-
renden Teilchen erwünscht, was den anspruchsvollsten Spezialfall für das Tracking von
Teilchenspuren darstellt. Folglich sind die Strahtest-Ergebnisse als aussagekräftiger zu
betrachten als die Ergebnisse, die mit dem Myonen-Set-up gemessen wurden. Letztere
können allerdings als Konsistenzprüfung der “Self-Tracking”-Methode betrachtet wer-
den. Sowohl im Myonen- als auch im Strahltest-Set-up verhielt sich das PASTTREC
Prototp-Board stabiler als die ASD-8-basierte Hardware, obgleich ein differenzieller
Eingang zwecks Unterdrückung von Common-Mode-Noise fehlt. PASTTREC wies ei-
ne weit geringere Tendenz zu Selbstoszillation auf und war weniger sensitiv gegenüber
elektromagnetischem Pickup-Noise. Dies zeigt sich unter typischen Laborbedingungen in
einer höheren Detektionseffizienz. Aus einer Gasdetektorsimulation (GARFIELD) der
MDC I-Zelle und aus der Interpolation der gemessenen Orts-Zeit-Relation resultiert eine
lokale Elektronen-Driftgeschwindigkeit von 66 µm/ns in der Mitte zwischen Feld- und
Signaldraht. An dieser Stelle lässt sich, mit obiger Driftgeschwindigkeit und den aus den
Strahltest-Daten gewonnenen Zeitpräzisionen, die Ortspräzision für senkrechte Spuren
bestimmen:

σx = (3.0± 0.4) ns · 66 µm ns−1 = (198± 26) µm (ASD-8)
σx = (3.6± 0.3) ns · 66 µm ns−1 = (238± 20) µm (PASTTREC)

Bedauerlicherweise überschreiten die obigen Werte das MDC Design-Ziel von
150 µm [Mar05] um 32 % (ASD-8) and 59 % (PASTTREC) bereits an der Stelle des
Detektors mit der besten Präzision. Es ist jedoch nicht ausgeschlossen, dass beide Aus-
lesetechnologien eine bessere Ortspräzision erzielten, wenn das Set-up in einer gänzlich
interferenzfreien Umgebung betrieben würde.

Ladungsmessung

Beide ASIC-Technologien messen Ladung indirekt über die “Time-Over-Threshold”-
Methode. Unter Verwendung derselben Betriebsparameter wie bei der Test-Strahlzeit,
wurden beide ASICs systematisch mit einem Funktionsgenerator untersucht, welcher
so programmiert wurde um einen Driftkammer-Puls mit seinem charateristischen Ab-
klingverhalten zu reproduzieren. Durch die Extrapolation des Signalsamples mit dem
simulierten Pulsmodell ist es möglich, jeder Amplitudeneinstellung des Pulsers die volle
Ladung des Pulses zuzuordnen. Dementsprechend kann durch Variation der Pulsampli-
tude eine Ladungskalibrierung durchgeführt werden. Für kleine Ladungen beobachtet
man mit beiden ASICs eine nahezu logarithmische Beziehung zwischen der gemessenen
Time-Over-Threshold und der Pulsladung, was den theoretischen Überlegungen auf
Basis der Schaltung entspricht. Für größere Ladungen gehen die Kalibrierungsfunktionen
beider ASICs in eine etwa lineare Funktion über, was als Nichtlinearität des Shapers
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interpretiert wird. Aus den für die Kalibrierung gesammelten Daten kann eine obere
Grenze für die intrinsische Ladungsmessungs-Präzision für beide ASICs bestimmt werden.
Im Kalibrier-Set-up ist ASD-8 in der Lage, die Ladung des Testpulses mit einer relativen
Präzision besser als 8 % zu messen, während PASTTREC eine Präzision von besser als
5 % bietet. Für beide ASICs, aber insbesondere für PASTTREC, verbessert sich die
Präzision drastisch für höhere Eingangsladungen. Die Konsistenz der Ladungskalibration
von PASTTREC wurde mithilfe einer 55Fe-Quelle überprüft, welche definierte Mengen
von Primärionisation in einer Driftkammer-Zelle zu deponieren vermag. Sowohl die La-
ge der Hauptlinie als auch die Lage der Argon-Escapelinie im Ladungsspektrum des
Detektors, welches aus den kalibrierten Time-Over-Threshold-Informationen gewonnen
wurde, folgen einer exponentiellen Funktion in Abhängigkeit der Kammer-Hochspannung.
Das Ladungsverhältnis beider Linien ist etwa 2 : 1, was den theoretischen Überlegungen
entspricht. Für große Hochspannungs-Einstellungen ist die Position der Hauptlinie im
Vergleich zur Argon-Escapelinie verzerrt, da Raumladungseffekte auftreten, die zu einer
Sättigung der Gasverstärkung führen.

Simulation

Abschließend wurde eine dreidimensionale GARFIELD-Simulation durchgeführt, um die
Feldgeometrie und die Driftgeschwindigkeit der Elektronen in einer MDC I-Driftzelle
zu verstehen. Die Simulation zeigt auf, dass Regionen zwischen den Kathodendrähten
existieren, in denen die elektrische Feldstärke und folglich auch die Driftgeschwindigkeit
auf nahezu Null absinkt. Primärionisation, die in oder in der Nähe von diesen Regionen
deponiert wird, erzeugt zeitlich stark verzögerte Ausgangssignal-Anteile. Die Simulation
wurde benutzt, um die Teststrahl-Situation nachzubilden. Zu diesem Zweck wurden
senkrecht einfallende, minimalionisierende Spuren uniform über die gesamte simulierte
Zelle verteilt. Es zeigt sich, dass die Driftzeit des am frühesten eintreffenden Elektrons
die beste Korrelation mit der Spurposition aufweist, während alle folgenden Elektronen
graduell weniger Ortsinformation tragen. Die simulierte Orts-Zeit-Relation weist eine hohe
Ähnlichkeit mit den Orts-Zeit-Relationen auf, welche während des Strahltests gemessen
wurden (siehe Abb. 7.2). Außerdem wird die experimentelle Beobachtung bestätig, dass
die beste Zeitpräzision auf halber Distanz zwischen Feld- und Signaldraht erzielt wird. Die
Simulation ist in der Lage, die charakteristische “W”-Form der Zeitpräzision als Funktion
der Spurposition über die Breite der Driftzelle zu reproduzieren. Rauschen, bzw. Störungen
auf dem analogen Detektorsignal werden vereinfacht durch einen gaussförmigen Jitter
approximiert, welcher zu den simulierten Ankunftszeiten der jeweiligen n-ten Elektronen
hinzuaddiert wird. Für einen RMS-Jitter von 2 ns beschreiben die simulierten Präzisions-
Kurven des dritten, bzw. vierten, eintreffenden Elektrons gut die Präzisionskurven, welche
mit ASD-8, bzw. PASTTREC, während des Strahltests gemessen wurden. Genau wie
bei den experimentellen Daten wurde die mittlere Driftzeit und die Driftzeitpräzision
über das Anfitten mit der Verteilungsfunktion einer Skew-Normal-Verteilung extrahiert.
Durch die Simulation zweier halb überlappender Driftzellen konnte die charakteristische
“Boomerang”-Form der Self-Tracking Driftzeit-Korrelation (Driftzeit-Differenz gegen
Driftzeit-Summe) reproduziert werden.
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Abbildung 7.2: Vergleich zwischen GARFIELD-Simulation (erstes bis sechstes Elek-
tron) und Strahtest-Daten, aufgezeichnet mit ASD-8 und PASTTREC. Die Form der
Zeitpräzisions-Kurve wird von der Simulation reproduziert, wenn ein gaussförmig ver-
teilter Jitter mit einer Standardabweichung von 2 ns auf alle simulierten Driftzeiten
aufaddiert wird.
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Ausblick

Im Vergleich mit der aktuellen ASD-8 basierten Hardware konnte gezeigt werden, dass
der PASTTREC-ASIC mit einer nur geringfügig schlechteren Zeitpräzision an einer
HADES Driftkammer betrieben werden kann. Allerdings verhält sich PASTTREC im
Betrieb stabiler und aufgrund der höheren Ladungsintegrationszeit gegenüber ASD-8,
ist mit PASTTREC eine Verbesserung der Energieverlust-Messgenauigkeit zu erwarten.
Die vorliegende Arbeit motiviert den Einsatz von PASTTREC für das geplante MDC
Front-End Electronics Upgrade. Für ein großes Detektorsystem ist es darüberhinaus
entscheidend, dass die an kleinen Set-ups erziehlten Ergebnisse skalierbar sind.

Um die Skalierbarkeit einer PASTTREC-basierten Auslese zu testen, ist ein soge-
nannter “Full System Test” vorgesehen, d.h. der Versuch die zwei zentralen Ebenen einer
MDC I-Kammer allein mit PASTTREC auszulesen. Dieses erfordert das gleichzeitige
Auslesen von 384 einzelnen Signaldrähten mit 48 PASTTREC ASICs während kosmi-
sche Myonen getrackt werden. Hierzu kann das im Rahmen dieser Arbeit diskutierte
Myonen-Set-up, bzw. die dafür entwickelten Analyse-Methoden, verwendet und gege-
benenfalls verfeinert werden. Es soll untersucht werden, ob eine große Gruppe dieser
Auslese-ASICs, dicht beieinander und über die selbe Spannungsversorgung betrieben,
die selbe Betriebsstabilität zeigt wie die zwei PASTTREC Prototyp-Boards, welche im
zuvor beschriebenen Myonen-Set-up und während des Strahltests verwendet wurden.
Mögliche hierbei zu erwartende Phänomene wären ungewolltes Koppeln zwischen den
Ausleseboards, welches zu unkontrolliertem Schwingen und/oder Übersprechen führt.
Darüberhinaus sind systematische Studien über die Kanal-zu-Kanal-Offsets bezüglich
des Schwellensettings nötig. Es gilt herauszufinden, inwieweit dieser Offset durch die in
PASTTREC kanalweise einstellbare Baseline-Korrektur ausgeglichen werden kann.
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7 Zusammenfassung
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A Appendix

A.1 Flex print cable capacitance

Figure A.1: MDC I type cable.

Figure A.2: MDC II type cable.

In the HADES drift chamber system, two different types of flex print cables are used:

MDC I type cables For MDC I chambers only, a special type of printed circuit board
has been designed and produced. On one side it is an apposition of several rigid
"T"-shaped pieces with soldering contacts for sense wires on the head side in regular
distances, corresponding to the distances of the sense wires within the chamber.
The "T" pieces are glued inside the chamber frame and route the sense wire signals
to the outside of the chamber. Each "T" part of the structure comprises eight sense
wire signal lines. At the bottom end of each "T" shape, the rigid structure merges to
flex print cables with various lengths (circa 14 cm to 17 cm) and at various angles to
best bridge the distance between read-out electronics and the chamber frame. Next
to each signal line, there is a pseudo-differential partner line, running in parallel
with the sense line, beginning at the flex print connector, extending to right next
to the soldering point at the head side of the "T" piece. In addition, the flex print
cable provides a ground connection to the chamber frame.

MDC II type cables For MDC II, III and IV, the connectivity is provided by two
separate entities. A rigid "T" piece in the chamber frame and individual straight
flex print cables which are soldered to the bottom end of each "T" piece. Each
cable contains four signal lines, four pseudo-differential partner lines and a ground
connection to the chamber frame. The pseudo-differential line ends before the
solder joint to the "T" piece. The flex print cables used have various lengths.

As discussed in section 2.4.4, the MDC flex print cable is part of the signal chain and
contributes to the shaping of the analog detector signal. Especially the capacitance of
the cable, in combination with the input impedance of the read-out electronics, forms a
low-pass filter which reduces the steepness of the leading signal edge.
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The capacitance of the different types of cables are measured with an LCR meter.
The working principle of the device is based on measuring the complex impedance of
the device under test, when subjected to an AC signal (1 kHz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz, 1 MHz,
2 MHz). The cables are measured at the highest possible frequency setting (2 MHz),
while comparing with the results at lower frequencies for estimating the systematic error
of the measurement.

All cables are tested in two situations:

• With the pseudo-differential partner lines grounded at the FPC connector,

• and with the partner lines left unconnected.

For the MDC I cable, the measurement yields:

CFPC, MDC I, partner GND = (25± 2) pF (111)
CFPC, MDC I, partner open = (13± 2) pF (112)

For the MDC II type, cables of lengths 11 cm, 16 cm and 28 cm are tested and a
linear regression is done for both grounding situations (see figure A.3). We arrive at the
following formulas for MDC II type cables of length l:

CFPC, MDC II, partner GND = (0.21± 0.04) pF/cm · l[cm] + (1.9± 0.8) pF (113)
CFPC, MDC II, partner open = (0.17± 0.04) pF/cm · l[cm] + (1.5± 0.8) pF (114)
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Figure A.3: Linear regression of measured capacitances for MDC II type flex print cables
of different lengths.

A.2 Skew normal distribution

A standard normal distribution is described by the following probability density function:

φ(x) = 1√
2π
e−

x2
2 (115)

or alternatively by its cumulative distribution function:

Φ(x) =
∫ x

−∞
φ(t) dt = 1

2

[
1 + erf

(
x√
2

)]
(116)
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A.2 Skew normal distribution

A distribution resembling the normal distribution, but introducing skewness can be
created by the following probability density function [Azz14]

f(x) = 2φ(x)Φ(αx) (117)

with α, the shape parameter. This function describes the so-called skew normal distribu-
tion which was first described by O’Hagan and Leonhard in 1973 [OHA73]. Introducing
a scale parameter ω and a location parameter ξ, the distribution can be shifted in x and
its width can be tuned.

f(x) = 2
ω
φ

(
x− ξ
ω

)
Φ
(
α

(
x− ξ
ω

))
(118)

The statistical mean µ, the standard deviation σ and the standard definition of skewness
γ1 for the skew normal distribution can be calculated from its natural parameters ω, ξ
and α with the following relations [Boo18]:

µ = ξ + ωδ

√
2
π

with δ = α√
1 + α2

(119)

σ = ω

√
1− 2δ2

π
(120)

γ1 = 4− π
2

(
δ
√

2/π
)3

(1− 2δ2/π)3/2 (121)

For α = 0, the skew normal distribution is identical to a standard normal distribution.
Throughout the analysis in this thesis the probability density function implemented

in the C++ boost library (v1.58.0) was used to provide the basis for all skew normal fit
functions.
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A.3 55Fe charge spectra recorded with PASTTREC
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Figure A.4: Calibrated charge spectrum of an MDC I cell irradiated with 55Fe, recorded
with PASTTREC. Gas mixture: 70 % Ar, 30 % CO2. High voltage 1525 V to 1650 V.
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Figure A.5: Calibrated charge spectrum of an MDC I cell irradiated with 55Fe, recorded
with PASTTREC. Gas mixture: 70 % Ar, 30 % CO2. High voltage 1675 V to 1800 V.
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A.4 Beam test MIPS charge spectra, PASTTREC
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Figure A.6: Calibrated charge spectrum of an MDC I cell as reaction to minimum ionizing
proton tracks at varying position, recorded with PASTTREC. Gas mixture: 70 % Ar,
30 % CO2. High voltage 1750 V. Histogram is fitted with a Langaus function.
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Figure A.7: Calibrated charge spectrum of an MDC I cell as reaction to minimum ionizing
proton tracks at varying position, recorded with PASTTREC. Gas mixture: 70 % Ar,
30 % CO2. High voltage 1750 V. Histogram is fitted with a Langaus function.
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A.5 Table of ASD-8 thresholds

ASD-8 threshold
input voltage (V)

HADES DAQ
threshold setting
(LSB of 8 bit DAC, hex)

TRB3 adapter
board setting
(LSB of 16 bit DAC, dec)

0.00 0 0
0.04 4 878
0.09 8 1756
0.13 C 2634
0.18 10 3512
0.22 14 4389
0.27 18 5267
0.31 1C 6145
0.35 20 7023
0.40 24 7901
0.44 28 8779
0.49 2C 9657
0.53 30 10535
0.57 34 11413
0.62 38 12291
0.66 3C 13168
0.71 40 14046
0.75 44 14924
0.80 48 15802
0.84 4C 16680
0.88 50 17558
0.93 54 18436
0.97 58 19314
1.02 5C 20192
1.06 60 21070
1.11 64 21947
1.15 68 22825
1.19 6C 23703
1.24 70 24581
1.28 74 25459
1.33 78 26337
1.37 7C 27215

Table A.1: Comparison of ASD-8 threshold voltage and digital to analog converter
settings in the HADES DAQ and on TDC adapter board used in the cosmic muon
tracking set-up and the beam test set-up.
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A.5 Table of ASD-8 thresholds

ASD-8 threshold
input voltage (V)

HADES DAQ
threshold setting
(LSB of 8 bit DAC, hex)

TRB3 adapter
board setting
(LSB of 16 bit DAC, dec)

1.41 80 28093
1.46 84 28971
1.50 88 29848
1.55 8C 30726
1.59 90 31604
1.64 94 32482
1.68 98 33360
1.72 9C 34238
1.77 A0 35116
1.81 A4 35994
1.86 A8 36872
1.90 AC 37750
1.95 B0 38627
1.99 B4 39505
2.03 B8 40383
2.08 BC 41261
2.12 C0 42139
2.17 C4 43017
2.21 C8 43895
2.25 CC 44773
2.30 D0 45651
2.34 D4 46529
2.39 D8 47406
2.43 DC 48284
2.48 E0 49162
2.52 E4 50040
2.56 E8 50918
2.61 EC 51796
2.65 F0 52674
2.70 F4 53552
2.74 F8 54430
2.78 FC 55307
2.83 100 56185

Table A.2: Continuation of table A.1.
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